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A WARNING TO THE READER

FJOETRY cannot be appreciated or even understood unless the reader approaches the

* poem in a spirit of sympathy and respect, if not of actual humility. The poet,

like the hypnotist or psychoanalyst, requires a willing subject for success in transmitting

his influence. The supercilious approach of the highbrow know-it-all—that Pharisee of

form and image who insists on everything but spirituality in poetry, because his engross-

ment in little up-to-the-minute notions of style makes him unable to feel what poetry

is—that trifler reads poetry without profit to himself or recognition for the true poet.

The poet cannot perform his function of broadening, enlightening, and ennobling

humanity, in the case of the wiseacre whose cynicism is impervious ear-wad against the

tender message of the poet. For the bard is no horny-throated, ear-piercing circus

barker, but a gentle idealist seeking to reach his audience emotionally and sub-

consciously as well as intellectually, with the rich but not strident voice of poetry. And
the reader might as well consent to put himself in the pupil's seat while reading. The

psychologist, Beran Wolfe, advised his readers to peruse literature because the medita-

ting writer is often able to see clearly matters that the busy and harassed reader might

see dimly and hazily. In other words "Wolfe advises this unhappy world to become the

pupil of the makers of literature. And the reader should get used to the need of read-

ing the highest form of literature—poetry—in the reverent mood of a scholar, and not

with the sterile air of a bored English teacher correcting compositions by high-school

students. Of course, Wolfe impliedly tells us that real literature is clarifying, so that

if the reader picks up some of the new poetry written by our confused and confusing

triflers whose avowed aim is to mystify—the reader has a right to cast the book aside as

not being literature. But in the approach, the spirit of humility is necessary for the

reader, lest he find himself praising pseudo-poetry because he was merely seeking trifles

and found something about as amusing as cross-word puzzles.. Only he who expects

to be regenerated by poetry can be elated or disgusted by a poem. The wiseacre, when he

does not recognize the authorship or a style for which Custom dictates praise, can only

say feebly even of the most sublime poem that it's "not bad".

There need be no blind receptivity on the part of the reader. The best students are

those who, after earnestly and honestly listening to an instructor, are most aware of in-

congruities or other faults calling for upright, intelligent criticism or dissent. Therefore

a fawning attitude throughout is not suitable for the reader. It is the fawner who is

likely to accept verse, betraying a needless and intentional obscurity, as being mystically

and symbolically super-mundane and super-intelligent. He becomes a dupe, worshipping

the muddy waters of incompetence and charlatanism as the inscrutability of an infinitely

deep mind. I have received the highest praise for a "poem." I constructed that was em-

bellished with a rose, lily, ocean, sand, rainbow, leaves, and fields of corn—and only

lacked sense and a soul. It babbled like an idiot or a lunatic of the less hopeful kind.

This junk was taken to be modernist poetry (maybe it was), and was praised to the

skies. When I told other "critics" that it was written by Keats, their admira-
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tion sizzled. After I exposed this "poem" to the pretender-critics, they insisted that

I must have subconsciously created a masterpiece. It was only after I pointed out a

dozen impossibilities and stupidities in the "poem" appearing, in part, a few lines

below, that my critics were abashed,—those same critics who had denounced my best

poetry and the master's sublimest works (when I pretended to have written those lines),

because they approached verse with the wiseacre critic's pose instead of the humble

student's proper approach. These necrophiles were so averse to "preaching" in poetry,

and so bent upon meeting gaudy colors, bizarre shapes and a flower shop in verse, be-

fore they could identify it as poetry, that they called prophetic poetry "junk", and

fell in love with a flower-decked, soulless corpse. The doting attitude of those who are

willing to consider the poet as a sort of precocious, odd child who should be praised for

his "cute" antics without a respectfully evaluating hearing, is no less a bar to apprecia-

tion of or profit from poetry. It was such doting attitude, willing to praise a "local boy"

if he is "cute" enough and not too smart or serious, that caused people who had con-

demned my "preachy" poems, to wax enthusiastic over the trap-"poem" which I

christened with the "mystical" title:

GNOS ENASNI
(The title spelled backwards reads, Insane Song)

Lo! the lily and the rose,

Sprouting from the soil that froze

Underneath the t>cean's sand

While the rainbow's flowery band

Drenched their dried seared leaves again

With unstinted snow and rain

Where the mountain's crooked horn

Dipped into the fields of corn

Whose stalks, suspended like a- leaf,

Were shedding their gay,pent-up grief!

But how are we to get the reader into the properly respectful mood when a new poet

comes on the scene? The reader is usually too ready to praise any poem labeled Brown-

ing, Shelley, Keats, Shakespeare, etc. But a new name—especially one not recommended

by the morticians of poetry—the critics—makes him smile. And unfortunately the

critics are betraying the masters, together with their disciples, and insist on castor-oiling

the disgusted public with cross-word-puzzle "poetry"!

Benjamin Franklin in his Autobiography points out how blindly hostile people tend

to be against plans and solutions offered as one's own by a familiar; and he advises at-

tributing authorship of a proposed plan to some distant person. Only by this stratagem

can one induce a fruitfully respectful hearing. Men must wear the mask of anonymity

until established. His advice is responsible for the form of this anthology. I have

found that the same persons who derisively or violently condemned my poems, when of-

fered as my own, picked them as favorites in a majority of cases when I placed them

side by side with the masters' poems in anonymity preference tests (something like the

"blindfold tests" now so popular) . When told to pick in each "duel" the poem which

they preferred—without regard to authorship if they believed they recognized any of
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the poems as those of the masters—the majority preferred my own poems! The same

"Philosophic Duels" are herein offered the public, and it is hoped the reader will peruse

the poems without consulting the index for authorship until he has finished the book or

at least a given "duel".

This method of presenting poetry extricates the new poet from the vicious circle

—

where he cannot get a respectful hearing because he is not established as a poet, and can-

not establish himself as a poet because he does not get a respectful hearing. When poems

are arranged in anonymity tests opposite those of established poets (would that editors

did this in their editorial offices, and used members of the reading public instead of literary

freaks known as "experts" to be the jury, so that we might have real poetry that would

be read, not insincerely doted over, or honestly shunned), then the hero-worshipping

reader is put on the spot, the same spot where he so unprofitably placed the poet for gen-

erations—so unprofitably to both! In anonymity preference tests, the reader is com-

pelled to judge the merit of each poem for himself instead of showering praises on a

poem to keep up with the Joneses, and condemning another because it is the thing to

poke fun at the next-door gaunt who claims to have written poetry!

The very hero-worshipping attitude thus becomes an ally to sympathetic perusal,

since the reader dreads to verdict a poem as "lousy" for fear that it might be a poem

by a master who would fling back the epithet in the teeth of the delicate scoffer. Like

the legislator who is helped along in his honesty by the dread of the district attorney, so

the reader is aided along on the road of honorable and sympathetic perusal by the fear

of the boomerang. A little fear has been called a good, wholesome thing; and it is

especially good for the reader who too long has been given the role of some arbitrary

dictator in the field of literature. This little fear helps him be somewhat more generous;

and in his readiness to prefer praising his next-door neighbor to the risk of condemning

Shakespeare, he finds himself in the mood really to benefit from that tenderest and holi-

est of the arts—poetry. For he is compelled honestly to play the critic, the true critic,

whose noble function is sympathetic and searching perusal with a conscientious desire to

understand instead of being ever the wiseacre duke passing on the witticisms of his

clown, his fool—the poet! It is time the duke put on, not the fool's cap, but certainly

the student's thinking cap for that most concentrated approach to reality, through ear*

mind, soul and heart at once—the approach of poetry!

It is hoped the reader will not make this too much of a game—except to trap the

literary know-it-alls who usually understand poetry least because in concentrating on

form so exclusively, their capacity for appreciation of inner merit atrophies. The readet

might also, for curiosity's sake, make marks for his preferences as he reads along. My

method was to have the reader put his first initial on the side he preferred and his last

initial beside the poem he liked less. In this way a subsequent reader was unable to tell

how previous readers voted since he did not know which initial represented the first

name of the former peruser. But once the benefit of a respectful reading is gained,

there is no harm in using the book for exposing hero-worshippers or satisfying one's

curiosity, by turning to the index to find the authorship of a poem.
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There is an additional broadening gain from the manner of presenting opposite

views in this anthology. Often, however, I placed myself in only apparent opposition

to a master, as where I merely stressed a different solution for a problem although I also

believed in the view of the master. For I am not hostile to the masters. These are only

philosophic, bloodless, poetic duels (with some exceptions, where I am entirely opposed

to the master's poem as deleterious and misleading) . But usiially I am a devoted disciple

of the masters, whom I consider the true poets to whose standards we must return if

poetry is not to become an extinct art, as it now threatens to become, with the con-

fusionist modernists in the saddle, who scoff at the masters impliedly by not living up

to their standards, and sometimes explicitly by railing at Longfellow, Browning, Emer-

son, Pope, and even Shakespeare. I have seen many a free-verse incompetent turn up

his nose at the "jingles" of the masters, at their "preaching" and "sentimentality"—the

new terms for the softly delicious music, the poetic element of song which the masters

were able to wed to inspired thought and religious earnestness . My aim is not to belittle

or denounce the masters but rather to help bring about a return to their true, eternal

type of poetry.

Sometimes my poem opposes a merely subsidiary message or attitude in the master's

poem and I beg the reader's indulgence if occasionally it seems I do not grasp the central

message, and if he finds poems either overlapping or falling short of chapter designations.

It is very difficult to find poems directly in point to oppose; and I have not been able to

write a poem especially to contradict another's. All my poems in this book had been

written before I thought of "duels", although I did occasionally change a word or

phrase for "dueling" purposes. It was hard enough to invent debating titles for

all the masters without writing poems to order. I never write lyrics except under the

stress of emotion (although not merely to relieve my feelings at the expense of the

reader) and—may I he forgiven for saying so—under the compulsion of inspiration.

For I leave it to the sterile, stylists to write their cold poetry only in their library, and

at leisure, and with intent. I've written mine in subways, streets, waiting rooms, dance

halls, law offices, while waiting for "dates" who never showed up, while doing

legal research for law books and encyclopedias, while seeing injustice and insult

triumph in their
J
cheap, inhuman way, while riding at funerals of beloved ones, while

waiting for the stretcher to be taken to the operating table, while seeing Love stifled by

its myriad enemies. I have yielded to the Muse instead of trying to harness it method-

ically for manufacturing stylish poetry. I have written poetry in the mood of worship

and with the hope of revelation, and I expect to be appreciated only by those who are

willing to enter into a state akin to that of devotion and prayer.

I hope the reader will forgive me for my apparent egotism in not only bringing the

masters into the same book with me, but in even standing up to them. I have already

explained the need of the new poet to hide behind the skirts of the established, and I

have a right to do so in the case of the masters because it is they who "seduced" me into

the effort to write poetry of music, meaning, significance, revelation, and spirituality,

instead of mastering the technique of sterility so that I might succeed as a modern-

ist. I am debarred from "success" because the voice of the masters has made it quite
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impossible for me to become a trifler with images. Moreover I do not claim that my
poems are better than the masters (even though my poems were preferred in all those

"duels" appearing in this book) . In most cases I believe the contrary to be true, though

jl don't mind admitting that I am not so much of a hero-worshipper that I'll deny my
belief that I sometimes have a better poem than the master. I believe there are hundreds

of poets in America today who can excel the masters every now and then1 (these poets

are generally crowded out of libraries by the modernist pretenders).

Besides, my majority in the "blindfold tests" was usually a preference by one vote

and it was not often that my poem was unanimously preferred (in the few tests I made

with modernists I used to get a near-unanimous preference generally). When it was a

test of identification of the masters, rather than preference, I seldom received a majority.

It was a matter of preference that made me win, very likely because my views accord

more with those of modern man and the jury were told they could take the message

in consideration along with melody, imagery and other poetic elements. My poems

were preferred by my contemporaries—which is no reflection on the masters who lived

in different days and philosophies. But it is not true, as some have charged, that I

picked the worst poems of the masters for the "duels". No, I only took such poems as

appear in most famous anthologies, and I sought to get the very best poems in these,

since I realized that it would very likely be the masters who would keep this book afloat;

and I don't have the attitude ot that passenger who, on being told the ship was sinking,

replied: "What do I care? I don't own it!" I am very eager to keep this poetic ship

afloat even though the credit should go to the masters, and the cash to the publisher.

It is not true that I picked such "jurymen" as would most likely favor my poems,

though I admit that I sought the verdict of a cross-section of the general public since 1

believe that "the voice of the people is the voice of God". And I know that the voice of

the critics is not the voice of the people or of the Muse, t used different kinds of read-

ers for separates batches of "duels". There were among them a number who had called

my poems trite, difficult, rough, smooth, preachy, meaningless, jingly, awkward, too con-

servative, too radical, too philosophical, too every-day, too lacking in prosody technique,

too hamstrung by technique! And since some of these critics, on being subjected to

tests, and after being told they had preferred my poems to the masters, pleaded that

tfaey had not felt so good or had had a headache, etc., while taking the test, I took

measures to get also readers who had never razzed my poems and hence pleaded no head-

aches. But there was very little difference, in the votes cast by the varied groups taking

these preference tests. In my juries of five, there were represented, professors of English,

grammar-school teachers, countermen, poets, printers, editors, nursemaids, psychologists,

lawyers, stenographers, salesmen, ex-millionaires, mattress-manufacturers, bookkeepers,

artists, drunkards, moralists, religionists, Communists, Republicans, libertines, puritans,

Nordics, non-"Aryans", a Chinaman-Aryan (according to Hitler), men, women, and

folk of undecided gender. Like the compiler of the Home Book of Verse I respected

popular taste. My least favorable juryman preferred my poems in eighteen percent of

the "duels". In mere identification tests my score was even less than this with some

readers because it is comparatively easy to find tell-tale words that give away the period
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when the poem was written, if one looks very closely. Thus a poet identified one poem
as the master's "Because," said he," your poem deals with such modern things as bombs;

and I recognize the master of a bygone day in this other poem dealing with coaches and

virgins!"

There is another reason why I do not become inflated by the preference of my
poems, and that is the fact that in some of the cases where I asked the reader to analyze

the meaning of the poems, I found him unable to understand either the master or my-
self—despite this method of debate, and clarifying titles I devised for each poem. My tri-

umph under the circumstances was like the preference Camels received in a certain

unofficial blindfold test when someone "chose" Camels but later gave as the reason that

it was always lucky to choose the last—and he had been given a Camel last—but his de-

fective olfactory sense could not find any difference between the aroma of grass and

Corona cigars, let alone the difference between different brands of cigarettes. However,

I tried to avoid too much want of understanding by avoiding a too liberal use of

college graduates especially those who took special courses or peculiar interest in liter-

ature and learnt how to read with an eye to well-turned lines! They are the least able to

understand poetry. Whether this is due to their academic majesty's inability to read re-

spectfully or whether it is due to a ready- made strait-jacket or procrustean style in which

they seek to fasten all poetry—instead of understanding it—I leave to the reader to de-

termine. To me it seemed, as I studied, their expression while reading the poems, that

these highbrows read, not to be enriched, not to thaw their frozen minds and congealed

hearts, but to see if the poets knew their place, to see if the bards obeyed the sterile rules

set up for them by professors and critics who teach and criticise poetry because they

cannot write or read it; for if they'd carefully read the masters or some good books

on prosody they'd find precious precedents or rules for the practices so glibly condemned

by their partial knowledge. Above all, these men of culture seemed to be resentful that

they were not sufficiently amused with pictures and puzzles which the educated world

today seeks in poetry instead of in the tabloids.

I have been criticised for choosing such a "heavy" title as "Philosophic Duels". But

the fact is I purposely chose this ponderous name to call attention to the momentous fact

that the best poetry of the masters was philosophical, not frivolous—that poetry is meant

to be the essence of philosophy and of universal religion, given us in palatable, though

concentrated, form. The masters, unlike our modernists, were no triflers with mere ap-

pearances, or babblers in new-style, obscurantist "language" masking a dearth ui original

ideas, or bent on catharsis at the readers' expense (now called the self-ex-

pression motive" for writing poetry). Nor did they weave fancies for wish-fulfilment

because insomnia impaired the wish-fulfilling function of dreams. Nor did they write

to allure us with empty, glossy catch-phrases, nor was their purpose to awe us with

puzzles. The master poets were terribly and nobly serious in their task of ennobling

the race. They are our prophets in an age of materialism, in an era when the recognized

"poets" are image-painters, cry-babies, and cynics who decoy us into the abyss of

hopelessness and the marshes of degradation. These are no prophets! These wretches

are themselves in need of poet-prophets to rescue them from their little panics. These

are no strong leaders and healers. These need help, and many of them could perhaps be
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cured if they applied to the psychoanalysts with their poem-symptoms which are like

the ravings of the mentally deranged, often set down on paper to help the doctor in his

diagnosis. The master poets were not pessimists or imagists. Rather, they were messag-

ists (if I may be forgiven for coining the term), because they* had understandable yet

insinuatingly subtle messages of hope and wisdom and ennoblement for humanity in-

stead of images and idols and cheap puzzles. They have employed quite as vital, con-

cise, exact and picturesque words as the imagists without the latter's confinement to

mere tabloid graphicity; and they were, moreover, far more clear despite the fact that

they used tenderer language than the offensively commonplace and even filthy

words affected by those especially destructive modernists, the surrealists and so-called

"realists", who are not content with merely destroying the soul of poetry but who must

also besmirch its apparel with their vulgar concept of reality.

These common-language commoners are often under the impression that the "thee"

and "thou art's" of the masters are obsolete forms of language. They do not realize that

in Shakespeare's time and even before that, "you" was used for the second person singular

in ordinary conversation and "thou" was a worshipping and affectionate form of address

of poetry. As a matter of fact, occasionally the masters used "you" even in poetry and

some of the poems in this anthology will bear me out. The poets used somewhat more

elegant language wherever possible, but they did not ignore ordinary words, as our real-

ists would have us believe, although they did not imagine that mere ugliness and harsh-

ness of a word were recommendation for its use in poetry. The very ferocity of mod-

ernist opposition to the use of sacred speech in poetry proves that our profaners are not

spiritual-minded, they hold no communion with deity or high ideals, they never worship

sublime fellow-humans, and hence do not ever feel the divine urge to express themselves

in divine diction.

The title and arrangement of this book will therefore help the reader to the view

that poetry is something to beautify and spiritualize our life and to point the way to

happiness, to a nobler happiness. It will aid them to find in poetry the crowbar of

philosophy and the wings of freedom to assist them to disimmure their souls from the

dungeons of misery and to fly toward betterment by self-improvement as well as by

common strivings for bettering the world. They will learn that poetry can extract the

shafts of prejudice, envy, jealousy, and greed from aching hearts, and can heal

the wounded soul with the balm of comradeship, and love, and peace, and magnanimity.

It will rescue them from viewing poetry with the unseeing eye of the dessicated wise-

acre and form worshipper whose sterile approach is so well characterized by Alexander

Pope in his "Essay on Criticism":

—

But most by numbers judge a poet's song,

And smooth or rough, with them, is right or wrong:

In the bright Muse, though thousand charms conspire,

Her voice is all these tuneful fools admire;

Who haunt Parnassus but to please their ear,

Not mend their minds; as some to church repair,

Not for the doctrine, but the music there.

November, 1938. ELI GREIFER.



PRELIMINARY

POETS WRITE TO ACHIEVE
FAME

Only a little more
I have to write,

Then I'll give o'er,

And bid the world good-night.

'Tis but a flying minute,

That I must stay,

Or linger in it;

And then I must away.

O Time that cutt'st down all!

And scarce leav'st here

Memorial

Of any men that were:

How many lie forgot

In vaults beneath,

And piece-meal rot

Without a fame in death!

Behold this living stone,

I rear for me,

Ne'er to be thrown

Down, envious Time, by thee.

Pillars let some set up,

If so they please,

Here is my hope,

And my Pyramides.

POETS WRITE TO ENNOBLE
THE WORLD

Reader, only child of mine,

For whom, childless, I resign

Family and friends and wife,

Money, fame, and sweets of life,

Reader, knowest thou that I

Daily soul and flesh deny,

Daily fling my pride in dust,

Lose in love and pinch on lust,

Let my health go on declining,

Coop me up in a confining

Room that's yellow, bare, and bleak,

So that I with thee may speak?

Reader, I don't ask thee to

Pay me back, as some folk do

Who from children safe expect

Their investment to collect.

All I ask, my child, of thee

Is with inner sight to see,

And with noble states of mind

My inner messages to find.

Be forgiving with my style

So that thou mayst all the while

Feel my legacy and will,

Which, by feeling, thou'lt fulfil!
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THE RACES CAN ATTAIN FELLOW-
SHIP IN THIS WORLD

There are too many nations,

There are too many races;

There is a dearth of comrades

With kindly human faces!

There are too many "Aryans"

Who'd love to kill the Jews;

There is a want of humans

Who would with humans fuse!

Too many Jews and Christians

Who hate for heathens nurse;

Too many rich who for the poor

Won't loosen up the purse!

Too many boot-brained "supermen"

Who crush the gifted free;

Too many shirted anthropoids

Who'd skip humanity!

Too many saints in love with God,

Who snarl at fellow men,

Who build their Heaven in the sky

While Earth's a brutish den!

Too many isolationists

—

"Am I my brother's keeper?"

—

Too many humanists of lip,

With love of man no deeper!

There are too many males and females,

Jealous, rude, and sly;

Too many walled-in lovers who

O'er Faith and Class won't fly!

A billion bipeds swarm about,

And yet how rare the seeing

Of one who'll sweep past hates and herds

To be—a Human Being!

THE RACES CAN ATTAIN FELLOW-
SHIP IN THE NEXT WORLD

My mother bore me in the southern wild,

And I am black, but O, my soul is

white!

White as an angel is the English child,

But I am black, as if bereaved of light.

My mother taught me underneath a tree,

And, sitting down before the heat of

day,

She took me on her lap and kissed me,

And, pointing to the East, began to say:

"Look at the rising sun: there God doth

live,

And gives His light, and gives His heat

away,

And flowers and trees and beasts and men
receive

Comfort in morning, joy in the

noonday.

And we are put on earth a little space,

That we may learn to bear the beams

of love;

And these black bodies and this sunburnt

face

Are but a cloud, and like a shady grove.

"For when our souls have learned the heat

to bear,

The cloud will vanish, we shall hear His

voice,

Saying, 'Come out from the grove, my love

and care,

And round my golden tent like lambs

rejoice.'
"

Thus did my mother say, and kissed me,

And thus I say to little English boy.

When I from black and he from white

cloud free,

And round the tent of God like lambs

we joy.

I'll shade him from the heat till he can bear

To lean in joy upon our Father's knee;

And then I'll stand and stroke his silver

hair,

And be like him, and he will then love
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THE HUMANITARIAN WILL
GOD'S FAVOR

WIN

"Oh, sister! They're foregoing

Silk, to stop the Jap
From shedding blood of babies!"

—

"But silk's a smoother nap!"

"Sister, see the mothers

Mangled in Canton City

With shrapnel bought by Japs for silk!'

"But silk it is so pretty!"

"Oh, woman! will you really wear

Those stockings foul and bloody

When lisle doth shine a peaceful white?'

"But lisle it is so shoddy!

"And why should I make sacrifice

When men but firid a gain

In reading safely of the war
To reap a sadist's pain?"

"Oh, bloody comrade, will our crime

E'er be forgiven by God?
Or will the sea from bleeding brothers

Drown us too in blood?

And will God stir a finger for us,

So wanting in devotion,

Who lift no finger to the dike

To halt the bloody ocean?"

THE PILGRIM WILL WIN GOD'S
FAVOR

Who would true valor see,

Let him come hither!

One here will constant be,

Come wind, come weather;

There's no discouragement

Shall make him once relent

His first-avowed intent

To be a Pilgrim.

Whoso beset him round
With dismal stories,

Do but themselves confound;

His strength the more is.

No lion can him fright;

He'll with a giant fight;

But he will have a right

To be a Pilgrim.

Hobgoblin, nor foul fiend,

Can daunt his spirit;

He knows he at the end

Shall Life inherit:

—

Then, fancies, fly away;

He'll not fear what men say;

He'll labor, night and day

To be a Pilgrim.

PEACE AMONG ALL SPECIES IS A
NOBLE IDEAL

The sun descending in the west,

The evening star does shine;

The birds are silent in their nest,

And I must seek for mine.

The moon, like a flower

In heaven's high bower,

With silent delight

Sits and smiles on the night.

PEACE AMONG HUMANS IS A
NOBLE IDEAL

Let me love thee, stranger!

—

The world is choked with bait;

Let us be sweet trusting

In this tearful orb of hate!

Let me soothe thy forehead,

—

The world is bent on slaughter;

Be thou as a sweetheart,

Or friend or kin or daughter!

(corresponding columns next page)
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Farewell, green fields arid happy grove,

Where flocks have took delight:

Where lambs have nibbled, silent move
The feet of angels bright;

Unseen they pour blessing

And joy without ceasing

On each bud and blossom,

On each sleeping bosom.

They look in every thoughtless nest

Where birds are covered warm;
They visit caves of every beast,

To keep them all from harm:

If they see any weeping

That should have been sleeping,

They pour sleep on their head,

And sit down by their bed.

When wolves and tigers howl for prey,

They pitying stand and weep,

Seeking to drive their thirst away
And keep them from the sheep.

But if they rush dreadful,

The angels, most heedful,

Receive each mild spirit,

New worlds to inherit.

For the world's a-shriek with hatred,

And a-groan with solitude;

And there's blood between all species,

—

I faint for brotherhood!

There is blood 'twixt us and winged beasts,

'Twixt man and foes unseen;

And blood is shed, and life is snuffed

To keep our fields a-green!

There is blood 'twixt us and dwellers

Within the ocean's deep;

There is blood 'twixt us and furry folk

That sing and low and leap!

O fellow human! what red dawn
Awaits the world's tomorrow

If fellow men no fellowship

Could e'en from humans borrow?

And there the lion's ruddy eyes

Shall flow with tears of gold:

And pitying the tender cries,

And walking round the fold:

Saying, "Wrath by His meekness,

And by His health, sickness,

Are driven away
From our immortal day.

"And now beside thee, bleating lamb,

I can He down and sleep,

Or think on Him who bore thy name,

Graze after thee and weep.

For washed in life's river,

My bright mane for ever

Shall shine like the gold

As I guard o'er the fold."
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THE HYPOCRITE IS A VENOMOUS
CREATURE

Good people all, of every sort,

Give ear unto my song;

And if you find it wondrous short,

—

It cannot hold you long.

In Islington there was a man
Of whom the world might say,

That still a godly race he ran,

—

Whene'er he ran to pray.

A kind and gentle heart he had.

To comfort friends and foes:

The naked every day he clad,

—

When he put on his clothes.

And in that town a dog was found

As many dogs there be,

Both mongrel, puppy, whelp, and hound,

And curs of low degree.

This dog and man at first were friends;

But when a pique began

The dog, to gain some private ends,

Went mad and bit the man.

Around from all the neighboring streets

The wondering neighbors ran,

And swore the dog had lost his wits

To bite so good a man.

The wound it seemed both sore and sad

To every Christian eye:

And while they swore the dog was mad,

They swore the man would die.

But soon a wonder came to light,

That showed the rogues they lied:

—

The man recovered of the bite,

The dog it was that died.

THE OPEN FASCIST IS A
VENOMOUS CREATURE

I'll shame the hypocrite

Who fears the glare of light,

Who stands in awe of mankind,
And hides his sins in night.

Though he be false to standards,

—

With deeds and words of shame,

He pays his tithe to Virtue,

And earns his Christian name!

But who will shame the racialist

How reach this jingo swine,

This cannibal who openly

Would on his fellows dine?

—

Who drinks men's blood in "virile war'

And smacks his lips in glee,

And tells his beastly "supermen"
That for humanity

An open season is declared

To bomb, despoil, enslave,

—

How will ye shame this superswine

Who would in blood-bath lave?

Till Pretence blossoms into deeds,

Till words turn fruit in pod,

I shall forbear with hypocrites

As humans in the bud!
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HUMAN BEAUTY IS ENNOBLING

She is a fountain of delight,

Gushing sweet and cool;

I *wim in joy and take some home,

h time a bucketful!

I take some home and lavish sweets

On everyone I know;
For she's a fountain of delight

Whose blessings overflow!

Fve smiles for Pa, a kiss for Ma,
An J toys for brother Jack;

For I have pailfuls of delight

To water every lack!

May she who blessed my parched life,

By Love be unforgot;

May some man be her spring of joy,

For I— she loves me not!

NATURAL BEAUTY IS ENNOBLING

My heart leaps up when I behold

A rainbow in the sky:

So was it when my life began;

So is it now I am a man;
So be it when I shall grow old,

Or let me die!

The Child is father of the Man;
And I could wish my days to be

Bound each to each by natural piety.

A PORTRAIT IS AN AID TO
MEMORY

O that those lips had language! Life has

passed

With me but roughly since I heard thee

last.

Those lips are thine,—thy own sweet smile

I see,

The same that oft in childhood solaced me;
Voice only fails, else how distinct they say,

"Grieve not, my child; chase all thy fears

away!"

The meek intelligence of those dear eyes

(Blest be the art that can immortalize,

The art that baffles Time's tyrannic claim

To quench it!) here shines on me still the

same.

Faithful remembrancer of one so dear!

welcome guest, though unexpected here!

Who bid'st me honor with an artless song,

Affectionate, a mother lost so long,

1 will obey, not willingly alone,

But gladly as the precept were her own:
And, while that face renews my filial grief,

Fancy shall weave a charm for my relief,

Shall steep me in Elysian reverie,

A momentary dream that thou art she.

A PORTRAIT IS AN OBSTACLE TO
MEMORY

I took your pictures off the wall,

Because you are so fair,

That portraits but crude fellows are,

A-babbling of your hair.

I took your pictures down
That hide your fiery gaze,

That libel you so subtly

With tepid praise!

The tender petals in your cheeks

The voice that hallowed music speaks,

The combat Joy and Sorrow stage

In your glance of bliss and rage;

Your pearls, your sky, your liquid face,

Your smile, your frown, your walking

grace,

And charms not e'en for poets' pens

Suppressed were by the lying lens!

And so I took your pictures down,
That I, uncoached, might see

You so much better, Absent One,

With the eye of Memory!
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BEAUTY ECLIPSES FLAWS OF
CHARACTER

I don't know why she stormed at me,
For when she said good-by,

She smiled with floods of sunshine

That cleared the cloudy sky.

I don't know why she fretted,

For when she sang adieu,

All fraying was forgotten

And life was bright and new.

And why should I remember
When even old December
Forgot his frosty blowing

When with May her face was glowing?

And how could I remember
When her warming voice and face

Dried up the rains of autumn
And left of them no trace?

BEAUTY AND KINDNESS GO
TOGETHER

Who is Silvia? What is she?

That all our swains commend her?

Holy, fair, and wise is she;

The heaven such grace did lend her

That she might admired be.

Is she kind as she is fair?

For beauty lives with kindness:

Love doth to her eyes repair

To help him of his blindness;

And, being helped, inhabits there.

Then to Silvia let us sing,

That Silvia is excelling;

She excels each mortal thing

Upon the dull earth dwelling:

To her let us garlands bring.

I don't know why she raged at me,

And the whole thing I deny

—

For how could she have fretful been

Who hummed such sweet good-by?

BEAUTY IS A SYNTHESIS OF BODY
AND SOUL

Enough deep blue adorns her eye

To call to mind a summer sky;

Sweet contrast of her darkling hair

Doth crown her straightway of the fair;

And symmetry of form and face

Must spur a poet to sing of grace;

But—if a boor may intervene

—

Does she not look above all clean?

There's something in her all in all

That looks like whitest waterfall,

Or like the silvery drops of dew
That born are each fresh morn anew;

Or like the crystal grains of hail

Lingering in untrodden vale;

Something—like the clean supply

Of water coming from the sky!

BEAUTY IS AN EMANATION FROM
A NOBLE SOUL

Men call you fair, and you do credit it,

For that yourself ye daily such do see:

But the true fair, that is the gentle wit

And virtuous mind, is much more praise

of me:

For all the rest, however fair it be,

Shall turn to naught and lose that

glorious hue;

But only that is permanent and free

From frail corruption that doth

flesh ensue.

That is true beauty; that doth argue you
To be divine, and born of heavenly seed;

Derived from that fair Spirit from whom
all true

And perfect beauty did at first proceed:

{corresponding columns next page)
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Perhaps it is her skin so white,

Or eyes that sparkle sweeping bright;

Or is it the reflected sheen

That comes up from her soul so clean;

Perhaps a heart that's glowing kind,

Or lofty and unsullied mind
Or spotless conscience, knife-like keen,

Or all these things that make her clean!

Jane, I add this name to thee:

Clara, for thy clarity!

BEAUTY IS FRAGILE

Sweet, be not proud of those two eyes

Which starlike sparkle in their skies;

Nor be you proud that you can see

All hearts you captives, yours yet free;

Be you not proud of that rich hair

Which wantons with the lovesick air;

Whenas that ruby which you wear,

Sunk from the tip of your soft ear,

Will last to be a precious stone

When all your world of beauty's gone.

He only fair, and what he fair hath
made;

All other fair, like flowers, untimely

fade.

BEAUTY IS EVERLASTING

I think that I shall never view
A loveliness outlasting you.

For skies are only blue by day,

To melt in night and clouds away;
And stars but scintillate at night,

Moons radiant are with borrowed light;

And roses blush but once and die,

Song ends, then voices rasp so dry;

Tree and rock are Nature's dress,

But you're a spark of godliness,

That flashes on through Time and Space,

A golden fibre in the race!

CLOTHES

MODEST CLOTHING PLEASES

Mildred sports a chaste brown dress,

And beaming knows me not at all;

But Mildred zephyrs in my brain

Like a sapling brown and tall!

Fresh green calyx of the flower

Pinned unto her chest

Glisters leafy in my eyes,

And dances in my breast!

Mildred bought a muslin dress

That hugs her sweetly tight,

—

And clasps my heart in close embrace

With arms of dusky light!

Though nought I paid for green and

brown,

Though Mildred be an Arctic Pole,

I wear her dress, and flowers, and curves

Warm and snug about my soul!

SUMPTUOUS CLOTHING PLEASES

Whenas in silks my Julia goes

Then, then (methinks) how sweetly flows

That liquefaction of her clothes.

Next, when I cast mine eyes and see

That brave vibration each way free;

O how that glittering taketh me!
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DEATH SEVERS US FROM OUR LOVE
FOREVER

Surprised by joy—impatient as the Wind

—

I turned to share the transport—O!
with whom

But Thee, deep-buried in the silent tomb,

That spot which no vicissitude can find?

Love, faithful love, recalled thee to my
mind

—

But how could I forget thee? Through
what power,

Even for the least division of an hour,

Have I been so beguiled as to be blind

To my most grievous loss?—That

thought's return

Was the worst pang that sorrow ever

bore,

Save one, one only, when I stood forlorn,

Knowing my heart's best treasure was

no more;

That neither present time, nor years

unborn

Could to my sight that heavenly face

restore.

DEATH UNITES US WITH OUR
LOVE FOREVER

Though Jessie won't be mine,

'Tis good to know that she,

In cosmical design,

Participates with me:

We tread the selfsame Earth,

And share her kindly breath:

And we'll be reunited

By Earth, as clay, in Death!

CONCENTRATING ON NATURE
SOFTENS THE THOUGHT

OF DEATH

There's not a nook within this solemn Pass

But were an apt confessional for one

Taught by his summer spent, his

autumn gone,

That Life is but a tale of morning grass

Withered at eve. From scenes of art

which chase

That thought away, turn, and with

watchful eyes

Feed it 'mid Nature's old felicities,

Rocks, rivers, and smooth lakes more clear

than glass

Untouched, unbreathed upon. Thrice

happy quest,

If from a golden perch of aspen spray

(October's workmanship to rival May)
The pensive warbler of the ruddy breast

That moral sweeten by a heaven-taught

lay,

Lulling the year, with all its cares, to rest!

CONCENTRATING ON OUR IN-

SIGNIFICANCE SOFTENS THE
THOUGHT OF DEATH

Though I'm poor and unhealthy,

I grudge not the wealthy,

The powerful, healthy, and wise!

—

With much more to achieve,

And but sorrows to leave,

I'm more ready to fall or to rise!

I have little to give

To the world if I live,

—

If I die, this sphere will not tremble;

so free to depart,

With loss to no art,

Slave Atlas, I do not resemble!

1 am free, never fearful,

Win or lose—why be tearful?

—

I'm not wedded to Fortune or Life!

If Dame Fortune won't smile

Ill-Luck may beguile!

And Death is an all-yielding wife!
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REMEMBRANCE IS A SOLACE
Sam Tassler, thou art deep and cold and

still,

Within the lonely grave that hath not yet

Embraced the wanderer, so freshly met,

Beneath thy loose-loamed and unfihred

hill;—

And while St. Peter weighs thine every

deed,

Thou, so fresh torn from the mesh of

friends

—

Too soon for judgment, too late for

amends

—

Shalt never for a shelter gasp a need:

For round my heart, when it was cold

forsaken,

Thy hospitable soul a refuge wove;

And now that thou 'twixt Earth and

Heav'n dost rove,

That place about my heart it is not taken

But gapes for thee, kind spirit on-the-

roam!

Oh, come right in and make yourself at

home!

RELIGION CONQUERS DEATH
Death, be not proud, though some have

called thee

Mighty and dreadful, for thou art not so:

For those whom thou think'st thou dost

overthrow

Die not, poor Death; nor yet canst thou

kill me,

From Rest and Sleep, which but thy

picture be,

Much pleasure, then from thee much more
must flow;

And soonest our best men with thee do
go—

Rest of their bones and souls' delivery!

Thou'rt slave to fate, chance, kings, and
desperate men,

And dost with poison, war, and sickness

dwell;

And poppy or charms can make us sleep

as well

And better than thy stroke. Why swell'st

thou then?

One short sleep past, we wake eternally,

And Death shall be no more: Death,

thou shalt die!

THE HEREAFTER IS A SOLACE
Even such is Time, that takes in trust

Our youth, our joys, our all we have,

And pays us but with earth and dust;

Who in the dark and silent grave,

When we have wandered all our ways,

Shuts up the story of our days;

But from this earth, this grave, this dust,

My God will raise me up, I trust.

PHILOSOPHY CONQUERS DEATH
While we are, Death is not; when Death

is, we are not

This twelve-worded charm wards off

dread

Of the vault and the worms in the cold

lonely plot;

Epicurus: we're never, then, dead!

For we are the laughing, the grieving, the

breathing,

—

Not the images lowered in earth!

Why care where this matter descends

after seething?

As soon care it was there before birth!

Then weep not, and grieve not! flesh

statues deceive not

The sage who this truth comprehends:

That we're never dead! we to graves never

wed!

We are not, when Death is, when life

ends!
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LOVE SHARPENS OUR VISION

Fools have called thee simple,

Weaklings thought thee frail,

The gaudy found thee flashy,

The faded said thou'rt pale;

Ugly ones sighed: Beauty

Slept when thou wert born;

Cheaplings marked thee petty,

Wretches flung thee scorn.

Loons they daubed thee frenzied,

Flint hearts stamped thee hard;

Punsters said no whit of whit

Hadst thou to light a bard;

I was stunned to hear them;

And wondered: was I dreaming,

Or was I in a fever when
Thou seem'dst like suns a-gleaming!

I stretched my arms to Venus,

And wisdom prayed from Heaven;

There flashed a silken answer

In hallowed words me given:

—

"She walks in regal splendor,

She glints like whitest rose,

She sparkles like the silver

That in a mirror glows!

—

She is Perfection's mirror,

And each who sees her halts

To view his flaws reflected,

And fling at her his faults!"

LOVE MAKES US BLIND

O me! what eyes hath love put in my head

Which have no correspondence with true

sight:

Or if they have, where is my judgment fled

That censures falsely what they see

aright?

If that be fair whereon my false eyes dote,

What means the world to say it is not so?

If it be not, then love doth well denote

Love's eye is not so true as all men's: No,

How can it? O how can love's eye be true,

That is so vexed with watching and with

tears?

No marvel then though I mistake my view:

The sun itself sees not till heaven

clears.

O cunning love! with tears thou keep'st

me blind,

Lest eyes well-seeing thy foul faults should

find!

A BEAUTY'S CRUELTY MAY BE DUE
TO VULGARITY

I loved a maid who loved me not,

Thank God! she loved me not!

I'll sing this song my whole life long:

Thank God! she loved me not!

Come, tell me that, "the grapes ara sour!"

Oh, Love is blind! all blind!

Let others bless that sweet word "yes"

—

Harsh "no" I found most kind!

Oh, Love is blind, and Love is deaf,

And Love hath vulgar taste!

I think that lovers all should be

In fetters safe embraced!

(corresponding columns next page)

A BEAUTY'S CRUELTY IS

INEXPLICABLE

So oft as I her beauty do behold,

And therewith do her cruelty compare,

I marvel of what substance was the mold,

That which her made at once so cruel

fair;

Not earth, for her high thoughts more
heavenly are;

Not water, for her love doth burn

like fire;

Not air, for she is not so light or rare;

Not fire, for she doth freeze with faint

desire.
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The wild delirium of Love,

In brute Stupidity-

Beholds the gentle spirit of

Wisdom and Poetry!

The voice that's horny from the heart,

The lover thinks is so

Merely because the gentle dove

Instead of "yes" crows "no"!

I've put away the gilded thought

That my fool hands my luck have

wrought,

And sing my gratitude and praise

To Father Fate's stern kindly ways;

For when like wild unknowing boy,

My happiness I would destroy,

He saved me from a plunge in Woe,
And a haloed cheapling pouted: "No! :

Then needs another element inquire

Whereof she might be made—that is

the sky;

For to the heaven her haughty looks

aspire,

And eke her mind is pure immortal

high.

Then since to heaven ye likened are

the best,

Be like in mercy, as in all the rest.

THE GRASSHOPPER CASTS A
CHARM ON THE WORLD

swing st upon the wavmgO Thou that

hair

Of some well-filled oaten beard,

Drunk every night with a delicious tear

Dropt thee from heaven, where thou

wert reared!

The joys of earth and air are thine entire,

That with thy feet and wings dost hop

and fly;

And when thy poppy works, thou dost

retire

To thy carved acorn-bed to lie.

Up with the day, the Sun thou welcom'st

then,

Sport'st in the gilt plaits of his beams,

And all these merry days mak'st merry

men,
Thyself, and melancholy streams.

YOUNG BEAUTY CASTS A CHARM
ON THE WORLD

What in so sweet as a sixteen-year lass?

Where is the wisdom or art to surpass

Her glitter and freshness, her dreams of

true love

Unyoked to a motive ahead or above!

Rather a kiss from a sixteen-year girl,

Or a caress of a hand or a curl,

Rather one gaze in far-fixed eyes,

Than all favors doled out by the sobered,

the "wise"!

What if she be more than woman a child?

A blossom is she by deceit undefiled!

Thine be the fruit, mine the gleam in her

eyes!

Thine be the earth, but give me the skies!
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THE PURE BRUNETTE IS

BEAUTIFUL

Ye who sing of golden

Hair like suns that set,

Pagans! ye shall worship

At the shrine of Juliet!

Ye who see high heaven

In eyes of blue, shall yet

Kneel in higher worship

To black-eyed Juliet!

Ye shall see the subtle

Gold in her black tresses,

And in, her cool swart face, ye'll find

The softest of caresses!

And all the dazzling skies

Of heaven's depth, ye'll see

In her glow-eyed, deep compassion,

In her heart's infinity!

Ye shall be transformed and lifted;

Ye shall learn to worship grace!

Ye'll forsake your tinsel standards

When ye're hallowed by her face!

A MIXTURE OF DARK AND BRIGHT
IS BEAUTIFUL

She walks in beauty, like the night

Of cloudless climes and starry skies;

And all that's best of dark and bright

Meet in her aspect and her eyes:

Thus mellowed to that tender light

Which heaven to gaudy day denies.

One shade the more, one ray the less

Had half impaired the nameless grace

Which waves in every raven tress

Or softly lightens o'er her face,

Where thoughts serenely sweet express

How pure, how dear their dwelling place.

And on that cheek and o'er that brow
So soft so calm, yet eloquent,

The smiles that win, the tints that glow

But tell of days in goodness spent,

—

A mind at peace with all below,

A heart whose love is innocent.

ETHICS

WE SHOULD BE VIRTUOUS—AND WE SHOULD BE VIRTUOUS; AND
CLEVER ENOUGH TO MAKE

EXCEPTIONS

A little sin or wrong or lie

Is like a cloudlet in a sky

Of otherwise too perfect blue.

And they who give the Devil his due

Will hug back saintliness anew,

Give unto Caesar, Caesar's things!

Behold yon bird that fleetly wings

—

Discoursing super-earthly things

—

He must have had his earthly flings!

That maid is free for fairest deeds,

Who ransomed lofty thought,

And freedom, with a little sin,

From starved Desire bought!

(corresponding columns next page)

LET WHO WILL, BE
CLEVER

My fairest child, I have no song to give

you;

No lark could pipe to skies so dull and

gray:

Yet, if you will, one quiet hint I'll leave

you
For every day.

I'll tell you how to sing a clearer carol

Than lark who hails the dawn on breezy

down;
To earn yourself a purer poet's laurel

Than Shakespeare's crown.
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Oh, they who give the Devil his due

Find Satan is an angel, too!

And they who learn in peace to dwell

With him, will save their souls from Hell!

Ye body-starving saints, be fair!

And find the Devil on the square!

Be good, sweet maid, and let who will be

clever;

Do noble things, not dream them all

day long:

And so make Life, and Death, and that

For Ever

One grand sweet song.

OUR FAILURE TO ACFHEVE PER-
FECTION PROVES WE HAVE
NOT STRENGTH TO BE

VIRTUOUS

Weak and irresolute is man;
The purpose of today,

Woven with pains into his plan,

Tomorrow rends away.

The bow well bent, and smart the spring,

Vice seems already slain;

But Passion rudely snaps the string,

And it revives again.

Some foe to his upright intent

Finds out his weaker part;

Virtue engages his assent,

But Pleasure wins his heart.

Tis here the folly of the wise

Through all his art we view:

And while his tongue the charge denies,

His conscience owns it true.

Bound on a voyage of awful length

And dangers little known,
A stranger to superior strength,

Man vainly trusts his own.

But oars alone can ne'er prevail

To reach the distant coast;

The breath of Heaven must swell the sail,

Or all the toil is lost.

OUR FAILURE TO ACHIEVE PER-
FECTION PROVES WE SHOULD

AIM FOR NEAR-
PERFECTION

Though I can't be fully honest,

I won't be complete as crook;

I'm a Ninety-Five Percenter,

—

Can't be King?—I'll be a duke!

Golden folk may shine—in convents;

Life's stream would erode them fast!

Pure gold's kept in mints, but current

Gold alloyed is long to last!

Though I've broken laws, commandments,
My ideals stretched and bent,

I am and will continue honest,

—

That is—ninety-five percent!
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GOD'S GREATEST GIFT IS THE FEEL-
ING OF INVINCIBILITY

AGAINST FATE

Out of the night that covers me,

Black as the pit from pole to pole,

I thank whatever gods may be

For my unconquerable soul.

In the fell clutch of circumstance

I have not winced nor cried aloud.

Under the bludgeonings of chance

My head is bloody, but unbowed.

Beyond this place of wrath and tears

Looms but the Horror of the shade,

And yet the menace of the years

Finds and shall find me unafraid.

It matters not how strait the gate,

How charged with punishment the

scroll,

I am the master of my fate:

I am the captain of my soul.

GOD'S GREATEST GIFT IS THE
POWER TO ACQUIESCE IN

FATE'S DECREES

Weaver of Destiny, O Fate,

Weave on and on!

I'll follow every twisted thread

That Thou hast spun!

Not understanding happiness,

Nor where its store,

I'll take Thy crumbs of joy, nor ask

What keys bring more.

The keys of health, and love and lore

Are false, false all!

Not wealth nor kindness can store up
The manna fall.

A helpless beggar on this earth

Am I,

—

And less—not knowing for what to beg

Or sigh

Except for this one grant:

—

Come blessing or curse,

My wish should acquiesce in Thine

O Universe!

GOALS AND COMPROMISE

WE SHOULD WAIT FOR OUR IDEAL
IN MARRIAGE

My aims have ever dwelt on high

With God far off up in the sky;

Yet though I live with earth and sin,

I have not given in!

My heart has strayed too far above

The compromise that men call love;

Yet though Fm turning gray and old,

My aspirations still are bold

Enough to seek what youths despair

To reach: soul, body, must be fair,

And just as beautiful the mind,

Ere I the nuptial tie will bind.

Say not all three we may not get,

—

For I am not defeated yet!

WE SHOULD HASTEN TO MARRY
WHILE YOUNG

Gather ye rosebuds while ye may,

Old Time is still a-flying:

And this same flower that smiles today,

Tomorrow will be dying.

The glorious Lamp of Heaven, the Sun,

The higher he's a-getting

The sooner will his race be run,

And nearer he's to setting.

That age is beat which is the first,

When youth and blood are warmer;

But being spent, the worse and worst

Times, still succeed the former.

(corresponding columns next page)
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When will I be so poor and old

That I will wave away for gold

The fondest dreams that ever fed

My soul?—The answer is when dead

At last my soul shall be, though still

Interred in walking flesh, until

Such shame or graceful death, the bet

Is on! I am not beaten yet!

Oh, I have trembled at Defeat,

And fled in disarrayed retreat

At his approach! I've seen him cross

The moat and smash the forts so gross,

Each wall gave way, and when at last

He clutched my naked throat, held fast

And prayed me peaceful to admit

That I was captive to Defeat,

—

A wall within I had forsaken,

Arose to shield me and was not taken!

Though I gain not a thing at all,

Defeat shan't pass my inner wall;

And Hope's bright flag still flings the bet

That my ideal shall clasp me yet!

Then be not coy, but use your time;

And while ye may, go marry:

For having lost but once your prime,

You may for ever tarry.

HAPPINESS AND FANCY

FANCY GIVES US THE ONLY REAL
JOY

I pace my room in silence,

And do no work at all,

And let the hours pass me,

And heed not Venus' call.

Wealth, and Love, and Glory

March outside the door,

And beg me to receive them;

But I—just pace the floor!

I have a wealthy fancy,

I have a loving heart,

I love but kindly glory,

And I dread from them to part!

For I'm getting older now,

And I know, Reality

Is not those things which strut me by,

—

But paces the room with me!

FANCY KEEP US FROM REAL
JOY

Fancies are but streams

Of vain pleasure;

They who by their dreams

True joys measure,

Feasting, starve, laughing, weep,

Playing, smart; whilst in sleep

Fools, with shadows smiling,

Wake and find

Hopes like the wind,

Idle hopes, beguiling.

Thoughts fly away; Time hath passed

them;

Wake now, awake! see and taste them!
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NIGHT DREAMS COMPENSATE FOR
A LOST LOVE

Methought I saw my late espoused Saint

Brought to me like Alcestis from the

grave,

Whom Jove's great Son to her great

Husband gave,

Rescued from death hy force though

pale and faint.

Mine as whom washt from spot of child-

bed taint,

Purification in the old Law did save,

And such, as yet once more I trust to

have

Full sight of her in Heaven without

restraint,

Came vested all in white, pure as her mind:

Her face was veiled, yet to my fancied

sight,

Love, sweetness, goodness, in her person

shined

So clear, as in no face with more delight.

But O as to embrace me she inclined

I waked, she fled, and day brought back

my night.

DAYDREAMS COMPENSATE FOR A
LOST LOVE

Anna doth not love me,

Anna doth not care;

But there's a phantom Anna, loves

My toying with her hair!

Anna's letters chill me:
Frosty, formal ending;

Anna's letters thrill me

—

Must be cold pretending!

All my invitations,

She parries deft away;

And yet my Anna is with me,

Noon, and night, and day!

Anna must be older,

Head with gold awhirl;

Anna is a golden-haired

Sixteen-year-old, girl!

Anna need not meet me,

Anna need not love me;
Cupid never will defeat me

While she soars above me!

Anna is a berg of ice,

Anna's heart is steel;

But Anna's an unbodied spice,

—

My portable ideal!

MEMENTOES OF OUR BELOVED ARE
INSPIRING

When I have taken Sally home
I zigzag here and there,

And walk in circles to my room,

Though Frost breathe everywhere!

Though Frost may needle through my
ears,

Though rain and hail be pelting;

I take the long way, feeling naught

Of freezing, wetting, melting.

MEMENTOES OF THE GREAT ARE
INSPIRING

Ah, did you once see Shelley plain,

And did he stop and speak to you,

And did you speak to him again?

How strange it seems and new!

But you were living before that,

And also you were living after;

And the memory I started at

—

My starting moves your laughter!

I take the roundabout way back;

And hop and jig and roam;

And though I sprint through many streets,

I don't seem ever home!

(corresponding columns next page)

I crossed a moor, with a name of its own
And a certain use in the world no doubt,

Yet a hand's-breadth of it shines alone

'Midi the blank miles round about:
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I care not if I lose my sleep,

And mock Dawn's warning gleam;

When I walk home from Sally, I

Am wakeful to a dream!

To dream and fantasy aroused,

I wakeful search to find

And gather with my greedy eyes

The steps she left behind!

For there I picked up on the heather

And there I put inside my breast

A molted feather, an eagle-feather!

Well, I forget the rest.

IT IS BETTER TO RISE EARLY AND
GO HUNTING

Waken, lords and ladies gay,

On the mountain dawns the day;

All the jolly chase is here,

With hawk and horse and hunting spear!

Hounds are in their couples yelling,

Hawks are whistling, horns are knelling,

Merrily, merrily mingle they,

"Waken lords and ladies gay."

Waken, lords and ladies gay,

The mist has left the mountain gray,

Springlets in the dawn are steaming,

Diamonds in the brake are gleaming,

And foresters have busy been

To tract the buck in thicket green;

Now we come to chant our lay,

"Waken lords and ladies gay."

Waken, lords and ladies gay,

To the greenwoods haste away;

We can show you where he lies,

Fleet of foot and tall of size;

We can show the marks he made
When 'gainst the oak his antlers frayed;

You shall see him brought to bay;

Waken, lords and ladies gay.

Louder, louder chant the lay,

Waken, lords and ladies gay!

Tell them youth, and mirth, and glee

Run a course as well as we;

Time, stern huntsman, who can balk,

Stanch as hound and fleet as hawk?
Think of this and rise with day,

Gentle lords and ladies gay!

IT IS BETTER TO LIE IN A PEACEFUL
BED

Disillusion, I defy thee

As I stretch me on my bed

And dip in dreams of manna
Where Fancy will be fed!

The clamor and the yearnings

Of cruel day are shed;

Like duckling feathers repulsing rain

Is the sheet pulled over my head!

I pull the sheet straight over my head,

And chuckle with freedom and gleee,

And thumb my nose at all the world

By the portals of Fantasy!

I thumb my nose at the mean-made world

Of blood and kinks and seams!

I lock my eyes and open my heart

To the soft smooth kingdom of dreams!
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DREAM LIFE IS NOT AS GOOD AS
REALITY

O curse not the sluggards

Who won't up on time!

Who'd rather be sleeping

Than see the day's prime!

O pity the wretched

Who bound not with glee

From shadowy grayness

To gold ecstasy!

DREAM LIFE IS BETTER THAN
REALITY

Foolish prater, what dost thou

So early at my window do?

Cruel bird, thou'st ta'en away
A dream out of my arms today;

A dream that ne'er must equalled be

By all that waking eyes may see.

Thou this damage to repair

Nothing half so sweet and fair,

Nothing half so good, canst bring,

Tho' men say thou bring'st the Spring.

BOOKS ARE THE BEST FRIENDS IN
THE WHOLE WORLD

My days among the Dead are passed;

Around me I behold,

Where'er these casual eyes are cast,

The mighty minds of old:

My never-failing friends are they,

With whom I converse day by day.

With them I take delight in weal,

And seek relief in woe;

And while I understand and feel

How much to them I owe,

My cheeks have often been bedewed

With tears of thoughtful gratitude.

My thoughts are with the Dead; with

them
I live in long-past years,

Their virtues love, their faults condemn,

Partake their hopes and fears;

And from their lessons seek and find

Instructions with an humble mind.

My hopes are with the Dead; anon

My place with them will be,

And I with them shall travel on

Through all Futurity;

Yet leaving here a name, I trust

That shall not perish in the dust.

BOOKS ARE THE BEST FRIENDS IN
AN ASCETIC WORLD

Give me a book, and let me be!

And go thou seek love's company
In niggard feminity!

I'm weary bargaining for favor

With maids exuding market savor;

Corners in markets I no more find,

My books disrobe so lavish kind!

I swim soft seas of infinity,

Of wisdom, love, and poetry

In books distilled from minds and hearts

Playing kindly nursing parts!
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DRINK IS A REFUGE

The thirsty earth soaks up the rain,

And drinks and gapes for drink again;

The plants suck in the earth, and are

With constant drinking fresh and fair;

The sea itself (which one would think

Should have but little need of drink)

Drinks twice ten thousand rivers up,

So filled that they o'erflow the cup.

The busy Sun (and one would guess

By's drunken fiery face no less)

Drinks up the sea, and when he's done,

The Moon and Stars drink up the Sun:

They drink and dance by their own light,

They drink and revel all the night:

Nothing in Nature's sober found,

But an eternal "health" goes round.

Fill up the bowl, then, fill it high,

Fill all the glasses there—for why
Should every creature drink but I?

Why, man of morals, tell me why?

THE NOTE BOOK IS A REFUGE

I found a sanctuary,

Safe from the world and men:
My refuge is my note book,

I enter with my pen!

My note book knows my wishes:

The holy and profane!

I draw such dreams from ink,

As others from cocaine!

Those white-robed priests, the pages,

Hear my tale of sin,

And never yet forgiveness

Have I failed to win!

Then what though few will hear me,
And hearers never set

My message in their memory?

—

My note book won't forget!

I may be just a menial

In the world of men,

—

But I wield a royal scepter

In the kingdom of my pen!

LOVE IS A REFUGE

There is the flight of fancy,

There is the sweep of song,

There is the magic carpet

Of books for old and young;

There is the world of travel,

Of chance, and lust, and wine,

Of wisdom, and religion,

And all the Muses Nine

—

But there's a worm a-gnawing,

And an icy ghost to chill

The wretch who, from such shallows,

His being would fulfill!

There is a thick black loneliness

Where Love is not invited;

There, murky tears corrupt the show,

And all is tainted, blighted!

And how much worldly-wiser he

Who yields on wealth and fame,

Who tinseled candles, sweet forsakes

For Love's eclipsing flamel

THE COUNTRY IS A REFUGE

To one who has been long in city pent,

'Tis very sweet to look into the fair

And open face of heaven,—to breathe a

prayer

Full in the smile of the blue firmament.

Who is more happy, when, with heart's

content,

Fatigued he sinks into some pleasant lair

Of wavy grass and reads a debonair

And gentle tale of love and languishment?

Returning home at evening, with an ear

Catching the notes of Philomel,—and eye

Watching the sailing cloudlet's bright

career,

He mourns that day so soon has glided by,

E'en like the passage of an angel's tear

That falls through the clear ether silently.
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THERE IS HAPPINESS IN THIS LIFE
IF WE LEARN TO LIVE MIDWAY

Forever I wilt in the midst of things,

Just half the way to some goal:

Another half-day, another half-year,

—

Another half-earth to the pole!

The course is half-run, the task is half-

done!

How leave off when so much of fame is

half-won?

Though the pole is too cold,

And we reach it too old,

And equators are gay,

Though they lie just half-way!

I'll finish this dreary half-page, it's half-

done;

I'll plod through this chapter, the trial's

half-run;

The text book, the year, the degree are

half-won,

—

A pity that childhood and youth full are

flown!

A little more patience till children grow

up,

The insults as yet but half-fill the cup!

When full-free, we'll love; when quite

rich, we'll rove,

—

Yet midway we leave for St. Peter above!

The tropics have lovely waters and shades,

That sigh for lingering lads and maids;

But Satan whispers: "The half is done!"

And sinners broil in the midday sun!

THERE IS NO HAPPINESS IN THIS
LIFE SINCE IT'S AN UPHILL CLIMB

Does the road wind uphill all the way?
Yes, to the very end.

Will the day's journey take the whole long

day?

From morn to night, my friend.

But is there for the night a resting-place?

A roof for when the slow, dark hours

begin.

May not the darkness hide it from my
face?

You cannot miss that inn.

Shall I meet other wayfarers at night?

Those who have gone before.

Then must I knock, or call when just in

sight?

They will not keep you waiting at

that door.

Shall I find comfort, travel-sore and weak?

Of labor you shall find the sum.

Will there be beds for me and all who seek?

Yea, beds for all who come.

IF WE SHRINK FROM THE SOUR, WE
SHALL INVITE A STILL

SOURER FATE

If thou ache to be a poet,

Or anything above, below it,

Bow not yet unto Defeat,

Not unless your chance you'd cheat

By shunning bitters round the sweet!

Thou canst travel to Taihiti,

Store within thee every city;

Plant a far-off luscious plain

In thy wanderlusty brain;

(corresponding columns next page)

IF WE SHRINK FROM THE SOUK,
WE SHALL NOT GET THE

SWEET

Sweet is the rose, but grows upon a brier;

Sweet is the juniper, but sharp his bough;

Sweet is the eglantine, but pricketh near;

Sweet is the fir-bloom, but his branches

rough;

Sweet is the cypress, but his rind is tough;

Sweet is the nut, but bitter is his pill;
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Thou wilt sometime surely capture

Lovers' mad and reeling rapture;

Thou canst ride some crest of fame,

Thou mayst gain a saintly name,

Thou wilt even win some riches,

Though thou be now digging ditches

—

Kneel not yet unto Defeat,

Unless thou refuse to greet

The bitter part of what is sweet!

If thou wilt not gaily greet

The bitter edge of what is sweet,

But wilt nibble at life's dishes

Seeking what is pure delicious,

—

All thy tasting, wiggling, wending,

Will but leave unto the ending

The bitter portion, which thou'lt eat,

A black dessert to foul the sweet!

Thou wilt eat thy fated share,

Where slavery is in the air!

Thou wilt ne'er escape the bitters

Which thou'lt eat with shamefaced

quitters

In a life thou hadst not planned,

In a strange and bitter land!

BY RELYING ON TIME WE RID OUR-
SELVES OF A DISAPPOINTED

DESIRE
Time! who know'st a lenient hand to

lay

Softest on Sorrow's wound, and slowly

thence

(Lulling to sad repose the weary sense)

The faint pang stealest unperceived away;

On thee I rest my only hope at last,

And think, when thou hast dried the

bitter tear

That flows in vain o'er all my soul held

dear,

1 may look back on every sorrow past,

And meet life's peaceful evening with a

smile:

As some lone bird, at day's departing hour,

Sings in the sunbeam, of the transient

shower

Forgetful, though its wings are wet the

while:

—

Yet ah! how much must that poor heart

endure,

Which hopes from thee, and thee alone,

a cure!

Sweet is the broom-flower, but yet sour

enough;

And sweet is moly, but his root is ill:

So every sweet with sour is tempered still.

That maketh it be coveted the more;

For easy things, that may be got at will,

Most sorts of men do set but little store.

Why then should I account of little

pain,

That endless pleasure shall unto me
gain?

BY DARING TO FACE UTTER FAIL-
URE, WE RID OURSELVES OF A

DISAPPOINTED DESIRE

O, what is quite so sweet

As a complete defeat?

—

When dreams go smashing,

When hopes go crashing,

And backs o'erburdened are free

Once more from crushing weight,

And what seemed misery,

Is soothing peace with Fate!

When our fairest of the fair,

An offering to Despair,

Can no more taunt and twit

With dreadfullest deceit!

When we are quite convinced

In our inmost heart

That we won't turn the trick

Or play the glorious part!

And when we hear Hope's siren bell,

Exclaim quite free: "Go thou to hell,

I'm cured!"
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THE COUNTRY OFFERS MORE
THRILLS THAN THE CITY

Farewell, thou busy world, and may
We never meet again;

Here I can eat and sleep and pray,

And do more good in one short day

Than he who his whole age outwears

Upon the most conspicuous theaters

Where naught but vanity and vice appears.

Good God! how sweet are all things here!

How beautiful the fields appear!

How cleanly do we feed and lie!

Lord! what good hours do we keep!

How quietly we sleep!

What peace, what unanimity!

How innocent from the lewd fashion

Is all our business, all our recreation!

O, how happy here's our leisure!

O, how innocent our pleasure!

O ye valleys! O ye mountains!

O ye groves and crystal fountains!

How I love, at liberty,

By turns to come and visit ye!

Dear solitude, the soul's hest friend,

That man acquainted with himself dost

make,

And all his Maker's wonders to attend,

With thee I here converse at will,

And would be glad to do so still,

For it is thou alone that keep'st the soul

awake.

THE CITY OFFERS MORE THRILLS
THAN THE COUNTRY

I dreamt of pretty women
And unforbidden bliss

Where hugging was unhidden,

And open every kiss.

I dreamt of mellow music
And varied sparkling women

Of every creed and nation,

Where all were kindly human.

They talked and smiled and giggled

As dancing they would go
With anyone who asked them
And never said they "No!"

Here dwelt no mood of catching,

Or crafty marriage-matching;

Here reigned the mood of living:

Of taking and of giving!

I woke and sighed: "In Heaven
Alone such dreams come true!"

But in a taxi dance hall,

I found it on Earth too!

Lord! would men let me alone,

What an over-happy one

Should I think myself to be

—

Might I in this desert place,

(Which most men in discourse disgrace)

Live but undisturbed and free!

Here, in this despised recess,

Would I, maugre Winter's cold,

And the summer's worst excess,

Try to live out to sixty full years old;

And all the while,

Without an envious eye

On any thriving under Fortune's smile,

Contented live, and then contented die.
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WE SHOULD CHECK SELF-REGULA-
TION AND YIELD TO

HAPPY MOODS

There are some holy moments
That come I know not why,

That come I know not when or whence,

Nor whither 'tis they fly!

And they give to hope new wings,

And my muted heart now sings,

And my beaten spirit walks again

With heroes, saints and kings!

Welcomed, feasted, feted,

Applauded, praised, and encored,

—

The earth becomes a vast New World
That's aching to be conquered!

And every girl's a goddess

With halo of gleaming hair;

And the Heav'n emitted from their eyes

Is just too good to bear!

Those holy moments heed

No prayer or decree

To grace appointed pleasures,

—

They make no dates with me!

Welcome then, ye Moments!
Come whene'er ye may!

Since ye will not come by schedule,

I adopt your wand'ring way!

And when I feel your advent,

—

Whatever then I do,

I shall declare untimely,

And give myself to you!

For what are all our strivings,

But building a Babel Tower!

—

A seeking of God in the clouds,

And a passing Him by in the bower!

WE SHOULD CHECK SERIOUS-
NESS TO TAKE TIME OFF

FOR MIRTH

Cyriack, whose Grandsire on the Royal

Bench
Of British Themis, with no mean

applause

Pronounced and in his volumes taught

our laws,

Which others at their Bar so often

wrench:

Today deep thoughts resolve with me to

drench

In mirth, that after no repenting draws;

Let Euclid rest and Archimedes pause,

And what the Swede intend, and what

the French.

To measure life, learn thou betimes, and

know
Towards solid good what leads the

nearest way;

For other things mild Heav'n a time

ordains,

And disapproves that care, though wise in

show,

That with superfluous burden loads the

day,

And when God sends a cheerful hour,

refrains.
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WE SHOULD NEITHER DREAM NOR
DESPAIR

Is it so small a thing

To have enjoyed the sun,

To have lived light in the spring,

To have loved, to have thought, to have

done;

To have advanced true friends, and beat

down baffling foes;

That we must feign a bliss

Of doubtful future date,

And while we dream on this

Lose all our present state,

And relegate to worlds yet distant our

repose?

Not much, I know, you prize

What pleasures may be had,

Who look on life with eyes

Estranged, like mine, and sad:

And yet the village churl feels the truth

more than you;

Who's loth to leave this life

Which to him little yields:

His hard-tasked, sunburnt wife,

His often-labored fields;

The boors with whom he talked, the

country spots he knew.

But thou, because thou hear'st

Men scoff at Heaven and Fate;

Because the gods thou fear'st

Fail to make blest thy state,

Tremblest, and wilt not dare to trust the

joys there are.

I say, Fear not! life still

Leaves human effort scope,

But, since life teems with ill,

Nurse no extravagant hope.

Because thou must not dream, thou

need'st not then despair.

WE SHOULD DREAM EVEN
THOUGH THERE'S DESPAIR

Cheer up, ye paupers and starvelings!

Heads up, ye humble and meek!

There's a job just aching to get you,

At a hundred and fifty a week!

Just look at the classified pages,

Salesmen and canvasser ads!

Breathe hope for big jobs and big wages,

Ye paupers and twelve-a-week lads!

But if you're a genuine dreamer,

Keep dreaming, but hold your old job!

You may get back your work, but

Experience

Forever this fiction will rob!

Coffee and crullers for breakfast,

Taste like the richest of dishes

When eyes are on "salesmen wanted",

And Hope, in the Land of Our Wishes!

Then here's to the three-penny novel,

Better than Booth or Nick Carter!

It's the key to the Kingdom of Heaven,

To the New World of Fancy,—

a

charter!
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THE GOLDEN MEAN IN ALL
THINGS BRINGS HAPPINESS

Receive, dear friend, the truths I teach,

So shalt thou live beyond the reach

Of adverse Fortune's power;

Not always tempt the distant deep,

Nor always timorously creep

Along the treacherous shore.

He that holds fast the golden mean,

And lives contendedly between

The little and the great,

Feels not the wants that pinch the poor,

Nor plagues that haunt the rich man's

door,

Imbittering all his state.

The tallest pines feel most the power
Of wintry blasts; the loftiest tower

Comes heaviest to the ground;

The bolts, that spare the mountain's side,

His cloud-capped eminence divide,

And spread the ruin round.

The well-informed philosopher

Rejoices with a wholesome fear,

And hopes, in spite of pain;

If Winter bellow from the north,

Soon the sweet Spring comes dancing

forth,

And Nature laughs again.

What if thine heaven be overcast?

The dark appearance will not last;

Expect a brighter sky.

The God, that strings the silver bow,

Awakes sometimes the Muses too,

And lays his arrows by.

If hindrances obstruct thy way,

Thy magnanimity display,

And let thy strength be seen;

But O! if Fortune fill thy sail

With more than a propitious gale,

Take half thy canvas in.

EXTREME DEVOTION TO SOME AIM
BRINGS HAPPINESS

I do not fear to fall in love,

I dread no broken heart;

I do not fear the parting pains,

They'll fructify my art!

I do not mind to be Love's fool,

I care not if I'm scorned;

I'll wear the cap and bells of clowns

To see my art adorned!

I do not mind the whole world's grin,

Or if I lose or if I win;

Smile or frown, I'll do my duty,

And from both distil me beauty!

Dance then gaily on my breast,

And fear not for my heart!

For heartbreaks to a poet are

Red offerings to Art!
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LOVE IS A PANACEA

Aspirin for headache,

Bromide for the nerves,

Nux for jaded muscles,

—

A single ill each serves:

Love is good for headache,

Love allays the nerves,

Love is a bracing tonic,

—

All illriess Cupid serves!

Love dissolves the blues,

And tints with rosy hues;

Love withdraws the darts

Of Fate, from wounded hearts!

Some are cheered by sunshine,

Some are braced by cold,

Some, by the wind of glory,

Some by solid gold:

Love lights up the foggy days,

And storms through weary summer grays;

Love shines with glory when Fame is cold,

Love is wealth without gold!

Then let us drink of love

As well as sing of love! —
Panacea for each pain,

—

Flesh or soul or heart or brain;

A cure-all medicine and bracer,

Never-failing frown eraser,

Giver of lustre to eyes and hair,

Death to bacillus of black despair!

Dose,—the same for young and old:

Much as you can get and hold;

Price,—so cheap, 'tis almost free:

—

That false, forged coin of prudery!

WINE IS A PANACEA

Drink today, and drown all sorrow;

You shall perhaps not do it tomorrow:

Best, while you have it, use your breath;

There is no drinking after death.

Wine works the heart up, wakes the wit,

There is no cure 'gainst age but it:

It helps the headache, cough, and phthisic

And is for all diseases physic.

Then let us swill, boys, for our health;

Who drinks well, loves the commonwealth.

And he that will to bed go sober,

Falls with the leaf still in October.
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LIFE IS GOOD IF WE DO NOT ALLOW
OURSELVES TO LIVE IN

INCOMPATIBILITY

If thy craft be just a gaol,

Give it up!

If thy wife be on thy trail,

Give 'er up!

If thy school hath taught thee sighing,

If thy man hath brought thee crying,

Give 'em up!

If thy plan hath gone awry
After the most painful try,

If thy friend just brings thee grief,

Try this formula's relief,

—

Give 'em up!

There is many another plan,

And there are many million men,

And there are countless pretty maids,

And there's a hundred handsome trades!

This supple Life can stand a change,

Earth hath million miles of range!

Brush away thy dream-spun chains,

Touch away thy cobweb reins,

—

Thou'lt be long enough a slave,

When thou'rt welded to the grave!

LIFE IS EVIL, AND ONLY IN
GRAVE CAN WE FIND

COMPATIBILITY

THE

Thou hast lived in pain and woe,

Thou hast lived in grief and fear;

Now thine heart can shed no tear:

Now thine heart can dread no blow,

Storms round us shall beat and rave;

Thou art sheltered in the grave.

Thou for long, long years hast borne,

Bleeding through Life's wilderness,

Heavy loss and wounding scorn;

Now thine heart is burdenless:

Vainly rest for ours we crave;

Thine is quiet in the grave.

We must toil with pain and care,

We must front tremendous Fate,

We must fight with dark Despair;

Thou dost dwell in solemn state,

Couched triumphant, calm and brave,

In the ever-holy grave.

HOME

IT'S BEST TO LIVE HOME WITH THE IT'S BEST TO LIVE AWAY FROM THE
FAMILY FAMILY

'Mid pleasures and palaces though we I have a little kingdom
may roam No larger than a tent

Be it ever so humble, there's no place like Where I am Lord and Sultan
tome; Except that I pay rent!

A charm from the sky seems to hallow us

there,

Which, seek though the world, is ne'er

met with elsewhere.

Home, Home, sweet, sweet Home!

Mine is not a kingdom
Bottled and hemmed in

By watchful, jealous neighbors,

Or owl-eyed kith and kin;

Oh, no! I have free zccess y

A door upon the Sea

There's no place like Home! there's no
place like Home!

An exile from home, splendor dazzles in To go, come, bring,—an open gate
vain; To all humanity!

O, give me my lowly thatched cottage

again!

(corresponding columns next page)
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The birds singing gaily, that came at my
call,—

Give me them,—and the peace of mind,

dearer than all!

Home, Home, sweet, sweet Home!
There's no place like Home! there's no

place like Home!

How sweet 'tis to sit 'neath a fond father's

smile

And the cares of a mother to soothe and

beguile!

Let others delight 'mid new pleasures to

roam,

But give me, oh, give me, the pleasures

of home!

Home! Home! sweet, sweet Home!
There's no place like Home! there's no

place like Home!

To thee I'll return overburdened with

care;

The heart's dearest solace will smile on

me there;

No more from that cottage again will I

roam;

Be it ever so humble, there's no place like

home.

Home! Home! sweet, sweet Home!
There's no place like Home! there's no

place like Home

And when I tire of men,
Of gossip-babbling Sea,

I close my port and then

I've just my books and me!

And then I'm safe from brothers,

Parents, friends, and foes,

Kindness, "fine day", "how are you?"

And threadbare cons and pros!

And in my little way,

And in my little room,

Despite my littleness, a Godly
Role I can assume!

At school, or home, or party,

One student, guest or son,

—

It's only in my Universe,

I'm infinitely One!

I'll sing a song to "Home, sweet Home"
And praise home atmosphere and food,

But I shall live just where I am:

With Freedom, Books, and Solitude!

IMMORTALITY

WE CAN ESCAPE TIME'S THRUST BY
MERGING WITH OUR LOVE

INTO OFFSPRING

I always thought of babies

As little dirty tilings,

Until you said you loved them,

And sprouted for them wings!

I always thought them noisy

Imps on a blaring spree;

But now your voice endowed them
With chords of harmony.

WE CANNOT STAY THE HAND OF
TIME WHO WILL SNATCH

OUR LOVE AWAY

When I have seen by Time's fell hand

defaced

The rich proud cost of outworn buried

age;

When sometime lofty towers I see down-
razed

And brass eternal slave to mortal rage;

(corresponding columns next page)
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And I loved not life so dearly

To care a whit that I

Should walk in no descendant,

And clueless die!

—

Until you spoke of babies,

And it occurred to me
How jolly we together

Could mock mortality!

And then I thought how distant

We lovers still must be

—

In babies I could capture

Ecstatic unity

With all your dazzling brilliance,

With all your witchery!

Then would I beat within your breast,

And breathe each breath with thee!

When I have seen the hungry ocean gain

Advantage on the kingdom of the shore,

And the firm soil win of the watery main,

Increasing store with loss, and loss with

store;

When I have seen such interchange of

state,

Or state itself confounded to decay,

Ruin hath taught me thus to ruminate

—

That Time will come and take my Love

away:

—This thought is as a death which cannot

choose

But weep to have that which it fears to

lose.

TIME DESTROYS US BY DEATH

Like as the waves make towards the

pebbled shore,

So do our minutes hasten to their end;

Each changing place with that which
goes before,

In sequent toil all forwards do contend.

Nativity, once in the main of light,

Crawls to maturity, wherewith being

crowned,

Crooked eclipses 'gainst his glory fight,

And Time that gave, doth now his gift

confound.

Time doth transfix the flourish set on
youth,

And delves the parallels in beauty's brow;
Feeds on the rarities of nature's truth,

And nothing stands but for his scythe

to mow:

And yet, to times in hope, my verse

shall stand

Praising thy worth despite his cruel

hand.

TIME REJUVENATES US BY DEATH

O Flesh of mine! why do you
Seek to cheat Decay?

The voice of Earth doth woo you
Back from tortured fray!

What you leave behind undone,

All the victories unwon,
Fate will spin out in the sun

Of scorching day!

We are going home
To anaesthetic sleep

Where Doctor Earth

Makes wormy feelings leap!

He'll make Lameness stride away,

He'll turn Heartache boundless gay,

Wash out weariness of day

While we sleep!

We shall lie with quiet Earth

A little while;

Then in flowery dancing sway,

Wtll time beguile!

We shall fly with bird and bee,

Bound as young humanity,

Make the rounds of life and sea

Where they're deep!
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DEATH TRANSPLANTS US INTO
PARADISE

There is a Reaper whose name is Death,

And, with his sickle keen,

He reaps the bearded grain at a breath,

And the flowers that grow between.

"Shall I have naught that is fair?" saith he;

Have naught but the bearded grain?

Though the breath of these flowers is

sweet to me,

I will give them all back again-

He gazed at the flowers with tearful eyes,

He kissed their drooping leaves;

It was for the Lord of Paradise

He bound them in his sheaves.

"My Lord has need of these flowerets gay,"

The Reaper said, and smiled;

"Dear tokens of the earth are they

Where He was once a child.

"They shall all bloom in fields of light

Transplanted by my care,

And saints, upon their garments white,

These sacred blossoms wear."

And the mother gave, in tears and pain,

The flowers she most did love;

She knew she should find them all again

In the fields of light above.

Oh, not in cruelty, not in wrath,

The Reaper came that day;

Twas an angel visited the green earth,

And took the flowers away.

DEATH IS A STAGE IN THE CYCLE
OF LIFE

I read in every page of grass

The story of how all things pass

And come again and sway once more
By new-born trees and fresh-raised shorel

On tireless billows of the sea,

I read about eternity;

And in their course: up, down, and round,

Time's circling figure have I found!

In rocks and oil and coal and clay,

I read of day and night and day

And night—forever on and on

Life rises, sets,—is never done.

In dead men's faces white and cold,

Plump cheeks aglow I clear behold;

And in the skipping child, the seed

Of death and cenotaphs I read.

Perusing these, I find that Earth

Is womb and tomb, is death and birth,

Is me and life and now and God,

Hereafter, parted friends and sod,

—

Until my fear for life is gone,

And freedom from an end is won!
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LIFE IS EVANESCENT BECAUSE OF
DECAY

Adieu, farewell, earth's bliss!

This world uncertain is:

Fond are life's lustful joys,

Death proves them all but toys.

None from his darts can fly:

I am sick, I must die.

Lord, have mercy on us!

Rich men, trust not in wealth,

Gold cannot buy you health;

Physic himself must fade;

All things to end are made;

The plague full swift goes by:

I am sick, I must die.

Lord, have mercy on us!

Beauty is but a flower,

Which wrinkles will devour:

Brightness falls from the air;

Queens have died young and fair;

Dust hath closed Helen's eye:

I am sick, I must die.

Lord, have mercy on us!

Strength stoops unto the grave;

Worms feed on Hector brave;

Swords may not fight with fate;

Earth still holds ope her gate;

Come, come, the bells do cry,

I am sick, I must die.

Lord, have mercy on us!

Wit with his wantonness,

Tasteth death's bitterness;

Hell's executioner

Hath no ears for to hear

What vain art can reply;

I am sick, I must die.

Lord, have mercy on us!

Haste therefore each degree

To welcome destiny!

Heaven is our heritage,

Earth but a player's stage;

Mount we unto the sky:

I am sick, I must die.

Lord, have mercy on us!

LIFE IS EVERLASTING THROUGH
HUMANITY

Hath thy daughter parted

From thee, broken-hearted?

Is there not another

Leaping sister, brother,

To light with golden glows

Thy tintless, sterile snows?

Hath she, dying, severed

Thy hope to sprout forever

Onward with new bloom
Through her, while in thy tomb?

—

O End-Stopped Branch! behind thee

Immortal solace find thee!

Trace back, trace back the trunk to reach,

Trace till the tree of Man will teach

Thee how all daughters of the earth

Have had with thee a common birth;

Trace back, then forward trace again,

Till full-blood brothers be all men!
Till children all be common seeds

Sprung from our grandsire trunk who
breeds

Through kinsman-mankind as through

thee

Victors o'er Mortality!

Trace back thy pith of life—unsevered,

And see it threading on forever!
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WE SURVIVE IN OUR IDEALS AFTER
DEATH

When thou wilt find this volume
After I am lost,

Pity not my body,

Do not mourn my ghost!

Visit not my gravestone

Which is daily dying,

Seek me not beneath it

Where 1 shan't be lying.

I shall dwell with lovers,

And sheltered be with love;

Seek me not beneath the earth,

Or in the skies above!

Drop no roses on
My miserable mound,

Oh, seek me elsewhere, elsewhere

Where still I can be found.

When thou seest brave lovers

Pariahs made by foes

Of love that is not fettered,

Approve them with my rose!

For I have left my body
Long before it died,

To be love's blessing spirit

With Venus to abide!

—

WE DO NOT SURVIVE ON EARTH
AFTER DEATH

Fear no more the heat o' the sun

Nor the furious winter's rages;

Thou thy worldly task hast done,

Home art gone and ta'en thy wages:

Golden lads and girls all must
As chimney-sweepers come to dust.

Fear no more the frown o' the great,

Thou art past the tyrant's stroke;

Care no more to clothe and eat;

To thee the reed is as the oak:

The scepter, learning, physic, must
All follow this, and come to dust.

Fear no more the lightning-flash

Nor the all-dreaded thunder-stone;

Fear not slander, censure rash;

Thou hast finished joy and moan:

All lovers young, all lovers must

Consign to thee, and come to dust.

With Love who stretches happy
Beyond the clergy's orders;

With Love and Comradeship that sweep

Beyond the jingo's borders!

With Love, with Love it is I live,

With Venus everlasting!

Then seek thou me where love is fed,

Not where the dead are fasting!
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THERE IS NO DEATH AND OBLIV-
ION WHERE LIFE IS CONTINUED

BY OFFSPRING

"Tick tock, tick tock,"

Gloated grandpa's heirloom clock;

"Time is passing, sun is setting,

Nearer to thine end thou'rt getting;

I have watched thy childhood hurry,

Ticktocked thee into a flurry,

Taught thee that each day must die,

And that youth and childhood fly.

Clubs and loves and old grandmothers

Fade, and even sturdy fathers,

Weary of the race with me
Welcome cool eternity!

"Tick tock, tick tock

Get thyself a marble hlockl

Tick tock, tick tock

Names wear off from churchyard rock!

Tick tock, thine hairs are graying,

A prophesy I hear them saying;

Tick tock, thine hairs are

falling,

—

Why are bare skulls so appalling?

Tick tock, tick tock

Thou canst not fool me with thy mock
And smile,—I see thy lurking fear

That I shall tick tock o'er thy bier!

Tick tock, tick
—

"

My vict'ry made me sick!

Until the cemetery quiet

Pierced was by the screaming riot

Of my baby in the bed

—

He of grandpa's face and head!

Which minded me the clock had lied,

That none of us had ever died!

IT IS WORSE THAN DEATH TO BE
FORGOTTEN BY OUR BELOVED

AFTER DEATH
It is not death, that sometime in a sigh

This eloquent breath shall take its

speechless flight;

That sometime these bright stars, that

now reply

In sunlight to the sun, shall set in night;

That this warm conscious flesh shall

perish quite,

And all life's ruddy springs forget to flow;

That thoughts shall cease, and the

immortal sprite

Be lapped in alien clay and laid below;

It is not death to know this—but to know
That pious thoughts that visit at new

graves

In tender pilgrimage will cease to go

So duly and so oft—and when grass

waves

Over the passed-away, there may be then

No resurrection in the minds of men.
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CROOKEDNESS NEED NOT DEFEAT
JUSTICE

Woe to those unbalanced men
Who vision even balance

In the tampered scales of worldly justice

Midst hypocrites and felons!

For the heavy gold of truth

Deposited in thy pan,

Behold thy measure or frothy lies,

Thou trusting, blind, good man!

For the tenderest of loves

That everything forsakes

To please the lover, the exchange is Lust

That sneers and takes and takes!

Generosity's a gem
Outweights and outranks

Most Stirling virtues—see it bring

Big, bubbling, airy thanks!

O ye honest idealistic fools,

O ye easily handled human tools,

How long will ye let Justice fail

By omitting to ballast your side of the

scale?

The cause of Justice is not lost,

If but the upright end their trust

In the fable concerning honest weight

That only serves the false as bait!

O ballast your side, and learn to mix

Three lying words in every six!

Alloy all your benevolence

With schemes of selfish recompense,

In tenderest of loves impress

A generous dose of selfishness,

It's time that upright folk agree

To pad out the discrepancy

Between the Scales of Justice, by

Alloying Truth with a gilded lie!

And then will all get even weight

—

Crooked men as well as straight!

And then will Justice bloom and away

When saints can cope with the world's

way!

CROOKEDNESS MUST EVER DEFEAT
JUSTICE

Tired with all these, for restful death I

cry

—

As, to behold desert a beggar born,

And needy nothing trimmed in jollity,

And purest faith unhappily forsworn,

And gilded honor shamefully misplaced,

And maiden virtue rudely strumpeted,

And right perfection wrongfully disgraced,

And strength by limping sway disabled,

And art made tongue-tied by authority,

And folly, doctor-like, controlling skill,

And simple truth miscalled simplicity,

And captive Good attending captain 111:

—

—Tired with all these, from these would
I be gone,

Save that, to die, I leave my Love alone.
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UNRECIPROCATED LOVE IS A
VICIOUS CIRCLE CHEATING

MOST OF HAPPINESS

She that I pursue, still flies me;

Her that follows me, I fly;

She that I still court, denies me;

Her that courts me I deny;

Thus in one web we're subtly wove,

And yet we mutiny in love.

She that can save me must not do it;

She that cannot, fain would do;

Her love is bound, yet I still woo it;

Hers by love is bound in woe:

Yet how can I of love complain

Since I have love for love again?

This is thy work, imperious Child,

Thine's this labyrinth of love,

That thus hast our desires beguiled,

Nor seest how thine arrows rove.

Then, prithee, to compose this stir,

Make her love me, or me love her.

But, if irrevocable are

Those keen shafts that wound us so,

Let me prevail with thee thus far,

That thou once more take thy bow;

Wound her hard heart, and by my troth,

I'll be content to take them both.

UNRECIPROCATED LOVE'S VICIOUS
CIRCLE CAN BE BROKEN

BY KINDNESS

I love a golden maiden,

Who loves a black-haired Dan,
Dan loves a red-crowned slender,

Who loves a gray-haired man!

My gold, unloving lady

Oft gifts me with a kiss;

And I pray her idol Dan
Will favor her like this.

—

For which, I pray, the slender

Will press Dan a caress,

And from her gray-haired love, for this,

Receive some tenderness!

The unloved but loving girls

Whom mocking harsh I spurned,

I'll hug back to my bosom
Since saintly ways I learned!

I'll give them my embraces,

And ask that for my fee,

They kiss their jilted lovers,

—

Till Reciprocity

Will reach as bliss my saint,

Who'll send back bliss to me!

LOGIC

IT'S BEST TO TAKE A CHANCE IN
THE RESTLESS WORLD

A madman once was known to grieve:
M

'Tis far too perilous to live:

So many couriers haste in lanes;

Tempests rage, and floods and rains!*'

So averse was he to being dead,

He pierced his brain with splintered lead!

And now he's locked up in a bier,

Safe from danger and from fear!

IT'S BEST TO WITHDRAW FROM
THE RESTLESS WORLD

Under the greenwood tree

Who loves to lie with me,

And tune his merry note

Unto the sweet bird's throat

—

Come hither, come hither, come hither!

Here shall he see

No enemy
But winter and rough weather.

{corresponding columns next page)
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A "sage" read up what men should know,
And learnt the ills love might bestow:

Disease, disgrace, and many a time

There's gaol, since most love is a crime!

And then he read of bigger brothers,

Outraged husbands and vengeful fathers;

So rather than with safety chance,

He slew his yearning for romance;

He buried deep his heart's desire,

And choked love's life-redeeming fire!

Now fearless is his measured breath,

And sheltered now his living death!

Who doth ambition shun
And loves to live i' the sun,

Seeking the food he eats

And pleased with what he gets

—

Come hither, come hither, come hither!

Here shall he see

No enemy
But winter and rough weather.

LOVE AND ASCETICISM

THE PURE VIRGINAL TYPE
RUINED BY THE WORLD'S

NON-APPRECIATION

IS

She was a queen of noble Nature's

crowning,

A smile of hers was like an act of grace;

She had no winsome looks, no pretty

frowning,

Like daily beauties of the vulgar race:

But if she smiled, a light was on her face,

A clear, cool kindliness, a lunar beam
Of peaceful radiance, silvering o'er the

stream

Of human thought with unabiding glory;

Not quite a waking truth, not quite a

dream,

A visitation, bright and transitory.

But she is changed,—hath felt the touch

of sorrow,

No love hath she, no understanding friend;

O grief! when Heaven is forced of earth

to borrow

What the poor niggard earth has not to

lend;

But when the stalk is snapt, the rose must

bend.

THE PURE VIRGINAL TYPE IS

RUINED BY THE ASCETICS'
MISEDUCATION

There was a holy maiden
With godly light and glow

Who shone with beauty's halo

Where'er her grace would flow.

Her speech was mellow music,

Her gaze brought Heaven down,
Her nose proclaimed nobility,

And she wore a golden crown.

She was Nature's softest flower,

She was God's best likeness found
In all His billion images

He set upon the ground!

He trusted man and Nature
To make copies of her heauty;

And Nature gave her a loving heart,

But priests perverted duty!

—

(corresponding columns next page)
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The tallest flower that skyward rears its

head

Grows from the common ground, and there

must shed

Its delicate petals. Cruel fate, too surely,

That they should find so base a bridal bed,

Who lived in virgin pride so sweet and

purely.

She had a brother, and a tender father,

And she was loved, but not as others are

From whom we ask return of love,—but

rather

As one might love a dream; a phantom fair

Of something exquisitely strange and rare,

Which all were glad to look on, men and

maids,

Yet no one claimed—as oft, in dewy
glades,

The peering primrose, like a sudden

gladness,

Gleams on the soul, yet unregarded fades;

—

The joy is ours, but all its own the sadness.

'Tis vain to say—her worst of grief is only

The common lot, which all the world have

known;
To her 'tis more, because her heart is lonely,

And yet she hath no strength to stand

alone,

—

Once she had playmates, fancies of her

own,
And she did love them. They are past away
As Fairies vanish at the break of day;

And like a spectre of an age departed,

Or unsphered Angel woefully astray,

She glides along—the solitary-hearted.

They lured her into convents

And vows—with love-dressed Dearth,

And she wilted without seedlings,

And clueless passed from earth!

LOVE IS MOSTLY JOY

I used to have my highs and

Of mood till I met Sally;

But since she catapulted me,

I'm never in the valley.

lows

For she has sent me rocketting

So high, so far above

The dreary marshes of despair,

That even when my love

{corresponding columns next page)

LOVE IS MOSTLY SORROW

Ye happy swains, whose hearts are free

From Love's imperial chain,

Take warning and be taught by me,
To avoid the enchanting pain;

Fatal the wolves to trembling flocks,

Fierce winds to blossoms prove,

To careless seamen, hidden rocks,

To human quiet, love.
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Is at its lowest ebb, or when
My Sally will not smile,

My lowest nadir still can tower

Above the depths a mile!

I still can hear her golden words,

Be they hard or mellow;

I still can walk on air and clouds,

By daffodils bright and yellow.

I still can pace, when she's away,

My room in fevered gladness,

As I recall her sheen and shimmer,

And hug my flaming sadness;

Although—I still have highs and lows,

Except that now I dread

My highs the most,—lest rapture burst

My turmoiled heart or head!

Fly the fair sex, if bliss you prize;

The snake's beneath the flower:

Who ever gazed on beauteous eyes,

That tasted quiet more?
How faithless is the lovers' joy!

How constant is their care

The kind with falsehood to destroy,

The cruel with despair.

PEACE WITH LOVE IS

IMPOSSIBLE

If love be life, I long to die,

Live they that list for me;

And he that gains the most thereby,

A fool at least shall be.

But he that feels the sorest fits,

'Scapes with no less than loss of wits.

Unhappy life they gain,

Which love do entertain.

In day by feigned looks they live,

By lying dreams in night;

Each frown a deadly wound doth give,

Each smile a false delight.

If't hap their lady pleasant seem,

It is for others' love they deem:

If void she seems of joy,

Disdain doth make her coy.

Such is the peace that lovers find,

Such is the life they lead,

Blown here and there with every wind,

Like flowers in the mead;

Now war, now peace, now war again,

Desire, despair, delight, disdain:

Though dead in midst of life,

In peace, and yet at strife.

PEACE WITHOUT LOVE IS

IMPOSSIBLE

Life without love, to me
Is like a ship that sighs for sea;

Or fishes panting far from water,

Or wife unclasped by son or daughter;

Or like a gasping, leafless tree,

Or freeman wrenched from liberty!

Like plants a-languishing for rain,

—

Something worse than stinging pain

That hurts thee there or hurts thee here,

Is gasping in an atmosphere

That wants love's oxygen—vain breath!

That but maintains a living death!
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YOUTH IS THE PERIOD OF LOVE'S
FULFILMENT

Oh! the days are gone when Beauty bright

My heart's chain wove;

When my dream of life, from morn till

night,

Was love, still love.

New hope may bloom
And days may come,

Of milder, calmer beam,

But there's nothing half so sweet in life

As love's young dream;

No, there's nothing half so sweet in life

As love's young dream.

Though the bard to purer fame may soar,

When wild youth's past;

Though he win the wise who frowned
before,

To smile at last;

He'll never meet

A joy so sweet,

In all his noon of fame,

As when first he sung to woman's ear

His soul-felt flame,

And, at every close, she blushed to hear

The one loved name.

No,—that hallowed form is ne'er forgot

Which first love traced;

Still it lingering haunts the greenest spot

On memory's waste.

'Twas odor fled

As soon as shed;

Twas morning's winged dream;

Twas a light that ne'er can shine again

On life's dull stream;

Oh! 'twas light that ne'er can shine again

On life's dull stream.

YOUTH IS THE PERIOD OF LOVE'S
SUPPRESSION

My dear old high school days are gone,

Forgotten is my learning!

My memory sobs with stifled love,

With smothered, buried yearning!

Forgotten now are roots and powers

That crucified young, tender hours;

Thrace, Thermopylae and Crete,

What regions grow most rye and wheat

—

Faded all such lore and fable,

Except the memory of Mabel!

My goddess' name—Examination

Was, and Mabel "lewd Tempation!"

My worship of a falsity,

My sacrilege of deity,

—

For these my penance is to bear

A dearth and desert memory!

It is a thing to wonder, why

—

If 'tis such sin to satisfy

True love that blooms so gay in spring,

—

Our mentors near together bring

Our youths and maids in school,—unless

To train them for Unhappiness!
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LOVE BRINGS ECSTASY EVEN IF

UNATTAINABLE

She flashed me just a beaming smile,

This, and nothing more,

—

Where drought and sadness drained my
heart,

Now flows sweet Eleanor!

However gray the skies may be,

The frost howe'er unkind,

The rays of gold and blue she rained,

Still warm and light my mind!

And, though disdaining, she come near,

My flesh with joy's aflame;

And then I pity Eleanor

Who cannot feel the same!

LOVE MEANS MISERY SINCE IT IS

UNATTAINABLE

If thou wilt ease thine heart

Of love and all its smart,

Then sleep, dear, sleep;

And not a sorrow

Hang any tear on your eyelashes;

Lie still and deep,

Sad soul, until the sea-wave washes

The rim o' the sun tomorrow,

In eastern sky.

But wilt thou cure thine heart

Of love and all its smart,

Then die, dear, die;

'Tis deeper, sweeter,

Than on a rose bank to lie dreaming

With folded eye;

And there alone, amid the beaming
Of Love's stars, thou'lt meet her

In eastern sky.

LOVE AND CONSTANCY

TRUE LOVE SURVIVES
DEATH

Break, break, break,

On thy cold gray stones, O Sea!

And I would that my tongue could utter

The thoughts that arise in me.

O, well for the fisherman's boy,

That he shouts with his sister at play!

O, well for the sailor lad,

That he sings in his boat on the bay!

And the stately ships go on,

To their haven under the hill;

But O for the touch of a vanished hand,

And the sound of a voice that is still!

Break, break, break,

At the foot of thy crags, O Sea!

But the tender grace of a day that is dead

Will never come back to me.

TRUE LOVE SHOULD BE DISSOLVED
BY DEATH

Hold back that weeping promise

To mourn me on forever!

I abjure the salty tie of tears

When death sweet bonds will sever!

Death must cancel every vow,
I pray thee not to cheat,

—

But have all promises erased

From my winding sheet!

Then will I peaceful lie and proud,

To know that in my place

No hollow ghost could fill the void,

—

But a solid form and face!
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LOVE SHOULD BE AN ETERNAL
BOND

How near me came the hand of Death,

When at my side he struck my dear,

And took away the precious breath

Which quickened my beloved peer!

How helpless am I thereby made!

By day how grieved, by night how
sad!

And now my life's delight is gone,

—Alas! how am I left alone!

The voice which I did more esteem

Than music in her sweetest key,

Those eyes which unto me did seem

More comfortable than the day;

Those now by me, as they have been,

Shall never more be heard or seen;

But what I once enjoyed in them
Shall seem hereafter as a dream.

Lord! keep me faithful to the trust

Which my dear spouse reposed in me:
To him now dead preserve me just

In all that should performed be!

For though our being man and wife

Extendeth only to this life,

Yet neither life nor death should end
The being of a faithful friend.

LOVE SHOULD BE A TERMINABLE
BOND

Love, so lightly I embrace

—

If it slips away, no trace

Of blood or groan or heartbreak sigh

Or tear pursues from heart or eye!

And I wield the gentlest hold

On dewy fame and rolling gold.

Fortune's wheel and smiling sun,

They may roll away and on,

And I scarcely know they're gone!

When this motley life's estate

Slips from me, the green, worn gate

I shall relinquish just with such
A graceful, light, and gentle touch!

SINCEREST LOVE STAYS

Many loves—has been my creed,

As many as a man may need,

For every mood a dainty dear,

A sweet for every atmosphere!

Then why with Jessie shine or rain?

—

Because I fall in love again!

I met her on a sunny day
When all the world was cloudless gay;

Since then, each day devoid of rain,

I fall in love with her again!

But when the clouds shut out the blue,

I fall in love with her anew!

It's only when my mood ebbs low,

And earth seems made of salt and snow,
And life is doubt, and love is dross,

And I am peevish, and she is cross,

That I cease to love her as of yore!

—

Then fall in love with her once more!

SINCEREST LOVE WANDERS
Out upon it, I have loved

Three whole days together!

And am like to love three more,

If it prove fair weather.

Time shall moult away his wings
Ere he shall discover

In the whole wide world again

Such a constant lover.

But the spite on't is, no praise

Is due at all to me:
Love with me had made no stays,

Had it any been but she.

Had it any been but she,

And that very face,

There had been at least ere this

A dozen dozen in her place.
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WE DISLIKE TO BE TIED EVEN
TO THOSE WE LOVE

O why is liberty to me
So dear, when 'tis but theory?

Oh, say not workers are unfree,

What blood hath cost their liberty!

Coerced, exploited, and oppressed,

Like serf and slave, not even blest

With an owning master's kindly care,

—

But holy is his freedom flare!

—

His right to quit! a right divine

That makes a scintillating line,

—

An abyss between the slave and free,

A chasm of infinity!

The Right to Quit—a boundary sign

On man and ape's dividing line,

Where beasts can't pass forevermore

—

The right to quit and seek Death's door!

As useless as the sought North Pole,

Elusive as that spark called soul,

But the leaping soul of the blessed free,

Is the sweet, sweet quitting liberty!

Now were I wed, I feel I'd be,

As fixed and constant as a tree;

How could I ever care to roam,

By loved ones rooted to the home?

But Law decrees: "Thou mayst not quit!"

And digs for marriage a prison pit,

Makes lovers cell-mates evermore,

And shuts to Freemen Cupid's door!

WE DON'T MIND BEING TIED
TO THOSE WE LOVE

Not, Celia, that I juster am
Or better than the rest!

For I would change each hour like them,

Were not my heart at rest.

But I am tied to very thee

By every thought I have;

Thy face I only care to see,

Thy heart I only crave.

All that in woman is adored

In thy dear self I find

—

For the whole sex can but afford

The handsome and the kind.

Why then should I seek further store,

And still make love anew?

When change itself can give no more,

'Tis easy to be true!

THE PASSING AWAY OF LOVE
BRINGS MISERY

When the lamp is shattered,

The light in the dust lies dead;

When the cloud is scattered,

The rainbow's glory is shed:

THE REFUSAL TO FOLLOW LOVE
BRINGS MISERY

Love is a glow that flickers by,

Love is a rainbow in the sky,

Love is a golden day in June,

Love is a distant, dying tune,

(corresponding columns next page)
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When the lute is broken,

Sweet tones are remembered not;

When the lips have spoken,

Loved accents are soon forgot.

As music and splendor

Survive not the lamp and the lute,

The heart's echoes render

No song when the spirit is mute

—

No song but sad dirges,

Like the wind through a ruined cell,

Or the mournful surges

That ring the dead seaman's knell.

When the hearts have once mingled,

Love first leaves the well-built nest;

The weak one is singled

To endure what it once possest.

O Love, who bewailest

The frailty of all things here,

Why choose you the frailest

For your cradle, your home, and your bier?

Its passions will rock thee,

As the storms rock the ravens on high:

Bright reason will mock thee,

Like the sun from a wintry sky.

From thy nest every rafter

Will rot, and thine eagle home
Leave thee naked to laughter

When leaves fall and cold winds come.

Love is the radiance on a rose,

Love is an icicle that glows

And soon will lose its sparkling sheen,

—

Love's leaves are not of evergreen!

Then hug the flame, it soon will sputter,

And kiss the icicle turning water!

Seize the rainbow ere it passes,

Stroke the rosy cheeks of lasses,—

Now, before their blushing boon
Dies away like a distant tune!

For love's a fragile withering gift

That never stays for them who sift

And probe and scratch like precious stone

That outlasts love and flesh and bone!

Oh, love's a fragile, passing boon,

Like silver showered by the moon!
And they who measure Dian's ray,

Measure sorrow when shaken gray;

And they who dread lest Cupid roam,
Miss the Moment's palaced home!
Love is ever blooming, singing,

—

But the waiting miss its ringing

In of joys,—too deep they wallow
In slaver's pride, the god to follow!

FIRST-SIGHT LOVE IS ENDURING FIRST-SIGHT LOVE IS EVANESCENT

There is a lady sweet and kind,

Was never face so pleased my mind;

I did but see her passing by,

And yet I love her till I die.

Her gesture, motion, and her smiles,

Her wit, her voice my heart beguiles,

Beguiles my heart I know not why,
And yet I love her till I die.

Cupid is winged and doth range,

Her country so my love doth change:

But change she earth or change she sky,

Yet I will love her till I die.

I cast a glance at her,

—

Perfection without stain!

So I looked at her once more,

And looked at her again.

Then I cast another glance

At Earth's most fairest daughter,

—

Like autumn's hasty snow, my love

Touched earth and turned to water!
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THE STRAYING LOVER IS

BLAMEWORTHY BECAUSE
UNFAITHFUL

When we two parted

In silence and tears,

Half broken-hearted

To sever for years,

Pale grew thy cheek and cold,

Colder thy kiss;

Truly that hour foretold

Sorrow to this.

The dew of the morning

Sunk chill on my brow

—

It felt like the warning

Of what I feel now.

Thy vows are all broken,

And light is thy fame:

I hear thy name spoken,

And share in its shame.

They name thee before me,

A knell to mine ear;

A shudder comes o'er me

—

Why wert thou so dear?

They know not I knew thee,

Who knew thee too well:

Long, long shall I rue thee,

Too deeply to tell.

In secret we met

—

In silence I grieve,

That thy heart could forget,

Thy spirit deceive.

If I should meet thee

After long years,

How should I greet thee?

With silence and tears.

THE STRAYING LOVER IS

BLAMEWORTHY BECAUSE
INDISCREET

Enrich thyself with a lover,

But sport him not to me!
Nor think thou 'tis a fraud, my dear

—

This boon of secrecy!

Thou mayst need a change or adventure,

No rainbow god am I!

—

Then feast on the tints of others,

—

But bring them not me nigh!

Not that I favor falsehood

—

But rather the velvet heading

To codes of garb and cover,

To the sheath of noble breeding!

And stretch thy spirit a little,

To play a dual part!

Stretch one more string within thy chest,

For a trio of the heart!

INCONSTANCY IS DUE TO
MISTAKEN MATING

Farewell! thou art too dear for my
possessing,

And like enough thou know'st thy

estimate:

INCONSTANCY IS DUE TO
NATURAL VARIETISM

Become—but never, never be!

—

This is living life!

Seeking, changing endlessly,

Roaming, loving, strife!

(corresponding columns next page)
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The charter of thy worth gives thee

releasing;

My bonds in thee are all determinate.

For how do I hold thee but by thy

granting

And for that riches where is my deserving?

The cause of this fair gift in me is wanting,

And so my patent back again is swerving.

Thyself thou gav'st, thy own worth then

not knowing,

Or me, to whom thou gav'st it, else

mistaking;

So thy great gift upon misprision growing,

Comes home again, on better judgment
making.

Thus have I had thee, as a dream doth

flatter

In sleep a King; but waking, no such

matter.

Being settled—this is death,

Though joined to sweetest wife!

The thought, Forever, robs my breath,

It knells like death, not life!

To love forever! inconstant God!

What heretics, what fools

This vow to slaver-priests must nod,

When even Thy love cools!

How long will finite man, like God,
Make covenants for aye,

And feel the spur of nuptial prod

For booting man's Today!

O mortal man! embrace Today,

And daily thy vows renew!

Toilers are slaves if bound for aye,

Reined lovers slaves are too!

THE ROAMING LOVER IS AN
EMANCIPATOR

No sin to kill ox, fowl, or fish!

For man must have a varied dish!

So kill, and fear not for your soul,

It shall attain the heavenly goal,

—

Long as you stick to Lizzie!

Long as to Lizzie you confine

Your chattel love, and dare not dine

Or feast your heart on aught that's new:

Lily, Daisy, Violet, Sue,

—

Salvation shall be easy!

Oh, cheer the artful cooking wizards:

Variety-givers to our gizzards!

—

But let anathema bells toll

For emancipators of the soul

From same, tame diet!

This elegant motto let ours be:

Only for stomachs—variety!

For the soul, a single man or wife,

Since the soul makes up in another life

For bliss that we deny it!

THE ROAMING LOVER IS A
LIBERTINE

Into these Loves, who but for Passion looks,

At this first sight, here let him lay them by,

And seek elsewhere in turning other books,

Which better may his labor satisfy.

No far-fetched sigh shall ever wound my
breast;

Love from mine eye a tear shall never
wring;

Nor in "ah me's!" my whining sonnets

dressed!

A libertine fantasticly I sing!

My verse is the true image of my mind,
Ever in motion, still desiring change;

And as thus, to variety inclined,

So in all humors sportively I range!

My Muse is rightly of the English strain,

That cannot long one fashion entertain.
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WHEN BEAUTY VANISHES IT
LEAVES US IN DARKNESS

The flower that smiles today

Tomorrow dies;

All that we wish to stay

Tempts, and then flies.

What is this world's delight?

Lightning that mocks the night,

Brief even as bright.

Virtue, how frail it is!

Friendship how rare!

Love, how it sells poor bliss

For proud despair!

But we, though soon they fall,

Survive their joy and all

Which ours we call.

Whilst skies are blue and bright,

Whilst flowers are gay,

Whilst eyes that change ere night

Make glad the day,

Whilst yet the calm hours creep,

Dream thou—and from thy sleep

Then wake to weep.

WHEN BEAUTY VANISHES IT
LEAVES US A REFLECTION

I prayed that I'd grow weary
Of Sally, when I found

That all my hopes she'd love me
Lay beneath a mound!

I prayed that I'd grow weary,

Tired, dull, and jaded,

I prayed that memories of her

Might grow gray and faded!

And then my prayer was answered;

And I want you all to know
That Sally almost irks me,

That she lost her sheen and glow!

—

That I'm tired of her each morning
In my lonely room;

That I'm weary, weary of her

In solitary gloom!

And I'll be weary of her

Tomorrow and tomorrow;
For this is all now left me

—

This faded gold of sorrow!

LOVE SURVIVES THE PASSING OF
THE LOVER

When Jessie plucked away the rose

Of love, my heart in whiteness froze;

I felt it icy desert turn

That vain for fluttering blooms would
yearn!

I turned to books! but there I read

That Life and Love are never dead!

Though sweetings, flowers, pass away,

Time lifts blossoms from Decay!

LOVE PASSES AWAY WITH
THE LOVER

My silks and fine array,

My smiles and languished air,

By Love are driven away;

And mournful lean Despair

Brings me yew to deck my grave:

Such end true lovers have.

(corresponding columns next page)
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Then I sought out Ruth, with eyes as blue,

With crown of selfsame golden hue,

A nose as straight, a gait whose sway

Hummed again a roundelay;

With axe of Time, and knife of Distance,

I hacked my wooden soul's resistance;

I let the new seed that I found

Take root within the waste of ground

That was my heart. With passing time,

I felt sweet tender flowerets climb

Into my being; I ceased to rue,

As spring and life and love were new!

His face is fair as heaven

When springing buds unfold:

O why to him was't given,

Whose heart is wintry cold?

His breast is Love's all-worshipped tomb,
Where all Love's pilgrims come.

Bring me an axe and spade,

Bring me a winding sheet;

When I my grave have made,
Let winds and tempests beat:

Then down I'll He as cold as clay:

True love doth pass away!

THE INITIATING BELOVED SETS US
ON THE ROAD TO HAPPINESS

I have kindled love for thee,

—

Ask me not for fuel;

Ask me not for common coal,

Who've given thee a jewel!

Ask me not to feed the flame

That consumes me quite;

I am not a lingerer,

I am a kindling light!

Thou canst burn without me, Dear,

Now that I have given

Thee the spark of holy love

Stolen from starred Heaven!

Place the wick of memory
In a sturdy being,

Lest I quickly burn to ash

If thou bar my fleeing!

THE INITIATING BELOVED SETS US
ON THE ROAD TO DESPAIR

She beat the happy pavement

—

By such a star made firmament

Which now no more the roof envies!

But swells up high, with Atlas

even,

Bearing the brighter, nobler heaven,

And in her, all the deities.

Each step trod out a lover's thought,

And the ambitious hopes he brought

Chained to her brave feet with such arts,

Such sweet command and gentle awe,

As, when she ceased, we sighing saw

The floor lay paved with broken hearts.
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WE CAN'T SURRENDER AN UN-
REQUITING LOVE THAT'S

FIXED IN MEMORY

At her fair hands how have I grace

entreated

With prayers oft repeated!

Yet still my love is thwarted:

Heart, let her go, for she'll not be

converted

—

Say, shall she go?

O no, no, no, no, no!

She is most fair though she be marble-

hearted.

How often have my sighs declared my
anguish,

Wherein I daily languish!

Yet still she doth procure it:

Heart, let her go, for I cannot endure it

—

Say, shall she go?

O no, no, no, no, no!

She gave the wound, and she alone must
cure it.

WE CAN SURRENDER AN UN-
REQUITING LOVE AND MERELY
LEAVE IT A NICHE IN MEMORY

I almost fell in love again,

—

But learnt she loved another;

Then thank Thee, Lord, for sweet release,

This saves me so much pother.

I myself could never

Love's golden cables sever,

And would be dragged along

From Freedom and from Song
On paths of spikes and stones,

That weary make the bones,

To a land where every pleasure

Commands a tenfold treasure.

I thank Thee, Lord, for helping me
A helpmeet's chains to flee,

—

'Tis so much easier to carry

Her in memory!

But shall I still a true affection owe her,

Which prayers, sighs, tears do show her,

And shall she still disdain me?
Heart, let her go if they no grace can

gain me

—

Say, shall she go?

O no, no, no, no, no!

She made me hers, and hers she will

retain me.

But if the love that hath and still doth

burn me
No love at length return me,

Out of my thoughts I'll set her:

Heart, let her go, O heart, I pray thee

let her!

Say, shall she go?

O no, no, no, no, no!

Fixed in the heart how can the heart

forget her?
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IT IS ENNOBLING TO LOSE IN LOVE IT IS GLORIOUS TO LOSE IN LOVE

So thou dost not love me,

So thou dost not care?

—

Love thou then another,

Thou'lt find me everwhere?

Be he short or middling,

Be he broad or tall,

Thou'lt be kissing me, when thou

Wilt see me not at all!

Thou wilt ne'er escape me,

For I am now as one

With anyone that thou'lt embrace

Under the moon or sun!

And I shall find another,

And hug her to my breast

So wishfully that all night long,

Thou'lt share with me my nest!

And yet I cannot reprehend the flight

Or blame th' attempt presuming so to soar;

The mounting venture for a high delight

Did make the honor of the fall the more.

For who gets wealth, that puts not from

the shore?

Danger hath honor, great designs their

fame;

Glory doth follow, courage goes before;

And though th' event oft answers not the

same

—

Suffice that high attempts have never

shame.

The mean observer, whom base safety keeps,

Lives without honor, dies without a name,

And in eternal darkness ever sleeps.

—

And therefore, Delia, 'tis to me no blot

To have attempted, tho' attained thee

not.

For I've dissolved my being,

And melted with mankind,

That everywhere together

We'll one another find!

A LOST LOVE IS A LIABILITY

Alas, alas! fair Ines,

She went away with song,

With Music waiting on her steps,

And shoutings of the throng;

But some were sad, and felt no mirth,

But only Music's wrong,

In sounds that sang Farewell, farewell,

To her you've loved so long.

Farewell, farewell, fair Ines!

That vessel never bore

So fair a lady on its deck,

Nor danced so light before,

—

Alas for pleasure on the sea,

And sorrow on the shore!

The smile that blessed one lover's heart

Has broken many more!

A LOST LOVE IS AN ASSET

I found a new delight,

Free from frown or ban,

Available both day and night

—

'Tis thinking of my Anne!

Though Anne be far away
In a dazzling world her own,

I found a way her course to stay,

To warm my icy zone!

Anne's capricious, cruel vicious,

Anne of frown and flesh!

But Anne's indulgingly delicious

In my mental mesh!

Anne is never humble, meek,

Or delicate or kind;

But Anne is soft, subdued and weak
In the kingdom of my mind!
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REJECTION BY A LOVER BREAKS
THE HEART

I took my heart in my hand

(O my love, O my love)—
I said: Let me fall or stand,

Let me live or die,

But this once hear me speak

(O my love, O my love)—
Yet a woman's words are weak;

You should speak, not I.

You took my heart in your hand

With a friendly smile,

With a critical eye you scanned,

Then set it down,

And said, "It is still unripe,

Better wait a while;

Wait while the skylarks pipe,

Till the corn grows brown."

As you set it down it broke

—

Broke, but I did not wince;

I smiled at the speech you spoke,

At your judgment I heard:

But I have not often smiled

Since then, nor questioned since,

Nor cared for cornflowers wild,

Nor sung with the singing bird.

I take my heart in my hand,

O my God, O my God,

My broken heart in my hand:

Thou hast seen, judge Thou.

My hope was written on sand,

O my God, O my God:

Now let Thy judgment stand

—

Yea, judge me now.

This contemned of a man,

This marred one heedless day,

This heart take Thou to scan

Both within and without:

Refine with fire its gold,

Purge Thou its dross away

—

Yea, hold it in Thy hold,

Whence none can pluck it out.

(left column next page)

REJECTION BY A LOVER CURES
THE HEART

My heart is light today! I know
That winter long will stay, and slow

Is spring's return. My room is still

As bleak and bare; and yet a thrill

Of bounding health is mine today,

—

The blister opened, and away
I saw love's festered poison part,

And quite unbroken leave my heart

That's roomy now and free and gay,

—

My heart is hale and light today!

My heart is hale and light today;

My blister now is gone away!

My heart is happier the more,

It turned not to a cancer sore

With tentacles in marriage, seed,

—

My heart is hale and light and freed!

I know now galls can never be

Grown into hugging vines for me!

And God I thank He did not show
How blisters into cancers grow!
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I take my heart in my hand

—

I shall not die but live

—

Before Thy face I stand;

I, for Thou callest such:

All that I have I bring,

All that I am I give,

Smile Thou and I shall sing,

But shall not question much.

UNREQUITED LOVE IS YET A
PRECIOUS THING TO BE

TREATED GENTLY

Though my Love be running
With others round all night,

Though she seldom kiss me,

And rarely feast my sight;

Though she wander, restless,

And just because she strays

Like ship without a rudder

That every wave obeys,—
Think not she's more happy,

Pity not my heart;

For I've a course and rudder,

A compass, goal, and chart!

Though my North Star, restless,

Rushes round like driven,

She lights a lane before me,

And a course to me has given!

The window of her Heaven,

Though barred from me it be,

Floods with hope my pathway
That starward looms for me!

For I have ceased the panting

For love's sweet inner core;

But she my prayer has answered

For a something to adore!

UNREQUITED LOVE IS A TORTURE
THAT HAD BETTER BE

LIQUIDATED

Why art thou silent? Is thy love a plant

Of such weak fibre that the treacherous

air

Of absence withers what was once so fair?

Is there no debt to pay, no boon to grant?

Yet have my thoughts for thee been

vigilant,

Bound to thy service with unceasing care

—

The mind's least generous wish a

mendicant

For naught but what thy happiness

could spare.

Speak!—though this soft warm heart,

once free to hold

A thousand tender pleasures, thine and
mine,

Be left more desolate, more dreary cold

Than a forsaken bird's-nest filled with

snow
'Mid its own bush of leafless eglantine

—

Speak, that my torturing doubts their

end may know!
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LOVE SHOULD BE CONFINED TO
ONE'S SOCIAL GROUP

Sigh on, sad heart, for love's eclipse

And beauty's fairest queen,

Though 'tis not for my peasant lips

To soil her name between:

A king might lay his scepter down,
But I am poor and nought;

The brow should wear a golden crown
That wears her in its thought.

The diamonds glancing in her hair

Whose sudden beams surprise,

Might bid such humble hopes beware

The glancing of her eyes;

Yet, looking once, I looked too long;

And if my love is sin,

Death follows on the heels of wrong,

And kills the crime within.

'Tis vain to weep, 'tis vain to sigh

'Tis vain this idle speech

—

For where her happy pearls do lie

My tears may never reach;

Yet when I'm gone, e'en lofty pride

May say, of what has been,

His love was nobly born and died,

Though all the rest was mean.

My speech is rude,—but speech is weak
Such love as mine to tell!

Yet had I words I dare not speak:

So, lady, fare thee well!

I will not wish thy better state

Was one of low degree,

But I must weep that partial fate

Made such a churl of me.

LOVE SHOULD LEVEL ALL WALLS
BETWEEN SOCIAL GROUPS

If I were but a Hebrew:
And thou, a Gentile only,

We'd clasp a chasm in embracing,

And holding hands, be lonely!

But I am firstly human,
And thou'rt so cosmic pretty,

Thy different creed as little looms

As thy birth in a far-off city.

And since I'd go ten-thousand miles

To dwell within thine aura,

What care I if New Testaments

Have sanctified thy Torah?

How could survive the mean, weak walls

Of ritual obsolescence

The shafts of Love's artillery,

And his fusing incandescence?

LOVE MAKES ALL
EQUALS

There's such a gulf between us,

It were not wise that you

Leave your Gentile mountain

To take up with a Jew.

LOVE SHOULD BE CONFINED TO
EQUALS

Unlike are we, unlike, O princely Heart!
Unlike our uses and our destinies,

Our ministering angels look surprise

On one another, as they strike athwart

{corresponding columns next page)
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There's such a wall between us,

For I have two degrees;

Your wit is culled from living:

Mine,—from academies.

And you're so young and fiery,

And I am cool and gray;

You love the outer leapings—I,

An inner tennis play.

And rich men beg for favor

From you so haughty-eyed;

And I'm a titled pauper who
Should seek a dowered bride.

We really are no couple,

And Custom rules we part,

—

Unless his squeak is blared away
By Commandment from the heart!

Their wings in passing. Thou, bethink

thee, art

A guest for queens to social pageantries,

With gages from a hundred brighter eyes

Than tears even can make mine, to play

thy part

Of chief musician. What hast thou to do

With looking from the lattice-lights at me,

A poor, tired wandering singer, singing

through

The dark, and leaning up a cypress tree?

The chrism is on thine head,—on mine

the dew,

—

And Death must dig the level where these

agree.

LOVE AND INDULGENCE

THE SEDUCED WOMAN CAN BE A
BETTER MATE

I would not have thee better,

I would not have thee worse;

My Perfect! wert thou Virgin

The difference were a curse!

THE SEDUCED WOMAN CAN
COMMIT SUICIDE

BUT

When lovely woman stoops to folly,

And finds too late that men betray,

—

What charm can soothe her melancholy,

What art can wash her guilt away?

For I would not have thee other

Than thy perfect self so mellow;

Thy glowing smile perhaps were green,

Wert thou unseasoned callow!

The only art her guilt to cover,

To hide her shame from every eye,

To give repentance to her lover

And wring his bosom is—to die.

I bless all loves and lovers

That flavored thee so sweet,

That fashioned thee so finished ripe

In the June of lovers' heat!

As I pray that in the morrow
Thou mayst never chill with sorrow,

So I thank the Past for giving

To thee the glow of living!
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SEPARATION WILL CAUSE LOVE TO
THRIVE

Absence, hear thou my protestation

Against thy strength

Distance and length:

Do what thou canst for alteration,

For hearts of truest mettle

Absence doth join and Time doth settle.

Who loves a mistress of such quality,

His mind hath found
Affection's ground

Beyond time, place, and all mortality.

To hearts that cannot vary

Absence is present, Time doth tarry.

My senses want their outward motion

Which now within

Reason doth win,

Redoubled by her secret notion:

Like rich men that take pleasure

In hiding more than handling treasure.

By Absence this good means I gain,

That I can catch her

Where none can watch her,

In some close corner of my brain:

There I embrace and kiss her,

And so enjoy her and none miss her.

SEPARATION WILL CAUSE LOVE TO
WILT

As a little fasting

Whets the appetite;

As a little absence

Gilds the image bright;

As a little illness

Brings back childhood pleasure,

Makes walking sweet as dancing,

And every task a treasure,

—

So doth a little coyness

In a man or maid
Add the tang of pepper

To love—a zestful aid!

As too long a fasting,

Slays the appetite;

As an endless absence

To Memory's a blight;

As a chronic illness

Makes life a long torment,

Till Death's a golden savior

And life a punishment,

—

So doth too much nay-saying

Of a man or maid
Drain our love and dry the heart

Beyond Fulfilment's aid!

THE INDULGENT GIRL IS MOST
NOBLE

Too hastily I kissed her

And waited for the storm;

But she blushed in fevered gladness,

And kissed me quite as warm!

With madman's speed I gathered

The beauty to my breast;

As quick my head was captured

To heaving bosom pressed!

THE MODEST GIRL IS

MOST NOBLE

In Clementina's artless mien
Lucilla asks me what I see

And are the roses of sixteen

Enough for me?

Lucilla asks, if that be all,

Have I not culled as sweet before:

Ah yes, Lucilla! and their fall

I still deplore.

(corresponding columns next page)
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She made me no reproaches,

She troubled not my style,

She had no quirk capricious,

Nor scruple to beguile

My mind to merchant's logic,

My soul to pauper's prayer;

Love's road was free from hurdles

And kindly warm the air!

—

For this was not a girl

Who grew on tainted earth;

I met and loved her in a dream

By a warm pure-heavenly hearth!

I now behold another scene

Where Pleasure beams with Heaven's

own light,

More pure, more constant, more serene,

And not less bright.

Faith on whose breast the Loves repose,

Whose chain of flowers no force can

sever,

And Modesty who, when she goes,

Is gone for ever.

LOVE AND LANGUISHMENT

ALOOFNESS OF WOMEN IS

AN EVIL

I am a poet with a desert heart

I've had so little rain!

The sweet, sweet drops of love fell not,

But I felt Want's parching pain!

I breathed in the dust and the dry, hot air

Of cruel, stifling dearth;

I am a desert poet, and I

Know something of pain on earth!

I know the pain of the shackled folk,

Shackled to love that died;

I know the chafing, the dry, dull ache

Of young love crucified!

I wilted in parching desert air

That sunders love from duty;

But though I'm a poet, I've had so little

Of love and beauty!

Oh, I've tasted love—just, just enough

To know how life could bloom:

How it could shimmer, and dazzle, and

bound,

—

This life kept dry in the tomb

Of lovelessness! I know, I know
What rapture the world is hissing;

And just because I've suffered so

I know what the world is missing!

ALOOFNESS OF WOMEN IS A
BLESSING

Sweet stream, that winds through yonder

glade,

Apt emblem of a virtuous maid!

—

Silent and chaste she steals along,

Far from the world's gay busy throng:

With gentle yet prevailing force

Intent upon her destined course;

Graceful and useful all she does,

Blessing and blest where'er she goes;

Pure-bosomed as that watery glass

And Heaven reflected in her face!
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THE BEAUTIFUL WOMAN IS LIKELY
TO BE INDULGENT, THERE-

FORE—DISHONORABLE

Go and catch a falling star,

Get with child a mandrake root,

Tell me where all past years are,

Or who cleft the Devil's foot;

Teach me to hear mermaids singing,

Or to keep off envy's stinging,

And find

What wind
Serves to advance an honest mind.

If thou be'st born to strange sights,

Things invisible to see,

Ride ten thousand days and nights

Till Age snow white hairs on thee;

Thou, when thou return'st, wilt tell me
All strange wonders that befell thee,

And swear

No where

Lives a woman true and fair.

If thou find'st one, let me know;
Such a pilgrimage were sweet.

Yet do not; I would not go,

Though at next door we might meet.

Though she were true when you met her,

And last till you write your letter,

Yet she

Will be

False, ere I come, to two or three.

THE BEAUTIFUL WOMAN IS LIKELY
TO BE INDULGENT, THERE-

FORE—VIRTUOUS

Thou art a magic fountain!

—

And thy beauties overflow

Upon thine aged rival,

Whose gray thou sett'st aglow!

Thou lend'st her sheen and grace,

Thou lightest her vapid face

I carry off in a stormy night

A charge to yield a month of light 1

Thou art no thief of love,

Thou art a great-souled giver

Of dazzle to one who snarls thee

—

A thankless receiver!

Thou hast fed me Beauty's nectar,

And endowed thy foe, the scornful-eyed;

Then think not, dear, thou art a thief,

Though with thieves thou'rt crucifiedJ
.

LOVE AND PHILANTHROPY

INDISCRIMINATE BESTOWING
FAVOR IS ABOMINABLE

I do confess thou'rt smooth and fair,

And I might have gone near to love

thee,

Had I not found the slightest prayer

That lips could speak had power to

move thee:

But I can let thee now alone

As worthy to be loved by none.

I do confess thou'rt sweet; yet find

Thee such an unthrift of thy sweets,

Thy favors are but like the wind
That kisseth everything it meets:

(corresponding columns next page)

OF INDISCRIMINATE BESTOWING OF
FAVOR IS SAINTLY

She danced with every man who'd ask,

Though some were fat and old;

She passed out largesses of sky,

Of lily, poppy, gold!

She passed a boon of glowing smiles,

A gift of sparkling wit;

And, clasping hands, she dragged to

sunshine

The paupers from their pit.
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And since thou canst with more than one,

Thou'rt worthy to be loved by none.

The morning rose that untouched stands

Armed with her briers, how sweet her

smell!

But plucked and strained through ruder

hands,

Her sweets no longer with her dwell:

But scent and beauty both are gone,

And leaves fall from her, one by one.

Such fate ere long will thee betide,

When thou hast handled been awhile,

With sere flowers to be thrown aside;

And I shall sigh while some will smile,

To see thy love for more than one

Hath brought thee to be loved by none.

I asked her why—for I'm of cynics

Who goodness ever doubt;

She laughed the happy laugh of saints:

"I guess I'm a girl scout!"

Laugh then happily, my saint,

And mayst thou dance forever

A queen bestowing largesses,

And be a beggar never!

And thou art more than scouts who do

Small kindness each day;

For thou'st re-kindled youth in age,

And breathed a soul in clay!

THE GRACIOUS IDOL IS

INSPIRING

Pretty, witty Eleanor,

What art thou so gracious for?

Is it but to make us sigh

For thy green and golden eye?

Why so lavish let behold

Thy dainty nose of slender mold?

—

One to haunt us night and day
When thou steal'st so soft away!
Is it that thine haunting smile

Is a siren on the Nile?

What art thou so pretty for

Tell us, tell us, Eleanor!

And why on us so kindly beam
Thou who wed'st thy perfect dream?

Pretty poet Eleanor,

I know what thou'rt smiling for:

The largess-granting poet must scorn

To be hiding Beauty—born
For beguiling grace-starved Earth!

Vicious Virtue's code of dearth

Binds not poets whose sweet duty
Is to lavish lovely beauty;

And thou, who striv'st so hard with pen
To bring down Nature's sweets for men,
Couldst not but indulge the power,

God's grace on mankind to shower,

And through thy perfect to show it:

Thy Maker's an indulgent poet!

THE GRACIOUS IDOL IS

DEGRADING

Th' expense of spirit in a waste of shame
Is lust in action; and till action, lust

Is perjured, murderous, bloody, full of

blame,

Savage, extreme, rude, cruel not to trust;

Enjoyed no sooner but despised straight;

Past reason hunted; and, no sooner had,

Past reason hated, as a swallowed bait

On purpose laid to make the taker mad:
Mad in pursuit, and in possession so;

Had, having and in quest to have, extreme;

A bliss in proof, and proved, a very woe;
Before, a joy proposed; behind, a dream.

All this the world well knows; yet none
knows well

To shun the heaven that leads men to

this hell.
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AN UNLOVING BELOVED IS REALLY
NO ASSET

Tell me not of a face that's fair,

Nor lip and cheek that's red,

Nor of the tresses of her hair,

Nor curls in order laid,

Nor of a rare seraphic voice

That like an angel sings;

Though if I were to take my choice

I would have all these things:

But if that thou wilt have me love,

And it must be a she,

The only argument can move
Is that she will love me.

The glories of your ladies be

But metaphors of things,

And but resemble what we see

Each common object brings.

Roses out-red their lips and cheeks,

Lilies their whiteness stain;

What fool is he that shadows seeks

And may the substance gain?

Then if thou'lt have me love a lass,

Let it be one that's kind:

Else I'm a servant to the glass

That's with Canary lined.

AN UNLOVING BELOVED IS STILL
AN ASSET

I never sipped a kiss of hers,

Her lips but gave me stings;

But yet she did bestow on me
Poetic wings!

She never prest me to her breast,

She never shared my beggar's nest,

She played with me a niggard role,

And left me riches for the soul!

The men she gave her kisses to,

Smirk at me who gained so few
Of all her billion witcheries,

And peeved are when I smile at ease.

For somehow, when they see me smile,

They feel that still she can beguile

My soul from tedium and from woe,

—

With them, she died long, long ago!

A LUKEWARM BELOVED IS BETTER
THAN NONE

I want thee for my worship,

For viewing breathlessly;

I want thy tint and music,

—

Can spare the flesh of thee!

The music of thy voice

The sunshine of thy face,

The heaven in thine eye,

The dazzle of thy grace.

The sparkle of thy smile,

The moonlight of thine hair,

The glitter of thy wit,

—

I need thy glow, my Fair!

I need thy sunny glamour,

Thy sheen of starlike eyes,

—

O give thine earth to others,

But leave me hallowed skies!

A LUKEWARM BELOVED IS WORSE
THAN NONE

More love or more disdain I crave;

Sweet, be not still indifferent:

O send a quickly to my grave,

Or else afford me more content!

Or love or hate me more or less

For love abjures all lukewarmness.

Give me a tempest if 'twill drive

Me to the place where I would be;

Or if you'll have me still alive,

Confess you will be kind to me.

Give hopes of bliss or dig my grave:

More love or more disdain I crave.
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NON-RECIPROCATION DOES NOT
LESSEN THE DESIRE FOR

THE BELOVED

Sally flings me cruel words,

But I love to hear them;

If another uttered them,

I should hoot and jeer them;

For I'd miss the harmonies

Of voice that so endear them.

Sally means to stab with stares

That flash in pointed thunder

From a gaze that's sharp enough

The stoutest heart to sunder;

But her boundless skies of blue

Make me gasp with wonder!

She is pretty, she is witty,

She is straight and slender;

And a simple lad like me
Could not hope to bend her;

So that I must thankful be:

At least I can offend her!

For I might be far worse off

If she went denying me
Even the attention of

Impatiently defying me;
For the sky and stars would fall

If she let off eyeing me!

Though her kisses go to others,

I shall be content

With the sweet opprobrium
That on me is sent

Like refreshing rain that falls

From the firmament!

NON-RECIPROCATION UNDER-
MINES THE DESIRE FOR

THE BELOVED

Fair, sweet, and young, receive a prize

Reserved for your victorious eyes.

From crowds, whom at your feet you see,

Oh, pity and distinguish me;
As I from thousand beauties more
Distinguish you, and only you adore!

Your face for conquest was designed;

Your every motion charms my mind.

Angels, when you your silence break,

Forget their hymns to hear you speak;

But when at once they hear and view,

Are loth to mount, and long to stay with

you.

No graces can your form improve,

But all are lost unless you love;

While that sweet passion you disdain,

Your veil and beauty are in vain.

In pity then prevent my fate,

For, after dying, all reprieve's too late.
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WE SHOULD QUIT
INCONSTANTS

I loved thee once; I'll love no more,

—

Thine be the grief as is the blame;

Thou art not what thou wast before,

What reason I should be the same?

He that can love unloved again

Hath better store of love than brain:

God send me love my debts to pay,

While unthrifts fool their love away!

Nothing could have my love o'erthrown,

If thou hadst still continued mine;

Yea, if thou hadst remained thy own,

I might perchance have yet been thine.

But thou thy freedom didst recall,

That it thou might, elsewhere

enthrall:

And then how could I but disdain

A captive's captive to remain?

When new desires had conquered thee,

And changed the object of thy will,

It had been lethargy in me,

Not constancy, to love thee still.

Yea, it had been a sin to go

And prostitute affection so,

Since we are taught no prayers to say

To such as must to others pray.

Yet do thou glory in thy choice,

—

Thy choice of his good fortune boast;

I'll neither grieve nor yet rejoice,

To see him gain what I have lost:

The height of my disdain shall be,

To laugh at him, to blush for thee;

To love thee still but go no more
A-begging at a beggar's door.

LOVERS SHOULD SACRIFICE PRIDE

When I go out with Sally,

She rare hath eyes for me:

For she'd rather feast her vision

On fairer sights to see.

There are men whose gait is noble,

There are youngsters fresh and tall;

And her eyes respond like magnets

To answer a far-off call.

WE SHOULD NOT QUIT
INCONSTANTS

Celia cares no more for me
This is clear for all to see.

Others kiss her,

I but miss her!

Others squeeze her,

I must ease her

Lest I find her glowing light

Lost forever to my sight.

And folk will say I am a fool,

A piece of putty, a cringing tool

To prop her pride and play her tune,

—

But tool or no,—I am no loon!

A loon was I long, long ago

When I scorned heaven just to show
The careless world that I had Pride

And never, never would abide

In paradise unless proud I

Was monarch absolute of sky!

—

And flung was in Hell's deep despair,

Where wilted Pride bemoaned my Fair!

I am no fool! Let Celia be

My spirit, my divinity

—

A goddess whom I often see,

Who often speaks and laughs with me.

There are a myriad lassies who
To my small self can still be true;

While Celia shines a starry goal

That comes and goes and glows my soul,

That feeds a flame to world's cruel dearth

For godliness upon the earth!

LOVERS SHOULD GUARD PRIDE

I feed a flame within which so torments

me
That it both pains the heart and yet

contents me:

'Tis such a pleasing smart and I so

love it,

That I had rather die than once remove it.

(corresponding columns next page)
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And her ears are turned to hearing

All words but what I say;

And sometimes she orders silence

That her thoughts might wend their

way.

I don't know why she goes with me,

But there's heaps of reason why
My pride emits no protest,

Nor ever dares defy.

Though I'm proud with all the others,

—

The Queen can do no wrong;

And it's quite a royal honor

To walk by her side along!

—

To hold her hand so slender,

And view her eyes from near,

Eyes that smile to others

But surcharge the atmosphere!

So that some of the shimmer and radiance

Drops crystals unto me;

And that is an extra portion

For keeping her company!

Yet he for whom I grieve shall never

know it;

My tongue does not betray, nor my eyes

show it.

Not a sigh, not a tear, my pain discloses,

But they fall silently like dew on roses.

Thus, to prevent my Love from being

cruel,

My heart's the sacrifice, as 'tis the fuel;

And while I suffer this to give him quiet,

My faith rewards my love, though he

deny it.

On his eyes still I gaze, and there

delight me;

While I conceal my love, no frown can

fright me.

To be more happy I dare not aspire,

Nor can I fall more low, mounting no
higher.

LOVE AND QUARRELS

THE ADMIRATION OF GOOD AND
BAD QUALITIES IS FALSE LOVE

They say that opposites attract,

—

What gold her locks emit!

And every darkling hair of mine
Craves its opposite!

And she hath eyes as blue as skies

When Sol rains down his gold;

I gaze like brown-eyed Earth—entranced

Its opposite to behold!

What if her spirit is a squall,

Her words sharp, cramped, and terse?

To a sparkling heart, the coldest wind
Is a flame-producing nurse!

There are other girls with eyes as blue,

And fairer to know or see,

—

But my tender soul seeks an opposite pole

In crass vulgarity!

THE ADMIRATION OF GOOD AND
BAD QUALITIES IS TRUE LOVE

For her gait, if she be walking;

Be she sitting, I desire her

For her state's sakes; and admire her

For her wit if she be talking;

Gait and state and wit approve her;

For which all and each I love her.

Be she sullen, I commend her

For a modest. Be she merry,

For a kind one her prefer I.

Briefly, everything doth lend her,

So much grace, and so approve her,

That for everything I love her.
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WICKEDNESS IS ESPECIALLY HIDE-
OUS IN A PRETTY

PERSONALITY

They that have power to hurt, and will do

none,

That do not do the thing they most do

show,

Who, moving others, are themselves as

stone,

Unmoved, cold, and to temptation slow,

—

They rightly do inherit Heaven's graces,

And husband nature's riches from
expense;

They are the lords and owners of their

faces,

Others, but stewards of their excellence.

The summer's flower is to the summer
sweet,

Though to itself it only live and die;

But if that flower with base infection

meet,

The basest weed outbraves his dignity:

For sweetest things turn sourest by their

deeds;

Lillies that fester smell far worse than

weeds.

WICKEDNESS IS EASILY FORGIV-
ABLE IN A PRETTY

PERSONALITY

Thou glow'st, a thing apart,

Transcending right and wrong!
And all thy raging is to me

Like passionate bursts of song!

Thou soar'st above all codes,

And how dare I to blame thee?

—

I whose wings so short are clipped,

How could I seek to tame thee?

Thou fly'st above all little rules

Of love and constancy;

Thou art so sunlike, dear, thou shin'st

Too bright for only me!

Thou art so violent, like a gale

That madly whistles and heaves,

That pains and frightens us, but scoops

Away dead dust and leaves!

Thou art a law unto thyself

Of whirlwind Nature's sort!

Thou storm'st above the saint and sinner

And church and Queen and court!

OUR BELOVED'S TANTRUMS STING
IF WE'RE NOT LOVED

When I thought she cared a little,

I loved her sharpest words;

They were sweet as children's chatter,

Or the chirp, chirp of the birds.

When I thought she cared a little,

There was magic in her frown,

And her each grimace was royal,

And her insults wore a crown!

And the alchemy of Venus
Transmuted into gold

The crudest words she flung me,

Which I'd hug me and enfold.

OUR BELOVED'S TANTRUMS
SWEET TO BEHOLD

ARE

Love still a boy and oft a wanton is,

Schooled only by his mother's tender eye;

What wonder, then, if he his lessons miss,

When for so soft a rod dear play he try?

And yet my Star, because a sugared kiss

In sport I sucked while she asleep did lie,

Doth lower, nay chide, nay threat, for only

this.

—

Sweet, it was saucy Love, not humble I!

(corresponding columns next page)
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But now the spell is broken,

And her words uncoated are

By the velvet of a halo

By the aura of a star.

They are bare, and raw, and pointed,

And I wince to hear them spoken;

For the foil is now a dagger

And my breastplate through is broken!

But no 'scuse serves; she makes her wrath

appear

In Beauty's throne; see now, who dares

come near

Those scarlet judges, threatening bloody

pain!

O heavenly fool, thy most kiss-worthy

face

Anger invests with such a lovely grace,

That Anger's self I needs must kiss again.

THE LOVER SHOULD DEIGN TO THE LOVER SHOULD INSIST ON
SERVILITY BEFORE HIS UPHOLDING HIS DIGNITY

LOVE WITH HIS LOVE

Being your slave, what should I do but

tend

Upon the hours and times of your desire?

I have no precious time at all to spend

Nor services to do till you require:

Nor dare I chide the world-without-end

hour

Whilst I, my sovereign, watch the clock

for you,

Nor think the bitterness of absence sour

When you have bid your servant once

adieu:

Nor dare I question with my jealous

thought

Where you may be, or your affairs

suppose,

But like a sad slave, stay and think

of nought

Save, where you are, how happy you make
those;

—

So true a fool is love, that in your will,

Though you do anything, he thinks no ill.

If I must buy your kisses with my tears,

And pay for favor with my dignity,

If love is not a bargain between peers,

But grudging alms you throw to beggar

me;

If I must fawn and fling in dust my sou!

To beg a boon from your cold, star-like

pride,

If humbly I must bend for weakest dole,

Rent choicest seats to lease place by
your side,

—

If I must purchase, rent, or buy, or hire,

I'll seek full worth of gold—in open lust;

I'll save my pride, nor lie in Falsehood's

mire,

Pay, as prince, for flesh a coin that's just!

For love, as little can be begged as bought;
And begged, 'tis neither lust nor good

for aught!
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WORSHIPPING LOVE IS

WORSHIPPING GOD
Lord, why hast Thou made of me
A hungerer for beauty

—

In a world where seeking it is sin,

And scorning it a duty?

Why hast Thou given me a heart

That leaps with every call

Of Love? O Lord, why gavest Thou
A heart to me at all?

O, I could spend the livelong day

In harmless priestly prayer,

Hadst Thou but made my eyes more dull,

Or women's eyes less fair!

Or were my love confined to birds,

And plants, and sacred places!

O Lord! why do I see Thy form
Most clear in human faces?

In making me just as I am,

I read, Lord, Thy desire:

That man shall spurn the man-made codes,

And feast Thy lovely fire!

WORSHIPPING GOD IS NOBLER
THAN LOVE

Leave me, O Love, which reachest but to

dust,

And thou, my mind, aspire to higher

things!

Grow rich in that which never taketh rust:

Whatever fades, but fading pleasure

brings.

Draw in thy beams, and humble all thy

might

To that sweet yoke where lasting

freedoms be;

Which breaks the clouds and opens forth

the light

That doth both shine and give us

sight to see.

O take fast hold! let that light be thy guide

In this small course which birth draws

out to death,

And think how evil becometh him to slide

Who seeketh Heaven and comes of

heavenly breath.

Then farewell, world! thy uttermost I see:

Eternal Love, maintain thy life in me!

WE SHOULD FASHION OUR LIFE

WITH HEAVEN AS THE AIM

My soul, there is a country

Afar beyond the stars,

Where stands a winged sentry

All skillful in the wars:

There, above noise and danger,

Sweet Peace sits crowned with smiles,

And One born in a manger
Commands the beauteous files.

WE SHOULD FASHION LIFE TO
BRING HEAVEN TO THE EARTH

If love were free, if love were free,

One life would be enough for me!

For Paradise would be on Earth,

If love were free!

I'd give you back some liberty

Of speech, press, and assemblage free

For the right to worship Venus divine

With love that's free!

He is thy gracious Friend,

And—-O my soul, awake!

—

Did in pure love descend

To die here for thy sake.

O Venus! we've forsaken Thee,

To Jealous Jehovah we bend the knee,

To false unnatural gods we pray,

Who hate the Free!

(corresponding columns next page)
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If thou canst get but thither,

There grows the flower of Peace,

The rose that cannot wither,

Thy fortress and thy ease.

Leave then thy foolish ranges;

For none can thee secure

But One who never changes

—

Thy God, thy Life, thy Cure.

Thy Prophet Freud revealed to me
A Gospel above ascetic glee

Of icy dearth—virtue pervert

Of slaves—not the Free!

Nature's and Venus' verity,

I'll preach till crucified I be!

Hear! wretched heathens, Hear God's

good word:

—

Let love be free!

LOVE AND SPECIFICATIONS

OUR BELOVED IS THE STANDARD
OF STANDARDS

I care no more for kindness,

For Jessie is unkind;

Nor care I for veracity

Since none in her I find.

OUR BELOVED SHOULD COME UP
TO STANDARD

May I find a woman fair

And her mind as clear as air!

If her beauty go alone,

'Tis to me as if 'twere none.

Nor care I for fine manners,

Soft words or sympathy;

If Jessie doth not show these,

What matter these to me?

Beside her every treasure,

Criterion, or measure

Are like thy truest bank bills

When matched 'gainst golden treasure!-

And if the paper tender

Comes to odds with gold,

'Tis fools that cling to gilded strips,

To bullion, sages hold!

I'll cast out all the virtues,

Her vices shall install;

I'll cast away my freedom,

Forever be her thrall!

This day, from sordid standards

Of worldly worth, above

I soar to God's own standard,

That standard of standards

—

love!

May I find a woman rich,

And not of too high a pitch!

If that pride should cause disdain,

Tell me, Lover, where's thy gain?

May I find a woman wise,

And her falsehood not disguise!

Hath she wit as she hath will,

Double-armed she is to ill.

May I find a woman kind,

And not wavering like the wind!

How should I call that love mine

When 'tis his, and his, and thine?

May I find a woman true!

There is beauty's fairest hue:

There is beauty, love, and wit.

Happy he can compass it.
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OUR LOVE IS VALUED THOUGH
OTHERS DISDAIN THE PARTY

When I beheld thine eyes,

So deep with mystery,

I learnt again how stolid

The critics are who see

Their shallowness at times when they

Think they're viewing thee!

When I beheld thy figure,

Bent with Venus* grace,

I learnt again what butlers

Are they who, in thy place,

Prefer the pose of lackeys

Of straight and wooden pace.

And when in thy warm smile I basked,

And heard thy glowing wit,

And knew not if thy melody
Or wisdom most doth fit

Thy dainty, golden gestures—then

"With Compromise I split!

And though this selfsame evening,

My tolerance was fine

Enough to let their verdict,

Honored, sit with mine,

—

I'll dogmatize and say thou art

The pearl that's spurned by—swine!

OUR LOVE IS VALUED AS A PRIZE
OTHERS CANNOT ATTAIN

Love's but the frailty of the mind,
When 'tis not with ambition joined;

A sickly flame, which if not fed expires,

And feeding, wastes in self-consuming
fires.

'Tis not to wound a wanton boy,

Or amorous youth that gives the joy;

But 'tis the glory to have pierced the swain,

For whom inferior beauties sighed in vain.

Then I alone the conquest prize

When I insult a rival's eyes;

If there's delight in love, 'tis when I see

That heart, which others bleed for, bleed

for me.

LOVE AND TECHNIQUE

COYNESS IS WISE

I saw the twinkle of white feet,

I saw the flash of robes descending;

Before her ran an influence fleet,

That bowed my heart like barley

bending.

As, in bare fields, the searching bees

Pilot to blooms beyond our finding,

It led me on by sweet degrees

Joy's simple honey cells unbinding.

COYNESS IS UNWISE

Patricia Blake, I have thy letter

Wherewith thou my heart didst fetter

Where, addressing me: "Dear Drugs,"

Three sweet words thou scrawl'dst

—

each tugs

My heartstrings. "I love you," it read;

And these three words awoke and fed

My hope that's long been withered, wan
In a world where love is under ban!

Those Graces were that seemed grim Fates;

With nearer love the sky leaned o'er me;

The long-sought Secret's golden gates

On musical hinges swung before me.

(corresponding columns next page)

Patricia Blake, all kindly smiled

At this impropriety—by a child!

And they have breathed a hope to see

Thee outgrow Truth and Love, and be
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I saw the brimmed bowl in her grasp

Thrilling with godhood; like a lover

I sprang the proffered life to clasp;

—

The beaker fell; the luck was over.

The Earth has drunk the vintage up;

What boots it patch the goblet's

splinters?

Can summer fill the icy cup

Whose treacherous crystal is but

Winter's?

O spendthrift haste! await the Gods;

Their nectar crowns the lips of Patience;

Haste scatters on unthankful sods

The immortal gift in vain libations.

Coy Hebe flies from those that woo,

And shuns the hands would seize upon

her;

Follow thy life, and she will sue

To pour for thee the cup of honor.

As elder wise girls are, who know
Each man as lurking, sneering foe,

Or prize to hunt, and stalk, and snare

—

So far from thy world of dreams, all fair!

Patricia Blake, I love thee too,

And so I say this prayer more true:

May Beauty ever with thee stay,

May Charm still glitter on thy way,

May Truth her halo lend thy face,

May Love bestow a saintly grace,

Mayst thou grow wiser than the wise

Flint-hearted fools, who in disguise

Act out a trite and dragging part

For want of a role by the hungry heart!

Because I love thee, Dear, I pray

That Truth as thine will ever stay!

LOVERS SHOULD BE PATIENT

First-sight love's a sapling tree

Growing stronger constantly;

They who rush with pressing suit

Smell no flower and taste no fruit.

Hens must grow to lay their eggs,

Long must wine remain in kegs;

Calves will steadily give milk,

Butterflies will spin us silk,

Children will providers be,

Money will grow progeny,

—

And love will lastingly yield fruit

If we let frail love take root.

Watch the little sapling rise,

Warmed by heat from radiant eyes,

Fostered by the kindly rays

Of gentle, never-scorching praise;

See the leafy sapling feed

On each softly loving deed;

Embrace the young thing with the eye,

But grasp not yet, or it will die!

LOVERS SHOULD BE BOLD

Mark how the bashful morn in vain

Courts the amorous marigold

With sighing blasts and weeping rain,

Yet she refuses to unfold;

But when the planet of the day

Approacheth with his powerful ray,

Then she spreads, then she receives

His warmer beams into her virgin leaves.

So shalt thou thrive in love, fond boy;

If thy tears and sighs discover

Thy grief, thou never shalt enjoy

The just reward of a bold lover;

But when with moving accents thou

Shalt constant faith and service vow,

Thy Celia shall receive those charms

With open ears, and with unfolded arms.
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TO BE SUCCESSFUL IN LOVE ONE
MUST HIDE ONE'S

FEELINGS

Never seek to tell thy love,

Love that never told can be;

For the gentle wind doth move

Silently, invisibly.

I told my love, I told my love,

I told all my heart,

Trembling, cold, in ghastly fears,

Ah! she did depart!

Soon after she was gone from me,

A traveler came by,

Silently, invisibly:

He took her with a sigh.

TO BE SUCCESSFUL IN LOVE, ONE
MUST SEEK OUT THE RARE,

MUTUAL LOVE

Of every thousand girls,

My heart's attuned to one;

And while I sound the thousand,

My hollow heart starves on.

But when I find my idol,

And it seems my search is done,

I find that in her thousand,

I'm not the sought for one!

The girls I love don't love me,

And I can't love them who do;

Those will not let me woo them,

And these, I cannot woo!

With my loved one-in-a-thousand,

I've but one-in-thousand chance,

—

But I'll seek in a thousand thousand,

And find a joint romance!

LOVE AND TRANSFORMATION

LOVE GIVES US COURAGE

Like a reed in the wind,

Before peril I shook,

And ghosts were a-lurking

In mountain and nook.

Timid with living,

And fearful of death,

Dreading flushed quarrels,

And Fever's hot breath,

I feared for me only,

Had too much to do

To fear for myself,

Without fearing for two!

And fearing the world

With its locks and its darts

Led me to dreading

The glow of hearts,

—

Till I met thee, my darling,

And blest was with strength,

With power eclipsing

Gold, fame, and length!

(left column next page)

LOVE ROBS US OF COURAGE

We pledged our hearts, my love and I,

I in my arms the maiden clasping:

I could not tell the reason why,

But oh! I trembled like an aspen.

Her father's love she bade me gain;

I went, and shook like any reed!

I strove to act the man—in vain!

We had exchanged our hearts indeed.
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I erred in my reckoning,

For since I met thee,

I fear not for one,

Or for two, or for three!

For thou art a goddess

That waves away Fear,

And keeps round me hovering

Faith, Hope, and Cheer!

—

Thou unlockest my being

From the prison of Me
And lead'st me brave marching

To victory!

Past Danger, and Hate,

And Mortality!

MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE

A LOVE MATCH MAY BE
PERMANENT

I do not seek to take thee, dear,

From all the world away;

I'll only borrow thee while love

Tarries,—a life or day!

And I'll not take from thee, my dear,

The liberty to roam,

To make a mire of hate from love,

And a prison of our home.

I do not ask the loyalty

Thou ow'st the world, to give

Just me alone—to be my slave,

That I thy serf may live.

I'll be content with what is mine:—
The love thou hast for me;

I do not seek to fix this sand

For all eternity.

Oh, cling not with the corpse of love,

Nor seek my own to bind;

Let's faithful be but unto love,

And freedom, and mankind!

Oh, it's no sin to break the vow
Of: only you and me;

The sin is in the vow we make
To break from humanity!

A LOVE MATCH MUST BE
PERMANENT

Let me not to the marriage of true minds

Admit impediments. Love is not love

Which alters when it alteration finds,

Or bends with the remover to remove:

—

no! it is an ever-fixed mark
That looks on tempests, and is never

shaken;

It is the star to every wandering bark

Whose worth's unknown, although his

height be taken.

Love's not Time's fool, though rosy lips

and cheeks

Within his bending sickle's compass come;

Love alters not with his brief hours and
weeks,

But bears it out ev'n to the edge of

doom;

—

If this be error, and upon me proved,

1 never writ, nor no man ever loved.
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MEMORIES OF PAST JOY MAKE OUR
MISERY HARDER TO BEAR

In a drear-nighted December,

Too happy, happy tree,

Thy branches ne'er remember
Their green felicity:

The north cannot undo them,

With a sleety whistle through them;

Nor frozen thawings glue them
From budding at the prime.

In a drear-nighted December,

Too happy, happy brook,

Thy bubblings ne'er remember
Apollo's summer look;

But with a sweet forgetting,

They stay their crystal fretting,

Never, never petting

About the frozen time.

Ah! would 'twere so with many
A gentle girl and boy!

But were there ever any

Writhed not at passed joy?

To know the change and feel it,

When there is none to heal it,

Nor numbed sense to steal it,

Was never said in rhyme.

MEMORIES OF PAST JOY MAKE OUR
MISERY EASIER TO BEAR

Ruthie sips a soda with me,

Soon as drained she runs away;

But for all her haste and running,

She stays with me all day!

All day long before my eyes,

Her oceans green and bluest skies

Merged are, and together flow

With her sunset glow!

And she lingers all night long

With a voice of wit and song;

With ripples from her radiant beams,

She tints and flavors all my dreams!

Go, hasten then to melt in mist,

With thy poppy lips unkissed,

—

But think not thou'st evaded me,

—

I copied into memory
Thy gold, white, red, and rhythmic art,

And carved thy features in my heart!

METAPHYSICS

THE INFINITE IS HOPELESSLY
BEYOND US

In many forms we try

To utter God's infinity,

But the boundless hath no form,

And the Universal Friend

Doth as far transcend

An angel as a worm.

The great Idea baffles wit,

Language falters under it,

It leaves the learned in the lurch;

No art, nor power, nor toil can find

The measure of the eternal Mind,

Nor hymn, nor prayer, nor church.

THE INFINITE IS ENCOMPASSED
IN OUR SOUL

I may be but a speck of dust

In boundless Space and Time;
But all Infinity is just

A word to wield for rhyme!

And though the world triumphant be,

And laugh from star to pole;

—

I have my all-sufficient Me,
My all-containing soul!
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LIFE FADES AS WE TRAVEL AWAY
FROM LOVE AND PREOCCUPA-

TION WITH IT

The colors of the world

Danced and winked and smiled

With little impish faces

When I was but a child.

The colors of the world

As through a crystal shimmered

Fluffy, soft, and flashing

—

Like icicles they glimmered.

But when I was a boy,

The colors frayed away
In thickness and in freshness;

Though oft on holiday,

The autumn leaves and sunsets,

And youthful girlish faces

Brought back tinges thick enough
To feel in blushing places.

The colors thinned and yellowed,

And faded day by day
Till the magic quite departed,

And the world was bald and gray.

I prayed for holidays of tint,

That I at times might be

Caressed again by rainbows,

And youthful visions see.

Then Sally flashed into my life,

And brought my childhood back again;

And the world is dressed in dazzling

bloom,

And diamonds glint in drops of rain!

LIFE FADES AS WE TRAVEL AWAY
FROM THE GLORIOUS SLEEP

WHICH IS OUR BIRTH

Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting;

The Soul that rises with us, our life's

Star,

Hath had elsewhere its setting

And cometh from afar:

Not in entire forgetfulness,

And not in utter nakedness,

But trailing clouds of glory do we come
From God, who is our home:

Heaven lies about us in our infancy!

Shades of the prison-house begin to close

Upon the growing Boy,

But he beholds the light, and whence it

flows,

He sees it in his joy;

The Youth, who daily farther from the

east

Must travel, still is Nature's

Priest,

And by a vision splendid

Is on his way attended;

At length the Man perceives it die away,

And fade into the light of common day.
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ALL PHENOMENA ARE PARTS OF
ONE GOD WE SHOULD

WORSHIP

The sun, the moon, the stars, the seas,

the hills and the plains

—

Are not these, O Soul, the Vision of Him
who reigns?

Is not the Vision He? though He be not

that which He seems?

Dreams are true while they last, and do
we not live in dreams?

Earth, these solid stars, this weight of

body and limb,

Are they not sign and symbol of thy

division from Him?

Dark is the world to thee: thyself art

the reason why;
For is He not all but thou, that hast

power to feel "I am I"?

Glory about thee, without thee; and thou

fulfillest thy doom,
Making Him broken gleams, and a stifled

splendor and gloom.

Speak to Him, thou, for He hears, and

Spirit with Spirit can meet

—

Closer is He than breathing, and nearer

than hands and feet.

God is law, say the wise; O Soul, and let

us rejoice,

For if He thunder by law the thunder is

yet His voice.

Law is God, say some: no God at all, says

the fool;

For all we have power to see is a

straight staff bent in a pool;

And the ear of man cannot hear, and the

eye of man cannot see;

But if we could see and hear, this

Vision—were it not He?

THERE ARE MANY GODS AND
GODDESSES TO BE

WORSHIPPED

"Two diverting are," 'tis said,

"Distracting crowd are three;"

But I in two find multitudes,

And a swarm in little me.

"But each man has a single soul,"

They say," and but one mind;"

And they've convinced my pious Me,

But otherwise, I find!

If I have just a single soul,

Why have I not a single goal?

Who makes me worship that and this:

The Superwoman, Nirvana, Bliss?

Who striveth with me all the time,

Who, calling my ideals crime,

Points others out that shine as true

Till I'm baffled what to do?

Say not that my wits are gone,

Ye loons, obsessed with number one:

"One God only, Christ, alone,"

All the rest are mud and stone;

One man only and one wife"

To weary one entire life;

"Sweetheart, only thou for me,"

All else is base lechery;

"Oh, my country 'tis of thee,"

One sweet land of liberty!

One God, one love, one America,

One madness—monomania!
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THERE IS CONSOLATION IN GOD
AS FATE

I do the fated deeds of God
In every hour and way,

In every deed of grace and sin,

In every word I say.

In every thought, in every plan,

Going north or south or east or west,

My every choice, like every breath,

Are taken at His own behest!

And though I sin like other maids,

And good deeds still procrastinate,

And though I know the "free of will",

Like me, are humble slaves of Fate

—

I tread inevitable roads,

Laid out by Majesty Divine!

And led by none than God Himself

Serene I pace the zigzag line!

—

While sisters trudge the selfsame path,

But owning themselves free, must let

Their hearts as pledge to Doubt and Fear,

Their soul, a hostage to Regret!

THERE IS CONSOLATION IN GOD
AS FATHER

All are not taken; there are left behind

Living Beloveds, tender looks to bring

And make the daylight still a happy
thing,

And tender voices to make soft the wind:

But if it were not so—if I could find

No love in all this world for comiDrting,

Nor any path but hollowly did ring

Where "dust to dust" the love from life

disjoined,

And if, before those sepulchres unmoving
I stood alone (as some forsaken lamb

Goes bleating up the moor in weary
dearth)

Crying "Where are ye, O my loved and

loving?"

—

I know a voice would sound,

"Daughter, I AM.
Can I suffice for Heaven and not for

earth?"

OPTIMISM AND PESSIMISM

WE ARE TRAGICALLY
INSIGNIFICANT

You are a tulip seen today,

But, dearest, of so short a stay

That where you grew scarce man can say.

You are a lovely July-flower,

Yet one rude wind or ruffling shower

Will force you hence, and in an hour.

You are a sparkling rose i' th' bud,

Yet lost ere that chaste flesh and blood

Can show where you or grew or stood.

You are a full-spread, fair-set vine,

And can with tendrils love entwine,

Yet dried ere you distil your wine.

WE ARE HAPPILY
INSIGNIFICANT

When I perceived that I was just

A little fluid, salt, and dust;

A point in Time, a speck in Space,

Mere atom of the human race,

—

I did not weep, or curse, or cry,

But breathed a heart-relieving sigh!

My facial lines relaxed, and Frown
Resigned to royal Smile the crown:

From brow slipped Care, and from my
back,

There fell a stoop-producing sack

Of apprehensions, duties, fears,

—

Sufficient for a million years!

Of wild ambition and desire,

Enough Almighty God to tire!

(corresponding columns next page)
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You are like balm enclosed well

In amber or some crystal shell,

Yet lost ere you transfuse your smcii.

You are a dainty violet,

Yet withered ere you can be set

Within the virgin's coronet.

You are the queen all flowers among;
But die you must, fair maid, ere long,

As he, the maker of this song.

And then I raised my hands in thanks

For being of man's lesser ranks;

And as my breath I freely drew,

I felt as I were born anew!

POETS AND PROPHETS

THERE'S A DEARTH OF PATRONS
WHO'LL RISK MONEY TO

FOSTER POETS

Doth he thirst for ink,

Doth he itch for pen

Though the poet's art

Seem beyond his ken?

—

I beg ye: weigh not down
The wingings of his soul,

Though ye think he'll never,

Never reach his goal!

Whittier and Whitman
By Scorn were near destroyed,

By Sordidness were near

To sterile tasks decoyed.

And many thousand prophets

Hath; Scorn condemned to die,

Who were too tender golden

Contumely to defy!

O be a whit indulgent,

And nobly err by letting

A hundred wooden poets

Through widened doors be getting.

So to make it certain

One Prophet will advance

Who'll pay the world a millionfold

For your one-in-hundred chance!

THERE'S A DEARTH OF POETS
WHO'LL RISK TIME FOR

ETERNITY

O for the mighty wakening that aroused

The old-time Prophets to their missions

high;

And to blind Homer's inward sunlike

eye

Showed the heart's universe where he

caroused

Radiantly; the Fishers poor unhoused,

And sent them forth to preach divinity;

And made our Milton his great dark

defy,

To the light of one immortal theme

espoused!

But half asleep are those now most awake;

And save calm-thoughted Wordsworth,

we have none

Who for eternity put time at stake,

And hold a constant course as doth the

sun:

We yield but drops that no deep thirstings

slake;

And feebly cease ere we have well begun,
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MORE COMMUNION WITH HUMAN-
ITY WOULD EXALT OUR POETS

Oh, take down this confession,

Ye pagans of the sod:

I do not dream of daisies,

I see in skies no god!

I peep not at your posies

And tulips in a trance;

I see no daffodils "tossing

Their heads in sprightly dance!"

I see no soul in sunset

Bleeding ghostly wan,
For I'm blinded by the sunsets

Of blood and gold—of Man!

Of men whose sun is setting

Ere their day is done,

Who sink in bloody battle

And rise not like the sun!

Your swallow and your skylark,

Your owl's "tu whit tu who",
I pass for children's chatter

That yields me youth anew!

I bow not to your heavens
And stars of milky girth;

My awe is all for mankind

—

That glory of heaven and earth!

I see moon, star, and sunshine

In a human smile;

Tempest, storm, and torrent

Blend in wrath and bile!

More moved am I by twinkle
In one earthly eye

Than by the endless smiling and winking
Of the idiots of the sky!

Oh, for a poet-prophet,

For idols false, a ban!

Oh, for the love and the worship
Of that image of God—Man!

MORE COMMUNION WITH NATURE
WOULD EXALT OUR POETS

Whither is gone the wisdom and the power
That ancient sages scattered with the notes

Of thoughr-suggesting lyres? The music

floats

In the void air; e'en at this breathing hour,

In every cell and every blooming bower
The sweetness of eld lays is hovering still:

But the strong soul, the self-constraining

will,

The rugged root which bare the winsome
flower

Is weak and withered. Were we like the

fays

That sweetly nestle in the fox-glove bells,

Or lurk and murmur in the rose-lipped

shells

Which Neptune to the earth for quit-rent

pays,

Then might our pretty modern Philomels

Sustain our spirit with their roundelays.
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LOVE POEMS ARE WRITTEN TO LOVE POEMS ARE WRITTEN TO
IMMORTALIZE THE BELOVED EASE THE HEART

How many paltry, foolish, painted things,

That now in coaches trouble every street,

Shall be forgotten, whom no poet sings,

Ere they be well wrapped in their

winding-sheet?

Where I to thee eternity shall give,

When nothing else remaineth of these days,

And queens hereafter shall be glad to live

Upon the alms of thy superfluous praise;

Virgins and matrons reading these my
rhymes,

Shall be so much delighted with thy story,

That they shall grieve they lived not

in these times,

To have seen thee, their sex's only glory:

So shalt thou fly above the vulgar

throng,

Still to survive in my immortal song.

If Poetry deserted me,

I could not bear thy fire;

I could not bear thy golden voice,

If gone were Muse and Lyre!

I could not bear this bursting joy,

The torture of thy tint!

I should rave a crazy miser

Imprisoned in a mint!

How could I ever keep together,

—

With thine explosive grace

Firing, firing Beauty's shafts

With walk, and wit, and face!

Then frown not on my verses,

Though drab they be, I pray!

For were it not for song, my dear,—

In bits I'd blow away!

THE POET FINDS SOLACE IN
POETRY

Lord, why hast Thou packed on me
The burden of Thy song?

Lord, why hast Thou sent my heart

Crusading against wrong?

Lord, why hast Thou made me bear

The suffering of earth?

And why must I Thy midwife be

For a better world in birth?

I see all others win surcease

From toil and fear and care;

While I keep carrying Thy load

Always, everywhere?

I see the meanest huckster sell

His trifles to the throng;

While I am booted with my ware

When I offer them Thy song!

Why is my heart so bursting full?

—

But let me not complain!

For I would rather glow Thy bard,

—

In rags, and shame, and pain!

THE POET FINDS SOLACE IN
LOVE

When in disgrace with fortune and men's

eyes,

I all alone beweep my outcast state,

And trouble deaf heaven with my bootless

cries,

And look upon myself, and curse my fate,

Wishing me like to one more rich in hope,

Featured like him, like him with friends

possessed,

Desiring this man's art and that man's

scope,

With what I most enjoy contented least;

Yet in these thoughts myself almost

despising,

Haply I think on thee: and then my state,

Like to the lark at break of day arising

From sullen earth, sings hymns at heaven's

gate:

For thy sweet love remembered such

wealth brings

That then I scorn to change my state with

kings.
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A POET WANTS A SEPULCHER
IN A VICINITY OF

BEAUTY
I gazed upon the glorious sky

And the green mountains round,

And thought that when I came to lie

At rest within the ground,

'Twere pleasant that, in flowery June,

When brooks send up a cheerful tune,

And groves a joyous sound,

The sexton's hand, my grave to make,

The rich, green mountain-turf should

break.

There through the long, long summer
hours,

The golden light should lie,

And thick young herbs, and groups of

flowers

Stand in their beauty by.

The oriole should build and tell

His love-tale close beside my cell;

The idle butterfly

Should rest him there, and there be heard

The housewife bee and humming-bird.

And what if cheerful shouts at noon

Come, from the village sent,

Or songs of maids, beneath the moon
With fairy laughter blent?

And what if, in the evening light,

Betrothed lovers walk in sight

Of my low monument?
I would the lovely scene around

Might know no sadder sight nor sound.

I know that I no more should see

The season's glorious show,

Nor would its brightness shine for me,

Nor its wild music flow;

But if, around my place of sleep,

The friends I love should come to weep,

They might not haste to go.

Soft airs, and song, and light, and bloom
Should keep them lingering by my tomb.

A POET WANTS A SEPULCHER IN
THE FORM OF A BOOK FOR

HIS WORKS
Oh, buy me not a tombstone,

Squander not your gold

For a home to house my body,

When my limbs are hopeless cold!

I have scorned my throbbing flesh

When it glittered warm and young,

—

To minister unto the Muse!

I breathed each breath for Song!

I starved for food and beauty, *

And homeless roamed the earth,

—

Since Love and Home, beside my poems,

Had such little worth!

But yet I failed to pierce

The granite wall, that throngs,

Sweet patrons, and salt critics

Raised against my songs.

I hurled my flesh so painful,

I battered with my bones,

I clutched away with frozen hands

At their stolid, cynic stones!

—

But failed to see my message

Break through to reach mankind,

—

Now, will ye, who so pity me,

Rather see confined

In a home,—what now is careless clay,

Yet homeless leave my shivering verses?

I charge you! house my words in print

With the gold ye'd pour for graves and

hearses,

Lest I give thanks to you in curses!
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THE POET NEED NOT EXPECT TO
BE RECOGNIZED BY HIS

NEAR ONES

I preached a thousand sermons,

Reached multitudes in soul;

But with my kith and kin, a world

Was I from reaching goal.

My kinsmen rage with fury,

My friends they will not heed

My plea for faithful smiling,

My bans on coarseness, greed.

And still they're burning jealous,

And love they still would bind,

And still they cleave in sects and creeds

Our little humankind!

But I will go on preaching,

And ne'er bewail my lot;

For even Prophet Christ

No honor ever got

In his own land, when he

Spoke to humanity!

THE POET IS ULTIMATELY
RECOGNIZED BY HIS

NEAR ONES

Proud word you never spoke, but you will

speak

Four not exempt from pride some future

day.

Resting on one white hand a warm wet
cheek,

Over my open volume you will say,

"This man loved me"—then rise and
trip away.

WE SHOULD REVERE HUMANITY

He saw the human kinship

With flower and with tree;

Not one glimpse gave to oneness

Of humanity.

All sympathy he lavished

To knit mankind to grass;

He never shed a melting tear

For bars of creed and class.

His love went out to squirrels

To mice, and ants, and rats,

To skylarks and to daffodils,

To clouds and blooms and bats.

And when mankind goes down
In hate and war and blood,

And with them drag the higher blooms

Of brain and soul and God,

Then will return the kingdom

Of the tiger and the tree;

And they will bless their poet,

And read his poetry!

WE SHOULD REVERE NATURE

The world is too much with us; late and

soon,

Getting and spending we lay waste our

powers:

Little we see in Nature that is ours;

We have given our hearts away, a sordid

boon!

This sea that bares her bosom to the

moon;
The winds that will be howling at all

hours,

And are up-gathered now like sleeping

flowers;

For this, for everything, we are out of

tune;

It moves us not.—Great God! I'd rather be

A Pagan suckled in a creed outworn;

So might I, standing on this pleasant lea,

Have glimpses that would make me less

forlorn;

Have sight of Proteus rising from the sea;

Or hear old Triton blow his wreathed

horn.
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THE SKYLARK IS THE GREATEST
SINGER

We look before and after,

And pine for what is not:

Our sincerest laughter

With some pain is fraught;

Our sweetest thoughts are those that tell

of saddest thought.

Yet if we could scorn

Hate, and pride, and fear;

If we were things born

Not to shed a tear,

I know not how thy joy we ever should

come near.

Better than all measures

Of delightful sound,

Better than all treasures

That in books are found,

Thy skill to poet were, thou scorner of the

ground!

Teach me half the gladness

That thy brain must know,

Such harmonious madness

From my lips would flow,

The world should listen then, as I am
listening now.

THE POET IS THE GREATEST
SINGER

I snatch some bits of beauty,

And weave them as I roam
Like a bee who pilfers nectar

To erect a honeycomb.

Nor am I, Dear, a sinner

Who joys and runs away;

As God made bees for roaming,

With bees 'tis sin to stay!

Do I take too much of beauty

In blue and gold as loan,

Since I touch but never fetter,

And call no soul my own,

—

When even the magic matter,

I glitter back ere long

In giving thine eye a sparkle,

In weaving the world a song?

POETRY IS FREELY
SWEEPING

Poetry appears to me
As compass on a pathless sea,

As beacon from afar,

As mankind's guiding star,

As indicator to the regions

Where merge all causes and religions!

Stifling close are churchly walls,

Confining, congregations;

Dividing walls hem in all Faiths,

As borders stifle nations!

It is alone in Poetry

My Spirit stretcheth himself free!

(corresponding

POETRY IS PLEASANTLY
CONFINING

Nuns fret not at their convent's narrow

room,

And hermits are contented with their

cells,

And students with their pensive citadels;

Maids at the wheel, the weaver at his loom,

Sit blithe and happy; bees that soar for

bloom,

High as the highest peak of Furness fells,

Will murmur by the hour in foxglove

bells:

In truth the prison unto which we doom
Ourselves no prison is: and hence for me,

In sundry moods 'twas pastime to be

bound.

columns next page)
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For Poetry that's Prophecy

Is broad as all infinity,

Is long as all of time and space,

Is wide as earth and the human race!

The universal in every plea

Finds ears and tongues in poetry;

And trace of truth that each doth hold

Distilled are pure in bars of gold!

Within the Sonnet's scanty plot of

ground;

Pleased if some souls (for such there

needs must be)

Who have felt the weight of too much
liberty,

Should find brief solace there, as I have

found.

POLITICS AND W P A

WE SHOULD LOOK TO THE RICH
FOR SOCIAL BETTERMENT

With fingers weary and worn,

With eyelids heavy and red,

A woman sat, in unwomanly rags,

Plying her needle and thread,

—

Stitch—stitch—stitch

!

In poverty, hunger, and dirt;

And still with a voice of dolorous pitch

She sang the "Song of the Shirt!"

"Work—work—work
Till the brain begins to swim!

Work—work—work
Till the eyes are heavy and dim!

Seam, and gusset, and band,

Band, and gusset, and seam,

—

Till over the buttons I fall asleep,

And sew them on in a dream!

"O men with sisters dear!

O men with mothers and wives!

It is not linen you're wearing out

But human creatures' lives!

Stitch—stitch—stitch,

In poverty, hunger, and dirt,

—

Sewing at once, with a double thread,

A shroud as well as a shirt!

WE SHOULD LOOK TO THE W P A
FOR SOCIAL BETTERMENT

What is the W P A ?

"Bequeathing debts," the kind men say

In our grandchild-loving Press

Which so yearns the happiness

Of posterity to save

—

By starving children to the grave!

"Tell me how this poor land can

(Hear the million-a-year man!)
Pay this boondoggle, this graft

To hands that plied a dying craft;

Who now for merely digging ditches

Stuffed are full with gold and riches

—

Thirteen dollars ill-got gain

Week on week (when there's no rain) !

And a fortune—two and twenty

Greenbacks weekly—all this plenty

Rains on cast-off old M.D.'s,

And other sub-men with degrees,

And artists whom a state job pampers

With vulgar wealth that ever hampers

True poetic soarings bold,

That gorges genius dull with gold!

(corresponding columns next page)
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* fBut why do I talk of death,

—

That phantom of grisly bone?

I hardly fear his terrible shape,

It seems so like my own,

—

It seems so like my own
Because of the fasts I keep;

O God! that bread should be so dear,

And flesh and blood so cheap!"

With fingers weary and worn,

With eyelids heavy and red,

A woman sat in unwomanly rags

Plying her needle and thread,

—

Stitch—stitch—stitch

!

In poverty, hunger, and dirt;

And still with a voice of dolorous pitch-

Would that its tone could reach the

rich!—
She sang this "Song of the Shirt!"

What's this W P A ?

Hear a freedman's voice, I pray:

Tis the poor man's coat-of-mail,

Who no more need kneel and quail

When the earls of work flash swords

Of hunger—keen as the castle lord's!

'Tis the freeman's holy right

To feed grain and joy and light

Unto spirit, flesh, and mind,

Self and offspring and mankind!
'Tis a bridge to span Decay,

'Tis a gleam of dawning Day
With kindly sun that will dry out

The bogs of Fear and Hate and Doubt,
And quicksands of the Fascist band,

—

It's the green, firm path to a happy land!

PSYCHOANALYSIS

WE LOVE A SWEETHEART
EXCELLENCES POSSESSED

FOR

She smiles and smiles, and will not sigh,

While we for hopeless passion die;

Yet she could love, those eyes declare,

Were men but nobler than they are.

Eagerly once her gracious ken

Was turned upon the sons of men;
But light the serious visage grew

—

She looked, and smiled, and saw them
through.

Our petty souls, our strutting wits,

Our labored, puny passion-fits

—

Ah, may she scorn them still, till we
Scorn them as bitterly as she!

Yet show her once, ye heavenly Powers,

One of some worthier race than ours!

One for whose sake she once might prove

How deeply she who scorns can love.

WE LOVE A SWEETHEART BECAUSE
WE CAN'T HELP IT

I knew not why
She made me sigh,

And vowed to find the lesion

Which made me part

With aching heart

—

That cause of my heart's adhesion!

She was not kind,

Had little mind,

Except for dress and dances;

I beamed so glad

When I found she had

My mother's flinty glances!

"Aha!" I said,

"It is the dead

Who'd rule me by fixation!

A Complex, then,

Is my flimsy den,

And a glance is my captive station!"

(corresponding columns next page)
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His eyes he like the starry lights;

His voice like sounds of summer nights;

In all his lovely mien let pierce

The magic of the universe!

And she to him will reach her hand,

And gazing in his eyes will stand,

And know her friend and weep for glee,

And cry, Long, long I've looked for thee!

Then will she weep—with smiles, till then

Coldly she mocks the sons of men.

Till then her lovely eyes maintain

Their pure, unwavering, deep disdain.

And then was I ready my heart to

dissever,

Except—that I loved her as much as ever!

QUARRELS AND TEMPER

WE SHOULD LEARN TO AVOID WE SHOULD LEARN TO HANDLE
QUERULOUS PERSONS QUERULOUS PERSONS

"Ill-tempered, gruff on surface,

But inward very kind?"

—

I don't want his favor

With barbs upon the rind.

"Just a bit quick-tempered,

But otherwise a sageV—
I don't want his wisdom,

And I don't want his rage.

"Sort of temperamental,

But really very great?"

—

I don't want his splendor,

Nor moment's searing hate!

I don't want your superman

With cutting, canine bark;

I don't want his dazzle—fringed

With abysmal dark!

I can spare his kindness,

Just so I may miss

His poison shafts and venom,

His serpent stare and hiss!

God save me from these monsters,

Lord save me from their sting,

And quite without their honey,

In sweet content I'll sing!

Tender-handed stroke a nettle,

And it stings you for your pains;

Grasp it like a man of mettle,

And it soft as silk remains:

So it is with common natures,

Use them kindly, they rebel;

But be rough as nutmeg graters,

And the rogues obey you well.
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HEAVEN IS A PLACE WHERE JOY
IS ENDLESS

In this world, the Isle of Dreams,

While we sit by sorrow's streams,

Tears arid terror are our themes

Reciting:

But when once from hence we fly,

More and more approaching nigh

Unto young Eternity

Uniting:

In that whiter island, where

Things are evermore sincere;

Candor here, and luster there

Delighting:

There no monstrous fancies shall

Out of Hell an horror call,

To create (or cause at all)

affrighting.

There in calm and cooling sleep

We our eyes shall never steep;

But eternal watch shall keep

Attending.

Pleasures such as shall pursue

Me immortalized, and you;

And fresh joys, as never too

Have ending.

HEAVEN IS A PLACE WHERE WE
ARE RID OF THE CRUEL

"If though public the place,

Thou cause a man's face

From insult to whiten and pale,

Thou'lt have no share in Heaven!"

—

In each of the seven.

Thy prayer for easement will fail!

For that Scripture is clear,

No clemency here!

—

These lepers from pardons make virus!

They've made Hades of earth!

—

What is Heaven not worth?

—

No monsters with insults to fire us!

I'll give up my all,

Earthly Joy wears a pall!

I'll hunger my way into Heaven!

—

Not the Heaven of Islam

Where beauties beguile 'em,

—

Just the Heaven where snarls ne'er are

given!

NATURE OFFERS A GLIMPSE INTO
DIVINITY

For I have learned

To look on Nature, not as in the hour

Of thoughtless youth; but hearing

oftentimes

The still, sad music of humanity,

Nor harsh nor grating, though of ample

power

To chasten and subdue. And I have felt

A presence that disturbs me with the joy

Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime

Of something far more deeply interfused,

Whose dwelling is the light of setting

suns,

LOVE OFFERS A CLIMPSE INTO
DIVINITY

When sage Spinoza said that God

Was in the stars and blooms and sod,

In every creeping, walking thing,

In deep-sea fish and birds on wing,

In gay-decked girl, in saintly sad

And black-gowned nun, in sinful lad;-

This all-God doctrine seemed to me

So weighed with folly, my memory

Let go its hold, and I forgot

This far-flung, philosophic rot!

(corresponding columns next page)
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And the round ocean and the living air,

And the blue sky, and in the mind of man;
A motion and a spirit, that impels

All thinking things, all objects of all

thought,

And rolls through all things. Therefore

am I still

A lover of the meadows and the woods,

And mountains; and of all that we behold

From this green earth; of all the mighty
world

Of eye, and ear,—both what they half

create,

And what perceive; well pleased to

recognize

In Nature and the language of the sense,

The anchor of my purest thoughts, the

nurse,

The guide, the guardian of my heart, and

soul

Of all my moral being.

But when I looked into her eye,

Heaven fell from up the sky!

A dozen words of soft, sweet sound

Brought proud Jehovah to the ground!

And then her melting smile and nod
Revealed to me a glimpse of God!

WE SHOULD TURN TO NATURAL
LIFE

I've given up the worship

Of that last stern god—Success!

I'm going back to Nature,

And Nature's happiness!

In temples of success,

On altars of petty knowledge,

I sacrificed my youth

In many a school and college!

From Childhood, I took play,

From Adolescence, love,

And the right of being gay,

And freedom light to rove,

—

Freedom, love and laughter

And the reading I desired,

Were sold away for Latin,

That God Success required!

I'm fed up with the savor

Of academic favor:

Diplomas, marks, degrees,

Rings and pins and keys.

WE SHOULD TURN TO RELIGIOUS
LIFE

Poor Soul, the centre of my sinful earth,

Fooled by these rebel powers that thee

array,

Why dost thou pine within and suffer

dearth,

Painting thy outward walls so costly

gay?

Why so large cost, having so short a lease,

Dost thou upon thy fading mansion

spend?

Shall worms, inheritors of this excess,

Eat up thy charge? is this thy body's

end?

Then, Soul, live thou upon thy servant's

loss,

And let that pine to aggravate thy

store;

Buy terms divine in selling hours of dross;

Within be fed, without be rich no
more:

—

(corresponding columns next page)
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Honor rolls and prizes,

—

What are these but disguises

For golden crosses given,

Void drafts on hollow heaven

That black-robed priests of schools

Give to faithful fools?

I'm going back to freedom,

I'm going back to Love;

I'm yielding up Success

—

A god as void as Jove!

I'm going straight to Pleasure,

To Poetry and Beauty;

I'm giving up false stepping-stones

Called School, and Wealth, and Duty!

Hail ye mighty sages,

Ye beacons of the ages,

Ye frugal souls and free,

Of ancient philosophy!

Ye scorners of Success and Gold,

Take me in your happy fold!

So shalt thou feed on death, that feeds on

men,

And death once dead, there's no more dying

then.

SOLITUDE

SOLITUDE IS DEPRESSING

I rise each day with Sorrow,

And lonely pace my room,

And while I pace, I ponder

The causes of my gloom.

I never find the reason:

There seems no cause at all

Why Sorrow can persuade me

To hearken to her call.

And then I'm like a patient,

Suffering subtle pain,

Whose smiling doctor tells him

The visit is in vain,

So strong and well's the patient

—

And adds despair to pain!

SOLITUDE IS INSPIRING

Ah wretched, and too solitary he,

Who loves not his own company!
He'll feel the weight of 't many a day

Unless he call in sin or vanity

To help to bear 't away.

O Solitude, first state of humankind!
Which blest remained till man did find

Even his own helper's company.
As soon as two (alas!) together joined,

The serpent made up three.

Though God himself, through countless

ages thee

His sole companion chose to be,

Thee, sacred Solitude alone,

Before the branchy head of numbers three

Sprung from the trunk of one.

(corresponding columns next page)
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There's no cause to my sorrow,

And so there is no cure;

Surcease from pain I borrow
When brief I disimmure

My heart from my room and me,

And divert it to company.

The folk about erase

The wrinkles from my face

Of hopeless, helpless sorrow

—

From them relief I borrow;

Though they be strangers in a train,

They aspirin away my pain!

Thus, days am I diverted,

By fellowship, from gloom
That clutches as I enter

The home that is my room;

But can it be, I wonder,

That my wording is awry
When I give the name, "diversion,"

To love that shadows by,

And call a "home" my room
That is a friendless tomb?

Perhaps my sadness when alone,

Is heing a bird when the flock has flown,

Or being a sheep in deserted state,

Or being a man without a mate!

Thou (though men think thine an unactive

part)

Dost break and tame the unruly heart,

Which else would know no settled pace,

Making it move, well managed by thy art,

With swiftness and with grace.

Thou the faint beams of reason's scattered

light

Dost like a burning-glass unite,

Dost multiply the feeble heat,

And fortify the strength, till thou dost

bright

And noble fires beget.
<

Whilst this hard truth I teach, methinks,

I see

The monster London laugh at me;

I should at thee too, foolish city,

If it were fit to laugh at misery,

But thy estate I pity.

Let but thy wicked men from out thee go,

And all the fools that crowd thee so,

Even thou who dost thy millions boast,

A village less than Islington wilt grow,

A solitude almost.

SUPERMAN

BEAUTY PERISHES

He that loves a rosy cheek,

Or a coral lip admires,

Or from star-like eyes doth seek

Fuel to maintain his fires:

As old Time makes these decay,

So his flames must waste away.

But a smooth and steadfast mind,

Gentle thoughts and calm desires,

Hearts with equal love combined,

Kindle never-dying fires:

—

Where these are not, I despise

Lovely cheeks or lips or eyes.

BEAUTY ENDURES

I have love for blooming cheeks,

And poppy lips admire;

For Beauty's strength alone survives

Age and sin and fire.

Virtue may give birth to sin,

Sages' children fools have been,

The law-abider's son defies,

The pious' offspring God denies;

But in the issue Beauty lies

Unchanged, for Beauty never dies.
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THE GOOD GREAT MAN NEEDN'T
BE FOSTERED

How seldom, friend, a good great man
inherits

Honor or wealth, with all his worth

and pains!

It seems a story from the land of spirits,

When any man obtains that which he

merits,

Or any merit, that which he obtains.

REPLY TO THE ABOVE

For shame, dear friend! renounce this

canting strain!

What wouldst thou have a good great man
obtain?

Wealth, title, dignity, a gilded chain,

Or throne of corses which his sword hath

slain?

Greatness and goodness are not means but

ends.

Hath he not always treasures, always

friends,

—

The good great man? Three treasures,

—

love, and light,

And calm thoughts equable as infant's

breath;

And three firm friends, more sure than day

and night,

—

Himself, his Maker, and the Angel

Death.

THE GOOD GREAT MAN SHOULD
BE FOSTERED

As Nature takes the lover,

And makes him parent of

A brood for her own purpose,

By devious ways of love,

—

So Poetry, Invention,

So Science, Wisdom, Art,

Make captives of the gifted

By sinking in their heart

The hooks of Fame and Glory,

Harpoons of holy zeal,

And with Ambition's cordage

Tie them fast to weal

Of prophecy and learning,

Of health and peaceful hearth,

Till, like the faithful eunuchs,

They, seedless, leave the earth!

They clueless pass!—the Prophet

Is known as poor and odd;

And middlings mate with middlings,

And crucified is God!

THE INNER LIFE

ILLUSION IS PREFERABLE TO REAL- ILLUSION IS PREFERABLE TO REAL-
ITY WHICH SOON NATURALLY

CLOYS

Ever let the Fancy roam,

Pleasure never is at home:

At a touch sweet Pleasure melteth,

Like to bubbles when rain pelteth;

Then let winged Fancy wander

Through the thought still spread beyond

her:

Open wide the mind's cage door,

She'll dart forth and cloudward soar.

ITY WHICH WE FASHIONED
CRUELLY UNINDULGENT

Thank God for sleep, for sweet, sweet

sleep

When all my dreams come true!

Oh, life is a dream, a dreary dream,

And they say, empty too!

And life may be hollow, with airy Hope
Resounding her hungry sound,

—

But the cymbals' clang of realized joy,

In solid sleep I found!

(corresponding columns next page)
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O sweet Fancy! let her loose;

Summer's joys are spoilt by use,

And the enjoying of the Spring

Fades as does its blossoming;

Autumn's red-lipped fruitage too,

Blushing through the mist and dew,

Cloys with tasting: What do then?

Sit thee by the ingle, when

The sear faggot blazes bright,

Spirit of a winter's night;

When the soundless earth is muffled,

And the caked snow is shuffled

From the ploughboy's heavy shoon;

When the Night doth meet the Noon
In a dark conspiracy

To banish Even from her sky.

Sit thee there and send abroad,

With a mind self-overawed,

Fancy, high-commissioned:—send her I

She has vassals to attend her:

She will bring, in spite of frost,

Beauties that the earth has lost;

She will bring thee all together,

All delights of summer weather.

What a dainty heaven awaits us all,

What bliss we all shall reap,

What paradise!—when all the time-,

We'll joy away in sleep!

Then Heaven shall be! and Heaven can be!

And Heaven is on earth!

—

When the Hell of hungry haste dies down,

And sleep to dreams gives birth!

Some save on luxuries: some, clothes;

Some fools buy food that's cheap;

But the biggest niggards and fools alive,

Are fools who pinch on sleep!

When Death will come to take me on

From sweet dreams and sad strife,

I'll laugh inured, for I have died

Daily—from dreams to life!

Ye pessimists who never unlock

The joys that day-dreams keep,

Cheer up! though your days be dreary

dark,

There's joy, there's light—in sleep!

TRAVEL

QUIET STAYING HOME MEANS
MISERY FOR THE VENTURESOME

I'm just a bit of Heaven,

Or call-it-what-you-will,

Dressed up in fleshy uniform,

With orders to fulfil.

And there are other soldiers,

Some friends and a million foes,

All marching forward, onward
To—nobody knows!

I want to roam the nations,

I crave to sail the brine;

But I am just a soldier,

And march and swear and pine!

QUIET STAYING HOME MEANS
HAPPINESS FOR EVERYBODY

Stay, stay at home, my heart, and rest;

Home-keeping hearts are happiest,

For those that wander they know not

where

Are full of trouble and full of care;

To stay at home is best.

Weary and homesick and distressed,

They wander east, they wander west,

And are baffled and beaten and blown

about

By the winds of the wilderness of doubt;

To stay at home is best.

(corresponding columns next page)
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I'd love to break conventions: Then stay at home, my heart, and rest;

Heartless, hard restraint, The bird is safest in its nest;

And smash them in my dreams, but days,

—

Over all that flutter their wings and fly

I'm sage and stooping saint! A hawk is hovering in the sky;

To stay at home is best.

Perhaps I'll never rove,

Perhaps I'll never love,

But this I know: there's naught will tie

And hold me when it's time to die!

At last I shall be free

From bonds of constancy;

Then I'll be free to roam
From the chains of "Home, sweet Home"!

And in my little tomb,

I'll find sufficient room
To exercise my will,

My wishes to fulfil!

My hungry heart I'll sate

With loves proportionate

With varied masculine desires,

—

I'll feed my heart all it requires!

Then let us march ahead,

However we are led,

Despite our gasping, hungry breath,

For the roads all lead to indulgent Death!

UNIVERSE AND MAN

LIFE IS SNUGLY BRIEF LIFE IS TRAGICALLY BRIEF

I thank thee, Lord, for keeping This Life, which seems so fair,

Infinity's chaos away; Is like a bubble blown up in the air

I thank Thee, Lord, who cutt'st up Time By sporting children's breath,

In simple night and day! Who chase it everywhere

And strive who can most motion it

I thank Thee, Lord, for the little earth A ,
breath.

A « .« i , £ , And though it sometimes seem or its ownAnd the luminous dome of sky; P.

I thank Thee that for boundless Space, T .,

Im^
, ,, . , ,

T , .
,

r Like to an eye of gold to be fixed there,
I have no piercing eye! A , r ,

D
. , i • ir ° And farm to hover in that empty height,

That only is because it is so light.

Thou gavest me a finite mind, —But in that pomp it does not long

And a Life that's childhood play; appear;

Thou gavest toys of fame and gold For when 'tis most admired, in a thought,

And love to make me gay! Because it erst was nought, it turns to

(left column next page) nought.
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Thou gavest little grays and shadows,

(Each with a silver lining)

To save my eyes from dazzling glares,

To even up the shining!

What would a little child like me
Do with Grown-up toil?

It were so sweaty, slavish hard

If the Universe were my soil,

—

That then—instead of growing Godly,

I might embittered be,

And stretch distorted—a crooked cynic

On the rack of Infinity!

VIRTUE AND WASTE

WOMEN SHOULD BE LIBERAL
WITH THEIR FAVOR

She counted out her kisses,

And measured each embrace,

For fear her rate of love would pass

Thick Virtue's plodding pace.

She doled out clutching kindness,

And rationed each caress,

Lest men grow weary of her

With too much tenderness!

WOMEN SHOULD BE THRIFTY
WITH THEIR FAVOR

Ah, wasteful woman, she that may
On her sweet self set her own price,

Knowing man cannot choose but pay,

How has she cheapened paradise;

How given for nought her priceless gift,

How spoiled the bread, and spilled

the wine,

Which, spent with due, respective thrift,

Had made brutes men, and men divine.

Hard warriors grew weary,

Crusaders left the quest,

Campaigners and besiegers

Renounced her armored breast.

She is a spinster lady

Who holds on to her terms;

And she'll remain a virgin

Till she lies down with—the worms!
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THE INTERNATIONALIST IS A
LOFTY PERSON

Love your nation, Pharisee,

—

Pharisees like you
Battled for their little sects

When nationhood was new.

Love your nation and send the world

To hell, thou heartless Cain;

Love your nation, but remember
The martyrs' blood and pain,

Who gave their all to send thee on

Toward the light of brotherhood!

Smoke in peace your little pipe

While mankind drowns in blood!

Love your nation and isolation,

Thou generous one, who live

In peace and freedom just because

Martyrs dared achieve

A height above the blood and mud
Of city, province, state;

Love your nation and cry, "Halt!"

To mankind's march on Hate!

THE NATIONALIST IS A LOFTY
PERSON

Breathes there the man with soul so dead

Who never to himself hath said:

''This is my own, my native land"?

Whose heart hath ne'er within him
burned

As home his footsteps he hath turned,

From; wandering on a foreign strand?

If such there breathe, go mark him well,

For him no minstrel raptures swell;

fiigh though his titles, proud his name,

Boundless his wealth as wish can claim,

Despite those titles, power, and pelf,

The wretch, concentred all in self,

Living, shall forfeit fair renown,

And, doubly dying, shall go down
To the vile dust from whence he sprung,

Unwept, unhonored, and unsung.

Love your little nation only

With a love that's false and hlind;

But know your love's a snake you suffer

To slay far-off mankind!

—

A snake who'll grow on the blood of

brothers,

Then wind about your nation, too,

And squeeze its blood and freedom out,

Thanks to patriots like you!

HUNTING IS AN IDEAL
SPORT

The dusky night rides down the sky,

And ushers in the morn;
The hounds all join in glorious cry,

The huntsman winds his horn.

And a-hunting we will go.

HUNTING EMPHASIZES THE
TRAGEDY OF LIFE

If I had to die on the morrow,

I'd care very little today;

For Life hath revealed all her sorrow,

And snatched my ideals away!

The wife around her husband throws

Her arms to make him stay:

"My dear, it rains, it hails, it blows;

You cannot hunt today."

Yet a-hunting we will go.

(corresponding columns next page)

Once Hope promised havens in Heaven,

With God as a fatherly king;

But Science nailed up all the Seven,

—

To sordid low Earth I must cling!
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Away they fly to 'scape the rout,

Their steeds they soundly switch;

Some are thrown in, and some thrown out,

And some thrown in the ditch.

Yet a-hunting we will go.

Sly Reynard now like lightning flies,

And sweeps across the vale;

And when the hounds too near he spies,

He drops his bushy tail.

Then a-hunting we will go.

Fond Echo seems to like the sport,

And joins the jovial cry;

The woods, the hills, the sound retort,

And music fills the sky,

When a-hunting we do go.

At last his strength to faintness worn,

Poor Reynard ceases flight;

Then hungry, homeward we return,

To feast away the night.

And a-drinking we do go.

Ye jovial hunters, in the morn
Prepare then for the chase;

Rise at the sounding of the horn

And health with sport embrace,

When a-hunting we do go.

Then to Right I turned worship and

prayer,

For Heaven on Earth vowed to fight;

But a cruel-wounded deer's guiltless stare

Convinced me that Right is but Might!

Then I turned to the charms of the fair,

—

Sought solace in Nature's best art;

But I found that Deceit and Love pair,

While Freedom and Love stay apart!

If I had to die on the morrow,

As hunter and deer would I part

From a v/orld where mercy hath vanished,

And man slays both man and the hart!

OLD INSTRUMENTS OF WAR
SHOULD BE SUNK REVERENTLY

AS THINGS HOLY

Ay, tear her tattered ensign down!

Long has it waved on high,

And many an eye has danced to see

That banner in the sky;

Beneath it rung the battle shout,

And burst the cannon's roar;

—

The meteor of the ocean air

Shall sweep the clouds no more.

OLD INSTRUMENTS OF WAR
SHOULD BE SCRAPPED AS DIS-

GRACEFUL NECESSITIES

In all the egoists I know,

Who speed with insult, trick, or blow,

Who for self-love make ardent plea,

—

There's not an ego big like me!

I see my soul in every eye,

I hear my heart in each heart's cry,

I feel myself in every me,

My ego is all humanity!

Her deck, once red with heroes' blood,
j p^h wi th the men who die

Where knelt the vanquished foe, On gory seas that shame the sky!

When winds were hurrying o'er the flood, Yet though I leave my flesh behind,

And waves were white below, My soul survives in mankind!

(corresponding columns next page)
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No more shall feel the Victor's tread,

Or know the conquered knee;

—

The harpies of the shore shall pluck

The eagle of the sea!

Oh, better that her shattered hulk

Should sink beneath the wave;

Her thunders shook the mighty deep,

And there should be her grave;

Nail to the mast her holy flag,

Set every threadbare sail,

And give her to the god of storms,

The lightning and the gale!

I triumph in each fair success,

Find joy in all men's happiness;

I let the world flow into me,

I'm not a river, I am the sea!

I'll wipe a tear from my world's eye,

Enthrone a smile where reigned a sigh,

I'll help and give—not charity!

For I'll be doing that for Me!

O Fellow Men! If you'd but see

We're brother-parts of One Big Me,

—

We'd scrap arms, laws,—at last be free,

And just be ruled by sympathy!

YOUTH AND AGE

AGE AND YOUTH CAN LIVE
TOGETHER

On the breast of Time and Space,

A little child you are,

Though you have little children,

Though you have traveled far.

And all of your experience,

And all of your travail,

Are little baby trippings,

Are just a child-told tale!

I wash away your heartache

And bid you to recall

Yours years and tears of sorrow

As just a childish fall.

And thumb your nose at neighbors

And the world's reproving eye;

For they are also children

Who know not whence or why.

Upon our isle of life,

Lost upon the sea

Of boundless desert skies

And all eternity;

The sweep between our ages,

When added careful up,

Is like the difference 'twixt

A big and little drop

Of brine! Love's magic fountain

Restored your youthful gait,

And made me old with the wisdom
That hearts, not years, should mate!

AGE AND YOUTH CAN'T LIVE
TOGETHER

Crabbed Age and Youth
Cannot live together:

Youth is full of pleasance,

Age is full of care;

Youth like summer morn,

Age like winter weather,

Youth like summer brave,

Age like winter bare:

Youth is full of sport,

Age's breath is short,

Youth is nimble, Age is lame:

Youth is hot and bold,

Age is weak and cold,

Youth is wild, and Age is tame:

—

Age, I do abhor thee;

Youth, I do adore thee;

O! my Love, my Love is young!

Age, I do defy thee:

O sweet shepherd, hie thee,

For methinks thou stay'st too long.
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THE GLOW OF LIFE DIMS WITH
PASSING OF YOUTH

There's not a joy the world can give

Like that it takes away
When the glow of early thought declines

In feeling's dull decay;

'Tis not on youth's smooth cheek the blush

Alone which fades so fast,

But the tender bloom of heart, is gone

Ere youth itself be past.

Then the few whose spirits float

Above the wreck of happiness

Are driven o'er the shoals of guilt

Or ocean of excess:

The magnet of their course is gone,

Or only points in vain

The shore to which their shivered sail

Shall never stretch again.

Then the mortal coldness of the soul

Like death itself comes down;
It cannot feel for others' woes,

It dare not dream its own;
That heavy chill has frozen o'er

The fountain of our tears,

And though the eye may sparkle still,

'Tis where the ice appears.

Though wit may flash from fluent lips,

And mirth distract the breast,

Through midnight hours that yield no
more

Their former hope of rest;

'Tis but as ivy leaves around

The ruined turret wreathe,

All green and wildly fresh without,

But worn and gray beneath.

Oh, could I feel as I have felt,

Or be what I have been,

Or weep as I could once have wept

O'er many a vanished scene,

—

As springs in deserts found seem sweet,

All brackish though they be,

So midst the withered waste of life,

Those tears would flow to me!

THE OLDER YEARS SPARKLE AS
BRIGHT AS YOUTH

My hair is turning gray,

And furrows fill my face;

I laugh the gray away,

And keep on with the race.

My race is not with Time,
My bliss lets in the old;

Don't need lithe limbs to climb,

I laugh at lust and gold.

My lust for golden truth,

I feast in books each day;

I'm bald, I'm bent, uncouth?
Truth kisses my age away!

Each day more young I grow,

Each day my powers increase,

Each day more wealth I know,
As I revel in infinite peace.

Each day my world grows larger,

I'm no more hemmed or bound;

I straddle Life's tireless charger,

While fools shed tears on my mound!
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AGE IS WISE

We've trod the maze of error round,

Long wandering in the winding glade;

And now the torch of truth is found,

It only shows us where we strayed:

By long experience taught, we know

—

Can rightly judge of friends and foes;

Can all the worth of these allow,

And all the faults discern in those.

Now, 'tis our boast that we can quell

The wildest passions in their rage,

Can their destructive force repel,

And their impetuous wrath assuage.

Ah, Virtue! dost thou arm when now
This bold rebellious race are fled?

When all these tyrants rest, and thou

Art warring with the mighty dead?

YOUTH IS WISE

Jessie is but seventeen,

But her bristling eyes

Like philosophers' are keen,

And like Age are wise!

Jessie knows less words than I,

But the words she knows
Fit as sunsets to the sky,

Like blushes to a rose!

—

So that I, who lived more years,

Lived with clouds and storms and tears,

Lavished more drab years in schools,

Heard more philosophers and fools

—

To find that instinct uncorrupted

Best knows the paths to be adopted

—

Feel like blinded man and gray

Who lets a stripling lead the way!

IMAGINATION THRIVES IN ANY
AGE

The breath of autumn aged to chestnut

Her crown that once was gold;

And pensively she saith to me:

"I'm thirty-nine years old."

And she's a mother and a wife,

And she stayed with shadowed Sorrow

Who darkened youthful memories,

And shaded her tomorrow.

Her youth was snatched from her, she

tells

A-pointing to Time and Grief;

But golden glints within her eyes

Say Time's a clumsy thief

—

A clumsy thief who left her gold

Of a transcendental sheen

That glitters with a faithful freshness

Like a glowing evergreen!

And Grief hath lost to her a halo

Of ageless poetic youth
That wide-eyed muses on all day
On Death, and Love, and Truth!

IMAGINATION THRIVES
IN YOUTH

When I was a beggarly boy,

And lived in a cellar damp,
I had not a friend nor a toy,

But I had Aladdin's lamp;
When I could not sleep for the cold,

I had fire enough in my brain,

And builded, with roofs of gold,

My beautiful castles in Spain!

Since then I have toiled day and night,

I have money and power good store,

But I'd give all my lamps of silver bright

For the one that is mine no more.

Take, Fortune, whatever you choose;

You gave, and may snatch again;

I have nothing 'twould pain me to lose,

For I own no more castles in Spain!
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THE ADULT IS COMPELLED TO LAY
ASIDE HIS IDEALISM BY MERCI-

LESS INDIVIDUALISM

If I could sit a child again,

And be one with your class;

If I could break self-prisoned chains,

And mingle with your mass,

My face would holy shine as yours,

My heart would bound—as bird

That circles with the flock again,

As sheep that found the herd!

THE ADULT BETRAYS HIS IDEALISM
FOR HE IS NOT AS NOBLE

AS YOUTH
Around the child bend all the three

Sweet Graces—Faith, Hope, Charity.

Around the man bend other faces

—

Pride, Envy, Malice, are his graces.

AGE'S ONLY INTEREST IS

DEATH

Spring it is cheery,

Winter is dreary,

Green leaves hang, but the brown must
fly;

When he's forsaken,

Withered, and shaken,

What can an old man do but die?

Love will not clip him,

Maids will not lip him,

Maud and Marian pass him by;

Youth it is sunny,

Age has no honey,

—

What can an old man do but die?

June it was jolly,

O for its folly,

A dancing leg and a laughing eye!

Youth may be silly,

Wisdom is chilly,

—

What can an old man do but die?

AGE'S INTERESTS ARE SPIRITUALLY
ALLURING

I don't mind growing old at all,

Since getting old I grow
A little reconciled to Death

And his haven down below.

It cannot be so very sad

To sprout some grayish hair

When in the well-hoed mind their mellow

Thoughts, spry, fresh and fair!

When the heartstrings play a deeper tune,

When the soul can dance with Truth,

When the eye can see Eternity,

No tears are shed for youth;

And they who weep o'er passing years

Are youths—though their hair be gray!

The enriched by years they shed no tears

For the days exchanged away!

Friends they are scanty,

Beggars are plenty,

If he has followers, I know not why;
Gold's in his clutches

(Buying him crutches!)—
What can an old man do but die?
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YOUTH AND AGE ARE DETER- YOUTH
MINED BY YEARS

AND AGE ARE DETER-
MINED BY LOVE

Four Seasons fill the measure of the year;

There are four seasons in the mind of man:

He has his lusty Spring, when fancy clear

Takes in all beauty with an easy span:

He has his Summer, when luxuriously

Spring's honeyed cud of youthful thought

he loves

To ruminate, and by such dreaming high

Is nearest unto heaven: quiet coves

His soul has in its Autumn, when his

wings

He furleth close; contented so to look

On mists in idleness—to let fair things

Pass by unheeded as a threshold brook;

—

He has his Winter too of pale misfeature,

Or else he would forego his mortal nature.

Open the mainsprings of my heart,

O Lord, and let there leap

The spirit's pearls upon my cheeks

—

Let me weep!

Open the floodgates of my soul,

And let the brine o'erflow!

Open them up or I'll be crushed

By pressing woe!

Open the valves lest bursting joy

Tear me asunder!

Open my skies, let rain cool off

My raptured thunder!

I never had to weep since youth

And bursting gladness;

But Sally made me young again

With love and madness!

ZEAL AND APATHY

EXALTATION IS ALTERNATING EXALTATION IS FLEETING

As sunshine follows rainy days,

And after winter, May;
As gentle zephyrs follow storms,

As night dissolves in day;

As bright-eyed, light-skinned, laughing

youth

Replaces drooping age,

So must a happy mood succeed

Each drab, depressing stage.

As autumn follows summer's balm,

As waves will murder ocean calm,

As love's entrancing poetry

Is swallowed by satiety,

As young hairs followed are by gray,

As to all growth succeeds decay,

As budding blooms and new-born breath

Are soon inherited by Death,

—

So must each happy mood and state

Be followed by its dreary mate.

The thoughts that rain their steady glow
Like stars on life's cold sea,

Which others know or say they know,

—

They never shone for me.

Thoughts light, like gleams, my spirit's

sky,

But they will not remain.

They light me once, they hurry by,

And never come again.
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Around the child bend all the three

—

Around the Child—Walter Savage Landor
(1775-1864). .108

As a little fasting

—

A Warning to Sally—(To S.N.)—E.G. 66

As Nature takes the lover

—

Crucifixion—E.G. 99

As sunshine follows rainy days

—

Periodicity—E.G 109

Aspirin for headache

—

Panacea—(To M.F.)—E.G 38

At her fair hands how I grace entreated

—

How Can the Heart Forget Her—
Francis Davison (1575?-?) 60

Ay, tear her tatteerd ensign down

—

Old Ironsides—Oliver Wendell Holmes
(1809-1894). . 104

-B-

Become, but never, never, be

—

On Being Settled—E.G 56

Being your slave, what should I do but tend

—

Absence—William Shakespeare
(1564-1616). . 75

Break, break, break

—

Break, Break, Break—Alfred Tennyson (1809-1892) 52

Breathes there the man with soul so dead

—

Innominatus—Sir Walter Scott
(1771-1832). .103

-C-

Celia cares no more for me

—

My Platonic—(To G.P.M.)—E.G 72

Cheer up, ye paupers and starvelings

—

Fiction—E.G. 36

Crabbed Age and Youth—From The Passionate Pilgrim—William Shakespeare
(1564-1616). .105

Cyriack, whose Grandsire on the Royal Bench

—

To Cyriack Skinner—John Milton
(1608-1674). . 35

-D-

Death, be not proud, though some have called thee—From Holy Sonnets—
John Donne (1573-1631).. 21

Disillusion, I defy thee

—

Disillusion Defied—E.G 29
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Does the road wind uphill all the way?

—

Uphill—Christina G. Rossetti (1850-1894) 32
Doth he thirst for ink?

—

Albert Strunsky's Attitude—
(To A.S., Patron of Village Artists)—E.G. . 86

Drink today, and drown all sorrow—From The Bloody Brother—
John Fletcher (1579-1625) 38

-E-

Enough deep blue adorns her eye

—

"Clara'*—(To J.N.)—E.G 18

Enrich thyself with a lover

—

Discretion—(To G.P.M.)—E.G. 56

Even such is Time that takes in trust

—

The Conclusion—Sir Walter Raleisrh

(1552?-1618) 21

Ever let the Fancy roam—From Fancy—John Keats (1795-1821) 99

-F-

Fair, sweet, and young, receive a prize

—

Fair, Sweet, and Young—John Drvden
(1631-1700) 71

Fancies are but streams

—

Fancies—John Ford? (1586-1639) 27

Farewell, thou art too dear for my possessing

—

Sonnet—William Shakespeare
(1564-1616) 56

Farewell, thou busy world, and may—From The Retiremnt—Charles Cotton
(1630-1687) . 34

Fear no more the heat o' the sun

—

Dirge, From Cymheline—William Shakespeare
(1564-1616). 44

First-sight love's a sapling tree

—

Patience—(To J.S.)—E.G 79

Foolish prater, what dost thou

—

The Swallow—Abraham Cowley (1618-1667) 30

Fools have caled thee simple

—

The Mirror—(To G.P.M.)—E.G. 22

For her gait if she be walking

—

Song—William Browne (1588-1643) 73

For I have learned—From Lines Composed a Few Miles above
Tintern Abbey—William Wordsworth—(1770-1850) 95

Forever I wilt in the midst of things

—

Half-Way—(To M.B.S.)—E.G. 32

Four seasons fill the measure of the year

—

The Human Seasons—John K>ats
(1795-1821) 109

-G-

Gather ye rosebuds while ye may

—

Counsel to Girls—Robert Herick (1591-1674) .26
Give me a book and let me be

—

Books Versus Women—E.G 30

Go and catch a falling star

—

Song—John Donne (1573-1631) 68

Good people all of everv sort

—

An Eleau on the Death of a Mad Doa,
From The Vicar of Wakefield—Oliver Goldsmith (1728-1774) 16

-H-

Hath thy daughter parted

—

End-Stotiped Branch—
(To Fred Finch in Memory of His Daughter Helen)—E.G. . . 43

He saw the human kinship

—

Jungle Poet—E.G 90

He that loves a rosy cheek

—

True Beauty—Thomas Carew (1598?-1639) 98

Hold back that weeping promise—To My Wife from My Deathbed—E.G 52

How many paltry, foolish, painted things—From Idea—Michael Drayton

—

(1563-1631) 88
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How near me came the hand of Death—A Widow's Hymn—George Wither
(1588-1667) . 53

How seldom, friend, a good great man inherits

—

The Good Great Man—
Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772-1834) 99

-I-

l almost fell in love again

—

Silver Lining—(To S.N.)—E.G. 60

I always thought of babies

—

Fusion—(To G.P.M.)—E.G 40

I am poet with a desert heart

—

Desert—(To S.N.)—E.G 67

I care no more for kindness

—

The Standard of Standards—(To J.S.)—E.G. 77

I cast a glance at her

—

First Sight Love—E.G, 55

I do confess thou'rt smoth and fair

—

To His Forsaken Mistress—Robert JWton
(1570-1638) 68

I do not fear to fall in love

—

Heartbreaks and Art—(To S.N.)—E.G. 37

I do not seek to take thee dear

—

A Loan to Mankind—(To the J.Z.'s)—E.G. 81

I do the fated deeds of God

—

Hand in Hand with Fate—E. G. 85

I don't know why she stormed at me

—

Sun after Rain—(To S.N.)—E.G. 18

I don't mind growing old at all

—

Haven—E.G. 108

I dreamt of pretty women—Taxi Dance Halt—E.G. 34

I feed a flame within which so torments me

—

Hidden Flame—John Dryden
(1631-1700) 72

I found a new delight

—

Kingdom Within—(To A.Z.)—E.G. 61

I found a sanctuary

—

My Note Book—E.G 31

I gazed upon the glorious sky—From June—William Cullen Bryant (1794-1878) 89

I have a little kingdom

—

Privacy—E.G. 39

I have kindled love for thee

—

Kindling Light—E.G. 59

I have love for blooming cheeks

—

Pprsistina Beauttr—
(To M. M., the Beautiful Mother of R.M.)—E.G. 98

I knew not whv

—

Psychoanalysis—(To G.P.M.)—E.G. 93

I love a golden maiden

—

Long Range Reciprocitti—(To L.B.)—E.G. 47

I loved a maid who loved me not

—

Blessed Negative—E.G. 22

I loved thee once, I'll love no more

—

To an Inconstant—Robert Avton
(1570-1638) 72

I mav be but a sneck of dust—7 and the World—E.G. 82

I never sinned a kiss of hers

—

Much from Little—(To O.P.M.>—E.G. 70

I pace mv room in silence

—

Pacina the Floor—fTo S.N.)—E.G. 27

I nraved that I'd srrow wearv

—

Wearu—(To S.N.)—E.G. 58

I preached a thousand sermons

—

Pronhet Without Honor—E.G. 90

I read in everv pasre of grass

—

Readings—E.G. 42

I rise each dav with Sorrow

—

Solitude—E.G 97

I saw the twinkle of white feet

—

Hebe—James Russell Lowell—(1819-1891) .78

T snatch some bits of beauty

—

Love and Art—E.G. 91

I thank thee, Lord, for keeping

—

Gratitude for Finiteness—E.G. 101

I think that I shall never see

—

Beauty Everlasting—(To J.S.)—E.G. 19

I took my heart in my hand

—

Twice—Christina Georgina Rossetti (1830-1894) 62

I took your pictures off the wall—Portraits—.(To S.N.)—E.G 17

I used to have my highs and lows—Ups and Downs—(To S.N.)—E.G. 49
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I want thee for my worship

—

Worship—(To S.N.)—E.G 70

I would not have thee better

—

To My Non-Virgin Fiancee—E.G 65

If I could sit a child again

—

Finding the Herd—E.G 108

If I had to die on the morrow

—

Reconciliation to Death—E.G 103

If I must buy your kisses with my tears

—

The Rebel Lover—E.G 75

If I were but a Hebrw

—

Eros and Bigotry—(To S.N.)—E.G. . 64

If love be life, I long to die

—

Dispraise of Love and Lovers* Follies—
Francis Davison (1575?-?) 50

If love were free, if love were free

—

If Love Were Free—E.G. 76

If poetry deserted me

—

Poetic Armor—(To S.N.)—E.G 88

If thou ache to be a poet

—

Bitter and Sweet—E.G 32

If thou wilt ease thine heart—From Death's Jest Book—Thomas Lovell TWdops
(1803-1849) 52

If though public the place

—

Mtt Heaven—E.G. 95

If thy craft be just a jail

—

Gather No Moss—(To S.L.)—E.G. 39

I'll shame the hvtwerite

—

Hunocrites Preferred—E.G 16

T11-temt>ered. <?ruff t on surface

—

Temner—E.G. 94

I'm fust a bit of Heaven

—

Soldierina—E.G 100

Tn a dear-ni^hted December

—

Stanzas—John Keats (1795-1821) 82

In all the eeroists I know

—

Mu Eao. or Reconcilina Eaoism with Altruism—E.G. 104

In Celmentina's artless mien

—

Of Clementina—Walter Savage Landor (1 775-1 «64> 66

In manv forms we trv

—

The Bohemian Hnmn—TCalnb Waldo Emerson (1 803-1882') 82

In this world, the Isle of Dreams

—

The White Island—Robert Herrick
(1591-1674) 95

Into these Loves who but for Passion looks—To the Rentier of Th*><n> ffn^of*

—

Michael Dravton (1563-1 6^n 57

Is it so small a thing—From The Hvmn of Empedocles—Matthew ArnoM
(1822-1888> 36

It is not death that sometime in a siffh

—

Death—Thomas Hood (1798-1845) 45

I've «nven uo the worship

—

The New Moloch—E.G. 96

-J*

Jessie is but seventeen

—

Blinded—(To J.S.)—E.G. 107

-L-

Leave me, O Love, which reachest but to dust

—

Splendidis Longum Valedico Nugis—
Sir Philip Sidney (1554-1586) . 76

Let me love thee, stranger

—

Isle of Brotherhood—(To M.B.)—E.G. 14

Let me not to the marriage of true minds

—

Sonnet—William Shakespeare

(1564-1616) 81

Life without love, to me

—

Life Without Love—E.G 50

Like a reed in the wind

—

Love and Courage—(To G.P.M.)—E.G. 80

Like as the waves make toward the pebbled shore

—

Sonnet—William Shakespeare
(1564-1616) 41

Lord, why hast thou made of me

—

Complaint—E.G. 76

Lord, why hast Thou packed on me

—

Poetic Complaint—E.G. 88

Love is a glow that flickers by

—

Reconciliation to Temporariness—E.G. 54

Love so lightly I embrace

—

Divorceability—E.G. 53
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Love still a boy and oft a wanton is—From Atrophel and Stella—
Sir Philip Sidney (1554-1586) . . 74

Lore your nation, Pharisee

—

Isolation—(To J. L. G.)—E.G. 103

Love's but the frailty of the mind

—

Love's But the Frailty of the Mind—
William Congreve (1670-1729> . . 78

-M-
Mark how the bashful morn in vain

—

Boldness in Love—Thomas Carew
(1595?-1639). . 79

Many loves—has been my creed

—

Falling in Love Again—(To J.S.)—E.G 53
May I find a woman fair—True Beauty—Francis Beaumont (15 84-1616) 77
Men call you fair and you do credit it—From Amoretti—Edmund Spenser

(1552?-1599) . 18

Methought I saw my late espoused saint

—

On His Deceased Wife—John Milton
(1608-1674). . 28

'Mid pleasures and palaces though we may roam

—

Home, Sweet Home—
John Howard Payne (1792-1852) . . 39

Mildred sports a chaste brown dress

—

Appropriation—(To M.B.)—E.G 19

More love or more disdain I crave

—

Against Indifference—Charles Webbe (c.1678) . . 70

My aims have ever dwelt on high

—

The Last Wall—(To J.S.)—E.G 26

My days among the dead are passed

—

Lines Written in His Library—
Robert Southey (1774-1843) . . 30

My dear old high school days are gone

—

High School—(To M.J.)—E.G 51

My fairest child I have no song to give you

—

A Farewell—Charles Kingsley
(1809-1875). . 24

My hair is turning gray

—

My Age—E.G 106

My heart is light today

—

The Blister—E.G 62

My heart leaps up when I behold

—

The Rainbow—William Wordsworth (1770-1850) 17

My mother bore me in the southern wild

—

The Little' Black Boy—William Blake
(1757-1827).

.

13

My silks and fine array

—

Song—Wiliam Blake (1757-1827) 58

My soul, there is a country

—

Peace—Henry Vaughan (1622-1695) 76

Never seek to tell thy love

—

Love's Secret—William Blake (1757-1827) 80

No sin to kill ox, fowl or fish

—

The Noble Ban—E.G 57

Not Celia that I juster am—To Celia—Charles Sedley (1639-1701) 54

Nuns fret not at their convent's narrow rooms

—

Sonnet—William Wordsworth
(1770-1850).

.

91

O curse not the sluggards

—

Late-Risers—E.G 30

O Flesh of mine, why do you

—

Rejuvenation—E.G 41

O for the mighty wakening that aroused

—

The Half-Asleep—Thomas Wade
(1805-1875). . 80

O me! what eyes hath love put in my head

—

Blind Love—William Shakespeare
(1564-1616). . 22

O that those lips had language! Life has passed—From On the Receipt of
My Mother's Picture, the Gift of My Cousin, Ann Bodham—
Wiliam Cowper (1731-1800) 17

O thou that swing'st upon the waving hair

—

The Grasshopper—
Richard Lovelace (1618-1658) . 23
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O Time! who know'st a lenient hand to lay

—

Time and Grief—William Lyle Bowles
(1762-1850). . 33

O what is quite so sweet

—

Renunciation—E.G 33

O why is liberty to me

—

The Right to Quit—E.G 54

Of every thousand girls

—

Mathematics of Love—(To J.S.)—E.G 80

Oh, buy me not a tombstone

—

Poet's Testament—E.G 89

Oh, sister, they're foregoing

—

No Finger to Stopper the Dike—E.G 14

Oh, take down this confession

—

Confession to the Nature Poets—E.G 87

Oh I the days are gone when Beauty bright

—

Love's Young Dream—
Thomas Moore (1779-1852) . . 51

On the breast of Time and Space

—

To Hazel—E.G 105

Only a little more

—

His Poetry, His Pillar—Robert Herrick (1591-1674) 12

Open the mainsprings of my heart

—

Overflowing Joy—(To S.N.)—E.G 109

Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting—From
Intimations of Immortality from Recollections

ofEarly Childhood—William Wordsworth (1770-1850) 83

Out of the night that covers me

—

Invictus—William Ernest Henley (1849-1903) .... 26

Out upon it, I have loved

—

The Constant Lover—John Suckling (1609-1642) 53

-P-

Patricia Blake, I have the letter

—

To a Little Customer Who Wrote Me a
Love Note—(To P.B.)—E.G. 78

Poetry appears to me

—

Poetic Religion—E.G 91

Poor Soul, the centre of my sinful earth

—

Soul and Body—William Shakespeare
(1564-1616). 96

Pretty, witty Eleanor

—

Double Poetess—(To E.B.)—E.G 69

Proud word you never spoke, but you will speak

—

Proud Word You Never Spoke—Walter Savage Landor (1775-1864) 90

-R-

Reader, only child of mine

—

To My Reader—E.G 12

Receive, dear friend, the truth I teach

—

The Golden Mean,
Original by Quintus Horatius Flaccus who lived from 65 B.C. to 8 B.C.

—

William Cowper (1731-1800). . 37

Ruthie sips a soda with me

—

Plagiarism—(To R.M.)—E.G. 82

Sally flings me cruel words

—

Kindness in Cruelty—(To S.N.)—E.G 71

Sam Tassler, thou art cold and dark and still

—

After the Funeral—
(To Samuel David Tassler)—E.G.. . 21

She beat the happy pavement

—

Gratiana Dancing—Richard Lovelace (1618-1658).. 59

She counted out her kisses

—

Armored Lady—E.G 102

She danced with every man who'd ask

—

"Girl Scout"—(To M.O.)—E.G 68

She flashed me just a beaming smile

—

One Smile—(To Eleanor)—E.G 52

She is a fountain of delight

—

Thirsting Fountain—(To G.P.M.)—E.G 17

She smiles, and smiles, and will not sigh

—

Urania—Matthew Arnold (1822-1888) .93
She that I pursue still flies me

—

Les Amours—Charles Cotton (1630-1687) 47

She walks in beauty like the night

—

She Walks in Beauty—Lord Byron
(1788-1824). . 24
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She was a queen of noble Nature's crowning

—

The Solitary-Hearted—
Hartley Coleridge (1796-1849) . 48

Sigh on, sad heart, for love's eclipse

—

Ballad—Thomas Hood (1799-1845) 64

So oft as I her beauty do behold—From Amoretti—Edmund Spenser (1552?-1599).. 22

So thou dost not love me

—

Love by Proxy—(To R.R.)—E.G 61

Spring it is cheery

—

What Can an Old Man Do But Die—Thomas Hood (1799-1845) 108

Stay, stay at home, my heart, and rest

—

Song—Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
(1807-1882). .100

Surprised by joy—impatient as the wind

—

Surprised by Joy
William Wordsworth (1770-1850) . . 20

Sweet, be not proud of those two eyes

—

To Diamine—Robert Herrick (1591-1674).. 19
(1591-1674). . . 85

Sweet is the rose but grows upon a brier

—

Sweet and Sour,
From Amoretti—Edmund Spenser (1552?-1599).. 32

Sweet stream that winds through yonder glade

—

To a Young Lady—
William Cowper (1731-1800) . 67

-T-
Tell me not of a face that's fair

—

The Resolve—Alexander Brome (1620-1666) 70

Tender-handed stroke a nettle

—

A Strong Hand—Aaron Hill (1685-1750) 94
Th' expense of Spirit in a waste of shame

—

Sonnet—William Shakespeare
(1564-1616). . 69

Thank God for sleep, for sweet, sweet sleep—Sleep—E.G 99
The breath of autumn aged to chestnut

—

Poetic Youth—(To M.H.)—E.G. 107

The colors of the world

—

Young Again—(To S.N.)—E.G 83

The dusky night rides down the sky

—

A-Hunting We Will Go—Henry Fielding
(1707-1754). . 103

The flower that smiles today

—

Mutability—Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822) 58
The sun descending in the west

—

Night—William Blake (1757-1827) 14

The sun, the moon, the stars, the seas, and the hills

—

The Higher Pantheism—Alfred Tennyson (1809-1892) 84

The thirsty earth soaks up the rain

—

Drinking, After Anacreon

—

Abraham Cowley (1618-1667) .

.

31

The thoughts that rain their steady glow

—

Despondency—
Matthew Arnold (1822-1888). .109

The world is too much with us

—

Sonnet—William Wordsworth (1770-1850) 90
There are some holy moments

—

Moments—(To M.W.)—E.G 35

There are too many nations

—

Overpopulation?—E.G 13

There is a lady sweet and kind—From Thomas Ford's
Music of Sundry Rinds, 1607—Anonymous. . 55

There is a Reaper whose name is Death

—

The Reaper and the Flowers—
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (1807-1882). . 42

There is the flight of fancy

—

Worldly-Wise—(To S.N.)—E.G. 31

There was a holy maiden

—

The Beautiful Nun—E.G 48

There's not a joy the world can give

—

Stanzas for Music—Lord Byron
(1788-1824). .106

There's not a nook within this solemn Pass

—

The Trosachs—

-

William Wordsworth (1770-1850).. 20

There's such a gulf between us

—

Overruled—(To S.N.)—E.G 64

They say that opposites attract

—

Opposites—E.G 73

They that have power to hurt, and will do none

—

Sonnet—
William Shakespeare (1564-1616). . 74
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This Life which seems so fair

—

This Life—William Drummond (1585-1649) 101
Thou art a magic fountain

—

Magic Fountain—(To G.P.M.)—E.G. 68
Thou glow'st, a thing apart,

—

Exception—(To S.N.)—E.G 74

Thou hast lived in pain and woe

—

Requiem—James Thomson (1834-1882) 39
Though I can't be fully honest

—

Reconciliation to Ninety-Five
Percent Honesty—E.G. . . 25

Though Jessie won't be mine

—

Together Always—(To J.S.)—E.G 20

Though I'm poor and unhealthy

—

Reconciliation to Misery—E.G 20
Though my love be running

—

My North Star—(To G.P.M.)—E.G 63

Tick tock, tick tock

—

Giving the Lie to Clocks—E.G 45

Tired with all these, for restful death I cry

—

The World's Way—
William Shakespeare (1564-1616). . 46

To one who has been long in city pent

—

Sonnet—John Keats (1795-1821) 31

Too hastily I kissed her

—

Silken Love—(To R.F.)—E.G 66

"Two diverting are," 'tis said

—

Pluralism—E.G 84

-U-

Under the greenwood tree—From As you Like it—William Shakespeare (1564-1616) 47

Unlike are we, unlike O princely Heart—From Thysia—Elizabeth Barrett Browning
(1806-1861). . 64

-W-

Waken, lords and ladies gay

—

Hunting Song—Sir Walter Scott (1771-1832) 29

We look before and after—From To a Skylark—Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822) .91
We pledged our hearts, my love and I

—

The Exchange—Samuel Taylor Coleridge
(1772-1834). . 80

Weak and irresolute is man

—

Human Frailty—William Cowper (1731-1800) 25

Weaver of destiny, O Fate

—

Acquiescence—(To J.S.)—E.G 26

We've trod the maze of error round

—

Late Wisdom—George Crabbe (1754-1832) ... 107

What is so sweet as a sixteen-year lass

—

Sweet Sixteen—E.G 23

What is the W P A—Definitions of W P A—(To G.J.M.)—E.G 92

When I beheld thine eyes

—

Pearls and Swine—(To S.N.)—E.G. 78

When I go out with Sally

—

Crystals of Charm—(To S.N.)—E.G. 72

When I have seen by Time's fell hand defaced

—

Sonnet—William Shakespeare
(1564-1616). . 40

When I have taken Sally home

—

Wakeful Dream—(To S.N.)—E.G. 28

When I perceived that I was just

—

Renaissance—E.G 85

When I thought she cared a little

—

Broken Armor—(To S.N.)—E.G 74

When I was a beggarly boy

—

Aladdin—James Russell Lowell (1819-1891) 107

When in disgrace with fortune and men's eyes

—

Sonnet—William Shakespeare
(1564-1616) 88

When Jessie plucked away the rose

—

Reconstruction—(To R. M.)—E.G. 58

When lovely woman stoops to folly—From The Vicar of Wakefield—
Oliver Goldsmith (1728-1774) . . 65

When sage Spinoza said that God

—

Convinced—(To a Nameless Switchboard
Operator)—E.G. 95

When the lamp is shattered

—

The Flight of Love—Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822) 54
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When thou wilt find this volume

—
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